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Foreword
Perfectly Imperfect Truths

Hello, dear reader. You’re about to read a deeply indulgent work. A part of me still 
wishes to present some qualitative augury: it’s a good book, an excellent book, the best 
book ever! That last one’s nonsense. The others, well, what do they mean? I quite like this 
book. This book represents me as an author. Those are truths I can enjoy telling you.

I don’t know whether you’ll like this book, but I hope you do. I suspect you may find 
some of its indulgences very strange. There may be many annoying quirks, places where I 
could or should have found more elegant ways to get its ideas across. The content you’ll 
find should you push deeper has seen no edits but mine. As far as I revised or altered some 
things, I more often changed my plans before I ever wrote them out. 

I don’t know whether Sword of the Outsider is insightful, or groundbreaking, or even 
the slightest bit original. In many places I’ve tried to be tropey, cliche0 , just plain silly… have 
I succeeded? I’ve succeeded for me! But your truths aren’t mine. Maybe some will carry 
from me into you, and some chord within you will be enough like some chord within me 
that this note or that still resonates as a truth you know, or wish to know.

You’ll find content warnings before every chapter, on a separate page with their own 
headings to click. I hope this is a more elegant solution than a single massive block. 

Sword of the Outsider may well be my swan song as a writer. Or, my fears may well 
turn out to be unfounded. I am curious to see which of those infinities unfolds to meet 
yours, or mine. Ironically and perhaps perfectly, this feels like the book I should’ve written 
first.

 In so many places, in so many ways, it sings out just what I want from my Twin Spirals 
Mythos, and why. I’ll cheat just a little and do work better left to the tale itself: this mythos 
lives to be more than mine. For the daughter of shadow, for the witch and the warlock, for 
the wolf and the serpent and the demons of beyond. To give it the same name in different 
words, this is a mythos of the otherkin. My books within it cannot sing for all, but I hope at 
least they’ll sing for the otherkin who find their kin in me.

 Most stories teach you how to read them. I hope this one does that passably. If not, 
well, at least it will teach you how to read my others. A cipher for the Twin Spirals, a 
scrying bowl for the unfathomed vastness of my personal abyss.

Hey, you read it at the top. Deeply indulgent. I can enjoy telling you that, too.
This book seems a good cipher to me. But then, I already understand everything it’s 

trying to tell. I don’t know whether this is a good book. I know only that it’s the version I 
most wanted to write at the time I wrote it. That’s enough for me to like it. And I hope that 
it’s enough for you to like it too.

~Caerllyn McCurdy~
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This book is dedicated

To my darling Robert

To my beloved Jeanette,

To Charles, Ethel, and Jonny,

To my darling Raven, and his dearest Val,

And everyone across numberless years

Who faced my deepest darkness

And chose to see a dream worth holding on to

  



Chapter 1 Content Warnings

Mental: cognitive dissonance, implied gender dysphoria, mention of second person, 
overstimulation, threats/prophesy of annihilation

Physical: body horror, implied gender dysphoria, mentions of gore, torture, violence, and 
death, possible hallucinations/psychosis

Social: gaslighting, hypocrisy, othering, toxic masculinity

Supernatural: breakdown of reality, eldritch cognition (PoV, morals) 



Chapter 1
She, Who I Name Myself

I want this story to hurt you.
Pale fingers on woven shadows. Interlacing gleams of lilac mimic crosswise silk bands 

marching to the broad-faced black handguard, the abyssal gate. A forefinger’s blade-
breadth lies outside the curving swath of confined miasma: the scabbard. The seal. Shining 
whorls upon the flats recall steel, pattern forged, yet oily and ever-shifting.

Its edge begins with an undulating border of utmost blackness, true umbra made 
manifest. Wickedly curved, longer than my leg from hip to straining toe-tips. My heart 
dwells in the bite of that edge. Sound precedes sight: metal clash merges with a 
thunderclap, howling wind, and its own preemptive echoes. My pale fingers seal the black 
razor edge in its midnight sheath.

Ahead, golden-brown sand studded by black pillars and crumbling archways. A roseate
and foreign star hangs against the rust-red skies. Tell yourself nothing lies behind. It did 
not happen for you. Successive crashes shake the ground, their crumpling shockwaves 
sending dust spirals on the hot wind. A beguiling scent tangy and bitter like warm iron 
against my back… no. Forward I phase, rhythmic surges like footsteps without feet I no 
longer wear. Forward, I angle the umbral hilt.

I grant my shapes so few eyes. What for sight beyond flesh? Tell yourself you can only 
know sight that shines kinship. 

Foresight looks to the endless wastes.
I am the form that I am. Human homages from dark mire woven, limbs shaped into 

muscle as though fat, sinew or tendon make a difference. The thickest-gathering shadows 
make texture, silky mottlings mantling shoulders molded by the cleaving sword. The well-
toned waist, the broad hips, the frequent hints at heavy and indulgently full breasts 
sometimes unveiled from, or emerging as, the sprawling darkness emanating in tendrils 
behind my spine. I meld with it, it with I, each trailing the other. Silhouette obscured.

Sight: my favorite construct.
Call my shapes whatever you desire, so long as you call them feminine. Call no honor 

for flesh and flesh’s fey-shaming mutations. Call these shapes what they are, for that is the 
echo of me, and it is my will that makes me woman. 

Upon my brow the shadow clings soft and cool, nocturne water’s kiss. Snow-white hair 
beneath the black veil hemmed by silver thorns where a thousand slit-eyes and fanged 
skulls lurk—perhaps embroideries. Only a diamond jaw and full lips painted black emerge 
below the veil.

I halt. A soft and semi-liquid sliding sound drifts from the path now past. It ends, a final 
wet report lost in the hot wind’s rustle against the golden sands.

"To the banishment of dreck, and the annulment of the Enemy’s hymn," I say. "Still, 
where is the horn that was blowing?" Again, the hot wind’s caress. Ahead the endless 



wastes, rolling sometimes. Never rising to a peak. "Foolishness," I finally mutter. The 
umbral grip pulses under tightening fingers: hot, cold, numbing in tandem. 

I am jet-black, prickling pinpoints blooming all around my center. The roseate star’s 
light splits into component rays, or loses itself in the watery ripples fringing my sky-
punctures. I split the stale-fabric lattice that divides atoms and ether. Hissing like molten 
rock against the ocean, rasping like parchment torn and torn and torn, endlessly. An ovoid 
gouge. Now ten. Now one-hundred eleven. 

Each portal opens a story yet untold: the thousand towers of a crystal citadel where 
creatures of talon, bone, and tentacle scuttle along paths crafted of spiral-carved gem. 
Roiling fumes on a charnel abyss. Horned figures lash their tails and brandish igneous 
blades. An echoing chasm of countless thin and sharp-edged metalloid wings, arcs, and 
spars, all unanchored and grinding. Bolts spark their ridges. Ghostly silhouettes soar, fading
into clarity and out again. 

One-hundred eight other paths, equally enticing, loom as an enormous segmented 
sphere. I stand as its center. But I am their resonance already: the open ways ahead too 
well answer and amplify the pulsation that emanates me.

"Always against causality," I say, coiling backward with my left foot’s bracing slide. "A 
capricious strand, less knowable than chance."

Many eyes widen, forms dart, powers array beyond each gateway. I strain space until it
breaks. The umbral blade howls. I flash upward and twin spirals unite, a shearing helix. 

All portals collapse, each vista halved into a maelstrom of stolen colors. Thought 
asunder, ruptured memory, sound waves split: the charnel realm’s frozen glimpses mix 
with stained glass and silken banners. The metalloid spars blend into a towering stygian 
mountain perforated by a hundred smooth-sided caverns. The crystal citadel’s slivers melt 
in blood-red ocean. Echoed auras merge and mutate.

I spin above shredded potential. My right arm’s sweep seals the umbral blade. 
Sensation doubles like fingers opening from a fist, a pleasant ache, as a second arm unfolds 
from wrist, from elbow, from shoulder. I become an arrowhead distortion and plunge down
through the final spiral-cleave. Two cuts side by side transect the first upon every portal-
corpse. They plow the golden sands and sever the black stone below. Cobalt radiance 
billows from the rifts, making shadow all the starker.

I am the cocoon of power enclosing the discordant morass above. I am two hands 
pulling the shadow-scabbard and umbral blade in opposite harmony to sheathe it, and I am 
the will that spins the essence-storm on an unseen spindle. All condenses. Echoes drown 
each other. The abyss-wrought guard clashes home against the scabbard’s oily haze-maw.

I turn and face the final portal.
The gate rises ten times my size. A deep blue night. Nodulous white-stone buildings 

spill amber light from windows framed by lazy ceramic curlicues. Curving rampways 
bridge their heights, anchored as tunnels in the concave sides of skyward spike-towers. The
village square below centers four cobbled streets in green sheens. They pass through a 
thicket of peaked roofs, brick or greened copper or painted and latticed facades, through 
gables and pavilions where wild gardens sigh above many gentle creeks. Winding stairways
stretch for the high towers. My amusement radiates and fades unanswered. My black-
painted lips form a smile that glistens too brightly for the wan moon’s light.



A last chance gust carries crystalline dust in an arc around me: gradation from deepest 
azure through pink into blood red that glitters against the restful night. I pass the world-
threshold and draw my bracing shadows through behind, suturing the rift.

Floral scents waft from thick-hung vines and branching plants with shaggy fronds 
coating their branches. Feral minds note my coming. They emanate: sharp startlement, 
ticklish interest, sometimes cold fear. A hundred coursing air-currents meet my aura far 
away above. I am within them within myself, felt by feeling that needs no skin to contain it. 
My steps ring on tiles tinted with dusk-hue golds, oranges, and reds. 

"Pleasant respite under darkened skies," I murmur. A tingling note cuts the 
encroaching clouds. It sharpens, buzzes, blazes to a white-light flare fracturing the night. I 
ride the thunder stroke’s resonance back to myself where I stand, and recombine as my 
fullest form at the first raindrop’s patter atop my veiled hood. What other answer is there? 
I throw back my head and laugh loudly. I walk for the door twenty paces ahead where 
music, laughter, and clattering plates promise warmth.

Promises given so idly are seldom kept so well.
The delirious glows become a cozily-appointed tavern, sturdy-trestle tables heavy with

food, life, and mirth. Tapestries, paintings, booths plush despite vagrant tufts. I remember 
human spirit when I see human flesh seated here, and there, and there. Yet here the greater
number drinking and jesting and striving wrap themselves with other flesh-raiments: wolf-
folk and lizard, serpent and two-legged cat. Tendril-life from worlds still further, carapace-
wearers and hive-mind beings with viscous flesh and plural joy. 

Wait. There. Rude pressure like the unsought specter who heralds a dream’s change 
into nightmare. Half-seen figments: a portly creature tumbling through a hall lined by 
sawblades yet bouncing harmlessly away, screaming and making no sound. A spine-backed 
being plated in gold. They dance atop a marble altar while a second self screams for them to
stop. Dreaming minds through the musty dark wood rafters. Bedrooms above. An inn, then.
This knowledge diffracts my thoughts about the tableau before me.

I condense. Time’s causal mirage bends around my singular point. 
A broad-shouldered human’s gesture becomes a pose, sloshing tankard outstretched. 

Golden-haired, golden-bearded, eyes blue like glacial ice. A gallant cloak, an elegant vest, a 
long sword with its crosswise hilt… and by something harsher than chance, the light from a 
new-lit lantern’s flare behind him catches in seven ale-film bubbles around his head. They 
become a crescent omen of seven sparkling stars arrayed like a sickle.

I scoff and seek more interesting avatars. 
One reclines beside the first. Scales more golden still and five green eyes in dark, liquid 

pupils like night ocean’s gleam mark a faceted visage. Hooking bone-spurs stud jaws 
crested by ridges broadening into skull-like sockets. Swaying cilia all along the cheeks. 
Mirror-polished plate armor with emerald tint, a bronzy surcoat, a tall rectangle shield and 
a straight-bladed sword with a hilt of golden spirals and a grip of black leather. 

Oh. A second essence: a cloying incense reek against my outcast soul-pores. A filmy 
orange inside the mortal’s jade aura, rust-ridden sludge polluting a nascent star. 

A god’s jealous veil. 
Curious. Everyone else here pours themselves out. "I am he", "I am she" "I am they, or 

them, or xem." They tint my cosmic mirror by their own truths. This godsworn’s aura 
claims "he," and yet I sense… well. I shall not transgress the unwritten plea. "He" says the 
aura. "He" shall I echo. Perhaps it’s the truth he needs nurturing to fulfill.



Another human leans away from the gold-headed hero and his froth-headed tankard, 
crossed hands guarding her face. Ale-flecks nonetheless dapple her spectacles and leave 
tiny moist sparkles on her pinkish cheeks. Dark-haired, silver-eyed, wearing sleeveless 
purple robes and a long-sleeved white undershirt beneath a broad black hat. An electric 
rush enlivens her essence. Aura sight shows phantasmal light and shadow outlining the 
muscle-fibers beneath her skin—a mage. The treacherous current’s conduit.

The broad-shouldered, four-armed figure behind the bar leans an elbow atop it with a 
proprietor’s air: half placid dominion, half angst. Two potbellies sway side by side on his 
muscular form. Intermittent slits march along his arms and the wingspan muscles settling 
his round eyeless head atop his torso. 

And what’s this? A humanoid figure steps deftly towards the table where the two 
humans and their god-sworn companion sit. Three platters hover in his wake, heaped 
heavy with food. He wears a deep blue tabard over steel mail. A sword hangs through a 
holster on his belt. A long and gently-curved blade. A black-lacquered scabbard. A grip 
bound by white silk, braided, with blackened rayskin under it. Three prong-tipped tails 
sprout as a bundle from its bearer’s rear. 

One wraps the sword for comfort.
Purple, lilac and gold scales form spiral-arrays on his dark brown skin. They anchor his

clawed fingers, and the four recurve horns with bladed inner facets framing his sculptured 
oval face. Secondary mouths filled with many-rowed obsidian fangs underline his 
cheekbones. A wide third eye in blue compliments the golden slits under delicate white 
brows like the dreadlocked white hair pulled into a brace behind his head.

A psionic’s resonant barrier veils his aura. A surprise. A puzzle. A challenge?
Seek the inn’s further guests by your own sight if you wish. To this moment and its 

infinity’s shapers, they do not matter.
A faint smile finds my lips. The four-horned demon’s eyes find me first. Next the mage. 

Now the golden-scaled godsworn. Expressions fester. The godsworn reaches over-ready 
fingers for his spiral-hilted sword. I elect to match their time, but leave mine in its own. In 
their pace, all eyes latch upon me with swiftness they shall later call unity. Now each eye 
counts others as each assures themselves they witness the same visitation. 

The glances that began alone drift back together. 
Though slowing, I am full enough yet to witness the waves. The golden-soul human’s 

mouth births them with spittle and hoppy runoff: luminescent sine-spheres growing fainter
the further they carry through the chamber. They smash apart on table edges, roll along his
companions’ flesh, splinter in their fabrics, and become faint glimmers where my shadows 
stifle them. These sine-tides emerge altered into me, pure meaning resurrected from one 
tomb and condemned to another.

Sound: my favorite hallucination.
"Vletru, hold the sword," the golden-haired human has said. He thinks to whisper: "but 

not too much." I am a thousand tiny ears in every unclaimed molecule. Admitted or not, he 
shouts into me. I step forward.

"Keep your distance!" The mage says. Trembling legs raise her. The current ripples 
under her touch, through the planar fabric. Omnicolor sprites and rays well up around her 
like gaps in clouds unseen. 

I choose an answer. Space wrinkles for this black-veil body, and all wrinkles with it. 
Latticed walls, wooden beams, untaken tables and abandoned tankards fold inwards 



around the event horizon. Fearful cries mask a lone goblet’s clatter against the bowl-
warped floor. I am the fateful weight at the deepening vale’s center.

"What in the name of ruin are you doing to my inn?" the innkeeper shouts.
"Stop! Stop or I will cast on you!" the mage shouts.
Ungrateful melodies. I subside the warp. Frantic eyes assure panicked hearts that the 

patterns they call reality are still there. Patrons shuffle. Drinking and muttered talk return.
"Calm, Mulreg. Just an illusion," the golden-haired human says.
"There’s a goblet on the floor," this mage, Mulreg, answers.
"She could’ve knocked it off with all manner of arcane tricks," the golden-haired human

says, opening a hand. "Even Ichril could’ve done that."
The demon’s aura twangs, sharp and cold-burning aches. Ah. I begin to understand.
"We don’t even know if she can speak Keneb," Vletru says, collecting his tower shield.
"Cold greetings on a storm-wracked night," I say. Their shock nourishes me. "I cannot 

speak Keneb."
"You speak it right now," the innkeeper says.
"I promise you," I say, savoring the unheard words on my lips, "I am not."
"I don’t even know if we should be speaking," Ichril says. He sends the food-platters 

drifting down to the table where Vletru, Mulreg, and the gold-haired human sit.
"Ichril’s right," that human says. "Look at her. It’s as though the night decided to wrap 

itself around a fresh maiden’s corpse." Beneath his words Ichril ventures "And let’s stop 
saying our names, we don’t know what she’ll do with" before surrendering to apathy’s 
muffle. I find the simile of myself with the graceful dead duly flattering. I blush beneath the 
veil. My shadows flutter. "See? She melts into the darkness, it oozes her out again. We don’t 
know how much is flesh and bone. She could be hollow inside."

"Flesh and bone? A penance, a memory, bonds long undone," I say. "The answer you 
seek, the answer within, is nothing. I wear no skin. I am sense, self, soul undiluted." Trailing
shadow-sleeves welcome pale fingers. "I am power."

"We’ve heard it all before," the golden-haired man says. "One mystic’s like another."
"I don’t know," Ichril says. His three eyes focus on me. "You seem like you plan to stay. 

Rather than leave us to guess, why not tell us yourself: who or what are you?"
"Must a what and a who fly separate courses?" I ask. I twirl my fingers through the 

umbra’s embrace. Skin, tendons, and veins unravel as discolored strands from glittering 
black-metal bones and dissipate with my black blood into shadow until my right hand 
ceases. The onlookers widen eyes, cover mouths, fight their rising bile with retching strain. 
I turn my forearm. My right hand is whole. 

"But your companion forever prefers his own answers," I say. To the prodigal demon I 
give my longest gaze. He returns it without words. I let my turning steps and twitching 
head absorb me until my wait turns fruitless. I look to the proprietor at the long, smoky 
room’s opposite end. "You call this place an inn. I may stay?"

"You should share of yourself if you want to ask the same of Shyalk," Ichril says. His 
triumvirate eyes would surely pin me where I stand if they possessed such power. "I can’t 
even sense her. It’s…" He gulps down spit. Is it a ritual means to eat feelings? "It’s as though 
she’s not there, and she took the front of the inn. The auras are just gone."

Ah, yes. That must be worrisome.
"Well, we’ve learned something else Ichril can’t do," the golden-haired human says. He 

spews his laughter into the stagnating air. "Feel a woman!" Other throats at other tables 



rank their mirth behind his. "It’s been a long day. We’ve had a few drinks. Naturally we’re 
more vulnerable to parlor tricks." He gestures to the nearest empty table. "Seat yourself, 
shadow woman. I was just regaling the patrons with the tale of our latest adventure."

I look to the innkeeper. "Does this man speak for you in your domain, this inn?"
"That man," he answers, with an overwrought gravity I now remember too well, "is 

Gerakaeto Mohs." This surname deserves more than the snicker I muffle. Yet the innkeeper 
has shown me no disrespect, so I let him speak on. "And those with him are the Vanguard of
Shailavach, the same good village where you now stand. Their strength and courage saved 
us all, and you will show them due respect under my roof."

A server bearing heavy platters pushes through the rattling swing-door to the 
innkeeper’s left. Ruddy-faced and worried, he turns his shaggy head from banter at the 
cooks too late to avoid walking into Ichril. Anguished clatters and cutlery shrieks spin out 
on the smoke-laden air with the scents of beer and a soon-wasted roast. 

Now I stand beside Ichril. Heat-haze vibrations thrum for a breath while I burn the 
fall’s velocity into warmth and my phantom forces resettle the meals on their trays. No 
gratitude answers. Instead I am struck by jarring eminence from every mind: many 
translucent blips pulse out, press as electric tingles and shattering glass, then vaporize.

"What in the name of all hells was that?" the innkeeper shouts, clutching his skull.
I drift the meals back onto the server’s hands. He reels away. I perceive that my 

closeness brings distress, so again I stand where I arrived. The same jarring rebounds. This 
time it echoes within the encircling minds until they must force it out with shouts of panic 
and pain, tears and nails on wood and weapons drawn.

"Stop doing that!" Ichril yells. "Their psyches aren’t grown to it!" 
"I am sorry," I say, for I am. "I forget these places and their ways. I find swiftest 

harmony with…" I twitch my head sideways. Then I remember how these tics might read, 
and straighten. "With elsewhere. With other ways."

"Calm, Ichril," Gerakaeto says. Yet he grimaces and laces his space with a jittering. 
Something acrid. "It’s nothing we’ve not experienced before." Beneath denial’s clamor, his 
words sing truth. I recall another by it: about the ways a place’s people fill it. And my 
emptiness needs its own space. I remember why I harm souls like these. "Cease these 
games, conwoman. No one’s impressed. And you’ve gleaned plenty of names from us, but 
I’ve not heard one from you."

"A name?" I echo. I cannot remember a name I named as mine. Can any name sustain 
my nature with those who refuse to know? I tap my lips, blotting shadow-puffs from brief 
divots. These displays ease the patron-souls. I pace under gazes that grow deeply dry, and 
at last say, "will you accept this pact? I will reveal a fitting name before I leave."

Gerakaeto snorts. "That doesn’t surprise me, but better than putting on all that show 
before saying, ‘but I am the Nameless One’ or some such tripe."

"How could I be nameless?" I ask. "I have never been eaten."
"Ichril, is any of this familiar?" Vletru asks. He rests his shield beside his chair and 

slumps. His back-spines rattle on its back-slats. "Perhaps in your Earther traditions?"
"Vletru!" Ichril snaps. 
"An Earthling?" I ask. "Much revealed, more implicit." I stir shadows with a dismissing 

wave. "But I have known Earth too well. I would hear the promised tale. Recent adventure. 
Sights yet unseen."



The Vanguard of Shailavach make half-hearted protests, all trampled under 
Gerakaeto’s own words. "As I said, seat yourself, shadow-woman—but no more shadow-
tricks! It’s already tiresome!"

I glide to the empty table. Everyone I pass leans away. Chair-legs scrape the floor in 
hasty retreat. The umbral blade levitates from my shade-sash and poises beside my seat. 
My shadows spread, seeping along the table’s crevices and in foggy streams on the aged 
floor beneath my stepless, oily seep through the air.

"Didn’t she have feet a second ago?" someone whispers.
"She was shorter and the… the blackness was less black," another hisses.
"Just parlor tricks, people, calm," Gerakaeto yells. "And I told you to stop those!"
"But I did not agree," I answer. Then I call to the innkeeper, "Food and drink nourish, if 

only by savor. Name your price."
He taps the menu above. "Tell the servers, pay what’s listed. I don’t care what else you 

think you can offer. The menu says copper, so it’s copper."
"These numbers bore me," I say. I coalesce new matter as a golden disc between my 

fingers. "Will gold justify an evening free from calculation?"
"Give me that," Mulreg says. I let her snatch the disc. Magic’s current pours along her 

flesh’s fibers. Its irradiant potential sheds colors and dulls until it wafts through the gold as 
a bronze pulse: once, twice, thrice. Mulreg pushes her spectacles up her button nose with a 
twitching finger. "Its molecular composition is odd. Trace elements I can’t quantify. But it 
shouldn’t be harmful, and it’s certainly gold." 

She clears her throat. "This is worth at least five Standards."
"As I have said," I say, and steeple pale fingers, "such numbers bore me. If you cherish 

numbers’ for numbers’ sake, I wish you joy. I prefer knowing by other constructs. Calculate 
the weight of a dream for me, mortal mage. Make me an equation for life, or against. "

"On this, I agree with Gera," Mulreg says. "That’s emotional reasoning. Wordplay and 
logic-loops empty enough I’ll imagine answers. Numbers transcend that. Numbers are 
consistent," she says, proving she knows nothing about numbers. She jabs a finger against 
their table. "They give a sense of scale, of objectivity. And I can imagine why a being like 
you loathes them, but rejecting reality won’t change that math is built right into the laws of 
physics. All magic is grounded in numbers."

"True enough for thaumaturgy," I say. "That should have been the first warning."
"You know," Gerakaeto says, "I actually think I understood that one, mystic." He does 

not. If he understood, his eyes would burn out in his skull and his flesh would unravel in 
melting strands until it freezes as unsupportable sculpture on the copper-stinking air. He 
does not, and continues: "But enough. Our story’ll teach you a thing or two about what 
people need." His knuckles whiten on his gold medallion. "What it means to be a hero."

I remember another mortal lesson: hatred. I smother it before it can grow under me. 
Gera speaks a great deal. His drive to be heard thunders in every word. I begrudge this 

little. A soul must live to hear its own resonance before it can live for any other’s. But Gera 
exceeds me. He sweeps his arms and hurls his voice and thrashes his body to fill an animate
continuum with frozen afterimages, and enlarge.

I resist. I do not show the power that serves this purpose best.
Gera speaks a quest into southwestern heaths. The implied sings more than the 

spoken. He takes landscape-tears for granted, touching the weaveless freedom under the 
planar fabric, but still marks day and night as mirrored spokes on the wheel named time. 



Perhaps this plane, their Jurnost, means a realm unfinished—or willfully punctured. 
Whatever its unknowable shapers’ intent, a mortal wanderer might plummet through a rift 
and meet the abyss.

Gera styles himself a master swordsman. I decide it’s arrogant to peel his skin for 
arrogance. He mentions "things that live in the rifts." But his tale journeys away, and I 
remember the fatigue of the over-fathomed. A far-flung village. A headsman panicked. A 
monstrosity prowling. I sit straighter when Gera mentions missing children. Sentences 
later we find them hidden away elsewhere for reasons unrelated, and safe.

This shift perturbs me little until Gera adds, "So, after we saved the children, we—"
The phrase "meanwhile, Ichril had" rebirths often, often trailing its cousin, "we told 

Ichril to." It seems Ichril had to do a great many things where Gera did not have to see 
them. The tale finds its climax against a creature Gera first describes as "the great beast" 
and after that, "the vicious beast," "the evil beast" and at one point, "the dark beast."

This beast takes shape for me through the very instants when the Vanguard of 
Shailavach took its shapes from it. Its scales gleam when Gera says, "Vletru managed to 
wedge his shield under the beast’s foot with the rim against his sword, and so drove the 
point through its scaly hide." Its jaws coalesce when Mulreg blasts them with "a spell of 
force," a vagary gauzier even than I, and the beast’s noxious blood stinks in recollected 
nostrils only when Gera finishes, "in its death throes it would’ve bled heavy on me, and 
boiled me with its poison ichor, but I was quicker than the end." 

He draws to a halt, clearly proud of his finish.
I prefer to believe I’ve heard a worthy onslaught’s recounting. So when the patrons 

cheer, I applaud with many clapping shadow-hands.
Perhaps Gera misunderstands. Perhaps he remembers more from his emotions at my 

entrance than he likes. Perhaps he simply doesn’t like me. Whatever the reason, he twists 
to confront me and says, "What tale have you to answer that?"

This stirs laughter that I sense I will be wiser not to understand, so I look within for 
communion beyond life. I recall what it means to sing my sagas before an uncaring 
audience. I carved the course that brought me here through the Dread Enemy’s dregs. 
Should I not recite this? Oh. I remember. That would be a slow and craven mass-murder. In 
my truths, some things always breed evil. 

I forget sometimes that my truths might spawn them.
This meditation spurs me. I offer the essence of the numberless days when I warred 

against the Unwoken Hierarch—
"I’ve never heard of that ruler," Mulreg says.
"Entity," I say, "though he ruled once, and schemes to rule again. Does the title inspire 

no inborn response?"
"Why is it significant for this Hierarch to be unwoken?" the mage insists.
"I hope to convey that by the tale itself," I say.
"Please understand. I know that whatever you went through means a great deal to 

you," Vletru says. "But… you say this story takes place over ‘numberless days.’"
"That battle took place across numberless days, yes," I say. The umbral blade stirs. 

Shadows swiften and contort. "Please, seek not to force my past’s metamorphosis with your
present like shifting tense. I carry this onslaught within. Cannot my present past live side 
by side with yours? How else can you see the colors my truth might reflect in yours?"

"Ichril?" Vletru asks, his eyes crossing.



"I’d need a cipher for her soul to tell you," Ichril answers, shaking his head. 
They hear, but will not listen. Underneath, I am serration. Eviscerating cold.
"But the days wouldn’t have been numberless," Mulreg says. "You’re here now. The 

battle had a finite, measurable duration."
"Utterances unsolicited against claims unmade," I counter. "Does it carry a dire 

struggle’s spirit to say, ‘it lasted two weeks?’ Battle breathes by each step, each stroke, each
slaying. My battles in truth remain numberless, for I care not to count their days."

"Right, because numbers bore you," Mulreg says, rolling her eyes. 
"We just want proof the tale will be worth our time," Gera adds. I remember that my 

hatred kindles so easily because I am so often given righteous cause. "We don’t know you. 
We don’t know a single soul who vouches for you. And you’ve not exactly gone out of your 
way to be endearing."

"Perhaps you’ve a story—sorry, adventure—that involves a little romance?" Vletru 
suggests, as helpful as courting death. "Everyone likes a girl meets boy tale. Or, er, boy 
meets girl tale. Or girl meets girl tale!" The godsworn stammers, "I don’t judge!"

"Trysts and loves lost and lingering I’ve known and will know again," I say. "Your 
leader asked that I sing out adventures answering your own. I chose one that I hoped held 
enough kinship to enrich both while painting neither as lesser."

"Well, it’s our time too, you know, that you’re looking to use," Gera answers. "And 
you’ve had plenty to say tonight. Some would call it grandstanding."

"If you found my outflow so overbearing," I say, standing, "why did you ask for more of 
me?" I am she who rises in power. Gera finds mirroring me impossible. 

It helps nothing that I turn the air enfolding him solid from his waist down. 
I am darkness coiling and clawing space, a sign of eight striated spokes mingling umbra

and light that spalls forth behind my silhouette. Distance and scope bow beneath my fury. I 
tower a hundred feet above heckling chemical smears. 

My shadows segment the stolen glare of torches and gems into fractured nova. My sigil 
manifests as obsidian gouges through the core of light. Overhanging twin fangs meld with 
skeletal cheekbones above a spearhead chin framed by six bladed horns. Two incisive 
sockets angle up toward the apex and the burning sign their own shapes mirror in 
darkness: the forbidden and radiant icon of the four-point star.

"Grandstanding," I say, in tones of somber frost and slaughter. "Would you enjoy 
grandstanding, you mortal bilge, causal offal, wretched dredge from the utmost fathom of 
cosmic rot?"

"What the hell did you do?" Gera demands. He falls by his own folly. I wove no ether-
iron in the air around his boot-soles, nor that around his chair’s legs.

"I will have," I say, and speak into absolute quiet despite all panicking figures and rising
pandemonium, "silence. And you, you miserable creatures, delusive apparitions wrapped in
red flesh and bile and such peelable skin, you will listen well. I’ll make you see me." 

Shadow coils. Will snares firelight from torches and entraps the lightning-bolt Mulreg 
casts towards my veil. "Your strike’s meagerness does not absolve you. I could claim your 
life if I wish. For now, kneel." With sense beyond self I am in the tendons running up her 
legs. I buckle them down. Her knees crack against the floor. She cries out, soundless. 

"Be thankful that I wish not," I say. "You, godsworn." I confront this figure named 
Vletru, then Ichril, "and you, Udugal with an idle Muramasa. No violence need dawn so long 
as you grant me my song, though for myself alone. Let the Void devour your memory if your



spirits cannot stand. But first my truth will echo in your world that is! I came to hold free 
communion with living things, and freely to hold my own. My offenses were accidents of 
nature, but your liars’ chorus spurns me with primogenic intent!"

My shadows dance life into my words. I am the ever unfolding storm beneath knobby 
columns and riven causeways, leaping to shear as shadow and fire through horrors of 
tentacle, blade, and rotting flesh. "I who held the gateway at Viil Geshrada alone when all 
the carrion-hounds of the deep ways descended! I, who purged the abomination in the 
overtaken heart of the necropolis Shordag Miliar!" 

The nexus of slashing arcs and lightning aurorae, I warp my own shapes around the 
upward-scything blade-arm swung by that behemoth of seven flanged maws hinged 
through each other, overlapping to shield its miasmal core. 

The final shift. I remember to blur traitorous details unto vagary. 
Veiled and grinning, my phantom half-outlines divert a great halberd’s thrust with a 

half-swording sweep. Mirrored through space past the weapon-bind, my full form drives 
the umbral blade through a helm-slit above fluted plate armor and twenty swirling cloth 
bands. "I, who slew the rogue phase-duelist Zella Faer on the forlorn snows of the 
Primordial Pale!" My will hurls open the inn’s door behind me. 

"I, justify myself?" I shout, strident and sonorous as the thunder stroke that echoes my 
words. "Idiocy! But I shall give you this much: the name you demanded! Bury this night in 
the syllables and tell yourselves that now you know everything!" I should snarl only the 
name and depart. But rage remembers it must hurl, finding no barbs to swell further, 
before it forgets itself again. 

"Shriek putrid prayers to every broken god! Seek atonement until death dies! It shall 
change nothing! If ever you need me against the Enemy, then to the Enemy’s maw I consign 
you! I will heed your cries for aid only that I may sup of your charnel reek on the irradiant 
maelstrom! May you burn to oblivion!"

I foresee before my final word that I’ll watch its waves collapse only to reincarnate the 
same forms I first learned them by. My truest name will cast no ripples in Keneb, and mean 
nothing to them. "For as you scorn me, my name is Entropy!"
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Chapter 2
Needless Boons

Entropy takes her nothingness with her before her words: from Gera’s legs, from the 
eaves of Shyalk’s inn, from natural shadows that still waver a while after she leaves. I’m left 
with the scents of food, drink, and body-odor, the grumbles of Shailavach’s finest night-
owls, and the strange certainty that I’ve somehow failed. I watch the door, brows creased. 

Then I sigh, and reach for a chair.
"Well," Gera says, propping his feet on the same chair while plucking a breaded ced 

bulb from his platter, "Priengal will be glad to hear she slept through."
"I’m not sure that’s true," Vletru says. He pulls out a different chair for me. Kthanktri 

mouths can’t smile, being just flexible enough to shape letters, but every day he’s more 
skilled in draping his cilia down his cheeks so the negative space below gives the same 
impression. His eyes have two overlapping lids, and narrow with all the wryness his mouth 
struggles to express. "Pri hates missing things," Vletru adds. I sit beside him.

Remember to smile. Send my eyes through their little dance so he knows I’m listening. 
Vletru’s a good man, and already hides too much pain without fearing I don’t like him. "And 
as she serves Maratbach—"

"Which one is that again?" Gera cuts in. "Of your gods?"
Vletru twitches his cilia up and takes an even breath. "Maratbach, goddess of the Realm

Untrespassed, is the leading goddess of the Sheh—"
"Who’re the Sheh?" Gera asks. Vletru looks to me.
"The Sheh are Vletru’s people," I say. "His culture." Vletru’s shoulders loosen visibly.
"I thought he was kthanktri," Gera says. Gera always says he’s trying his best. I dearly, 

deeply, constantly wish he’d ever work on making his best get better.
"Gera, I was so certain I’d already talked about this," Vletru says. "The fault must be 

with my memory, and I apologize." He clasps his hands, elbows on the table. "Kthanktri is 
the Sheh name for our entire species. I can’t tell you for certain how many distinct cultures 
we have spread over every world and plane. But many." He flicks his cilia back and forth. "I 
hope you haven’t gotten the idea that all kthanktri peoples center their society on religion."

"Well… course not," Gera says. "That’d be absurd."
Lightning in the liminal. He did believe that.
Vletru continues with too much cheer in his voice. "Anyway! Within the Sheh pantheon,

our Tsthorla, Maratbach has for her spheres both the life and death of summer—warmth 
that feeds growth, heat that kindles wildfires." There’s such light in his eyes and his aura, 
an orator’s surge I only see when he’s talking about the glory of someone else.

Gera changes his approach to his huge, still-steaming roast. His lip-smacks frequently 
overlap Vletru’s words.

"Her godsworn are the guardians of the Sheh homeworlds, and the spearhead of our 
people when we go forth to claim new territory," Vletru continues.



"It’s admirable that you show the same fervor for the other gods of your pantheon that 
you do for your patron," I say. Then his words set in. "I’m sorry, first time I’ve ever heard 
that last part. Claim new territory from who?" I ask.

Vletru chuckles, lifting his ale to his mouth. "Pri says sometimes there are conflicts over
resources, that’s all. As for equal piety to every god," he says, pausing for a swig and 
heedless of the sudden chill revulsion in my gut, "much as I want to let you flatter me, the 
reason for that’s a bit more…" A gulp this time. "Childish. Maratbach was my favorite when 
I was young. I always wanted to join her godsworn."

"Why didn’t you?" I ask. I want him to tell me that it felt wrong.
"Because Maratbach accepts only women of the Sheh," Priengal says in her rolling 

earthquake of a voice. Her steps, muffled by leather sheathes splitting into hoof-like 
supports for the six downward prongs that form kthanktri feet, still thunder on the floor. 
She’s the largest of the Vanguard by a full nine feet to Gera’s seven. She shares golden 
scales and accents of red with Vletru. But between the broad belly of muscle and secondary 
ribs, the red armor and white surcoat trimmed gold, and the mandibles lined with tendrils 
that echo the shape of the jaw they grow under, there’s no mistaking her.

Vletru told me once that the mandibles are for mating. That kthanktri women evolved 
them to hold males steady during sex. I’m still sifting for why Vletru folded in on himself a 
little when he explained this. He’s never seemed sex-shy any other time. And I’ve felt his 
aura pulse truth when he shows affection and arousal towards women. Is it possible that—

"Would one of you please explain to me the cause of all the noise and screaming?" Pri 
thuds down into a chair, breaking my musings. Its legs splinter instantly.

"Not to worry," Mulreg says. She plucks the current. I feel it pass into our plane like 
liquid ice that hardens as it approaches, yet stays fluid until it merges with her flesh. That’s 
where I make my perception end. No matter the power, we should never touch, affect, or 
influence someone else unless they consent. I’ve always thought that was intuitive.

While the chair’s legs crackle and mend, Gera recounts our meeting with Entropy. 
"Anyway," he concludes, "one charlatan’s the same as another. Didn’t miss much."

"I’m not at all sure she was a charlatan," I say. "Changing space. Subverting energy. And
the auras are still muted everywhere she or her shadows touched." This reminds me about 
the chair Entropy sat in. I can’t help it. I send my aura out past my form as a blue haze seen 
through my second sight. When it touches that chair it swirls in and disintegrates. The 
nothingness ripples it and creeps inward, accelerating. I flinch and snap my aura back.

Oh, hell—what if that draws it to me?!
It doesn’t. The chair again becomes a chair rather than a carving raw core of abyss. Just 

a damned chair. I repeat this to the shuddering, scything sensation in my chest. There’s one 
of the downsides to being a full-fledged demon: Mortal fear has bodily limits. I’m pure 
supernatural energy. My fear can grow as much as I can. 

But while there are other demons here, I’m the only psionic, so everyone else just sees 
me squint before I reel back with my eyes bugged out in horror. Everyone stares. Their 
confusion, their amusement, their quiet mockery, it all just itches. I have to put something 
else out there to get these sensations off. 

"Look, you heard her," I say. "She called me Udugal, said my sword was a Muramasa."
"But she didn’t," Mulreg says. "She just said ‘your idle Muramasa.’ Your sword matters 

a great deal to you, so that’s what you assumed she meant. But if it’d been a locket, or a 
wand, or some device back in a workshop you were trying to piece together, ‘Muramasa’ 



could’ve served just as well. She left it unattributed so you could attribute it to whatever 
you want."

"But the way she moved—" I start to say. I’m a haze of tearing edges. Everything whirls
inside and out. Colors shift and mottle.

"Ichril, lad, stop this," Gera says. He whips his feet down and sits up. "You’re hungry to 
see yourself as part of some grand adventure. We all are! That’s what her ilk preys on. You 
can find a hundred mystics like her in dingy shops full of dust and odd little relics. It's no 
flaw that there’s nothing under the surface. Lets you fill it with anything you like. But the 
work was yours, lad."

His gaze softens in a rare way. He bumps the table with his palm. "The work was 
yours." It’s in this moment, as he tells me for the first time that my effort belongs to me, that
I’m forced to see he’ll never let me own it. He likes the idea when it diminishes Entropy or 
another competitor. But most times, it would diminish him. Now I’m quiet from the 
crushing certainty that every year I’ve spent with the Vanguard was wasted. Gera sees what
he always wants to: a chance to prove why everyone should work for him, not with him.

"Tell me this," he asks. "Have you ever heard the word ‘Udugal’ before?"
"Well, no," I say. "Maybe it’s my kind of demon."
"But, see, she didn’t say that," Gera says. "I’ll vouch she looks for the most uncertain 

ones, and, no offense, lad, you’re not hard to spot. It’s all just empty. Hell," he finishes his 
ale, "mystics talk to themselves in the mirror too much. They hypnotize themselves, start 
hallucinating--sight, sound, smell. Everything. Her fantasies, her battles, probably feel as 
solid to her as we do. Or more! She does have a flair for words. Could probably tell a story 
we’d never forget. But she wants us to believe she can really achieve these things, that her 
fantasies are something we could all share."

"She did have a mesmerizing way of moving," Vletru says. "Maybe we were hypnotized. 
It's the simplest explanation, isn't it?"

"Well, Muramasa isn’t her invention," I say, licking my fangs a mouth at a time. "It’s 
from an Earth people. The name of a famous swordsmith."

"Ichril," Vletru says, grasping my shoulder. "You heard her when I mentioned Earth. 
She saw how to hook you. If you didn’t know it, you’d search it out and think how great her 
insight was. And since you do, well… look at you. She’s already sent you chasing circles and 
arguing with us. With your friends."

"But I… she…" My words become freezing sludge in my mouth, and trickle back inside. I
cover my head with my hands. I was so ready for something to guide my way. Vletru 
touches on truths he won’t see: I was on the verge of the same fool’s errand with Entropy 
that I committed to here. "I just wanted to be someone with a future," I mutter.

"Hey, you are someone," Vletru says, rubbing my back. "You’re—"
"A member of the Vanguard of Shailavach!" Gera says. The inn’s guests roar applause. I 

sit up to see Vletru try speaking several times and stop when someone cheers or whistles. 
He finally shrugs, eyes rueful. "Let’s drink to that," Gera bellows on, "and to the pretty 
picture of a conwoman stewing over another failure in the cold and rain—alone! 
Unwanted! As she too well deserves!"

"To that toast, even I will take a libation," Pri says. Everyone laughs.
Their noises are nothing except loud. After a few minutes, I leave. I can’t clear my being

for demonic slumber, the fugue state where the waking world becomes a blurry sequin-



dream, and my form spills around my anchor-point as clouded colors and potential. 
Fortunately, demons need far less sleep than mortals. Especially ones like… whatever I am.

Unfortunately, I thus spend nine hours awake under golden-brown sheets ‘til the cycle 
resurrects dawn. Mulreg loves to obsess over suns anchoring star systems. Passing light 
years. New worlds discovered. For now we share a plane bonded to itself alone. Our closest 
answer to a sun is an ocean of crystal shards in false orbit through the painter’s sky. Most 
like a grown human’s fingers; a third range from house-wide to larger than castle towers.

The gem-swarm’s core pulses golden. The further strands carry pinks and oranges into 
reds before finally dulling to the blues and greens of the night shards. They fly a continent-
sized circuit around Jurnost in lazy screw-turns and sinuous streams. Tov, the capital city 
of glittering spires at the center, forever knows shifting day and twilight—never night.

Nine empty hours invite musing, always dangerous. What if the swarm trickled away 
through unmade space? All warmth and light stolen from the workings of the only world 
we know. Sealed by darkness we can’t call shadow because there’s no light left. 

It’s only a few minutes of brooding on that before I see Entropy’s face. How should I 
understand her name? Thermodynamic? Philosophical? Both? Neither? Maybe she truly 
believes she offers worth by her words, but she’s so alien, so other to rational realms that 
her gifts from the ether unravel on meeting us. Now, what if Entropy’s mysteries can 
nurture flesh and blood? What does that mean for Gera, and his way? 

On and on, I turn over the dying night’s events. 
"Okay," I murmur to myself, "if she’s a complete fake, how did she steal Mulreg’s 

lightning and freeze Gera’s legs? If she’s a complete fake, why spend so much effort ranting 
more stories when we rejected the ones she already offered?" I sigh and slam my head 
against my pillows. "But if she’s a really good fake, she would know when to change. Maybe 
she just has one or two special tricks—powers that hint something deep and 
overwhelming, and keep us scared just long enough we don’t dig past the surface to find 
her empty inside. So, the only way to settle this…"

When dawn comes I greet it with a bath. It’s true that many demons adopt loose 
molecules from the air and transmute them into flesh so they spend less energy staying 
solid. But I don’t know of any who would imitate body odor, or let dirt and dust stick the 
way it does to mortals. That said… the steam’s pleasant to look at. It eases the sharpness of 
the old wood panels in my little black-rock house’s bathroom.

And the water’s warmth seeps deep. Sometimes this makes me feel more like myself: 
knowing there’s a little gift of the universe available to fill me in.

Then, manifesting my clothes and picking up my maybe-Muramasa, I walk down the 
avenue into Shailavach’s day life. Shopkeepers hawk from awning-shaded storefronts along
the convergent streets. Traveling merchants compete from stall-wagons at irregular 
intervals. Children scamper without worrying their guardians. 

With the village’s life seeping in, my tension ebbs.
"Master Kagorat?" asks a lilting voice. Miss Quelith, human and bookseller, keeps her 

brown hair in a bun over her freckled, bespectacled face. She’s the classic image of a shut-in
scholar. I have to love her for that. "The, er, person everyone’s passing rumors about visited
my store the minute I opened this morning. I wouldn’t have remarked on it except that she 
explicitly asked me not to tell anyone what she bought."

Her fingers dip into a pouch and produce a disc of solid blue diamond. "She gave me 
this. Said some nonsense about ‘a shield against misfortune for a nexus of spirits, more 



precious for its smallness.’ It’d probably sound pretty if I didn’t know the way the world 
works." She offers it to me. "I’m sure it’s just colored glass, so—"

"Uh, well," I say. I focus a self-sliver and drive into the diamond, feeling its lattice 
magnified countless times until it’s a fine mesh under my simulacrum of touch. "No 
malignant energies, no slow decay. It’s what it looks like."

"Oh," Miss Quelith says. "Well… how am I supposed to exchange this?"
"Talk to Vletru, I’m sure he or Mulreg know somebody in Tov who you can trust," I say. 
"Right, yes, thank you," Quelith says. "She… she bought every book I have about the 

Vanguard. Your adventures with Master Mohs and the others. Forty-two titles." She frowns.
"When I said ‘a total of forty-two books’ she got the queerest smile. Then she paid for the 
books, the exact amount as though she’d had it counted beforehand, and she left."

"Anything else?" I ask.
Quelith shakes her head. "That’s all. But it was such a strange encounter I felt I should 

tell you."
"I understand," I say. "Thank you."
"Of course," Quelith says. "Farewell, Master Kagorat." 
I wave goodbye, and I’m on my way. 
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Chapter 3
Original Sin

It’s a long trek. Over the fractured plateau where the half-slagged cornices of a lost 
temple fuse into the fulgurite channels carved by some awful power. Up twisting tunnels 
where fungus-tinted waters spiral like diseased orange blood down rotting dark-blue veins.
Finally I reach the cabin in the grotto with walls of volcanic glass. Here a pond of clear 
rainwater feeds grass, vines, and trees lit by gemlight through holes in dark stone above. 

It’s one of the best paradoxes I’ve ever seen: a cabin so perfectly nondescript that it 
becomes striking. Or, I think bitterly, just so empty that it’s easy to project.

Old Shol sits on his porch with a pipe in his hand. He’s a mountainous human with 
close-cropped white hair, skin that’s barely tan despite all its sunspots, and an angular 
beard under a great bushy mustache. A square jaw and hook nose nurture shadows. His 
eyes are timeless ochre. He wears a simple shirt of white linen over simple pants of brown, 
and boots of black, and an old belt. I’ve never seen him do anything but sit on this porch 
and smoke that pipe, but his shirt strains against all the muscle beneath.

Shol’s a psionic too. His aura isn’t like a dreamer’s, open tendrils rooted in air I can sift 
with tendrils from myself like a hundred unseen fingers intertwining. He’s an ever-shifting 
barrier: a sphere that flattens somewhat by my own as I approach. The emotions he allows 
through skim the surface like water atop glacial ice. There’s electricity today. Anticipation.

I used to have a hellish crush on Shol. 
"Young Kagorat," he says, though as a demon it’s more likely I’m older than he. "What’s 

the trouble that spins you out of dainty Shailavach to my door?"
"Maybe I just came to speak with a friend," I say.
"If that were so," Shol answers, snorting and raising himself on his elbows to wave his 

hands, "you’d have said, ‘Oh, piss off, geezer, I don’t need your help. I’m a young demon full 
of fire and I can motivate myself.’"

"Right," I say. "So, yes, but also, fuck you." I jab a finger at him. We laugh together and 
he motions me to the spare chair. I take it. I talk. Shol listens, puffing his pipe and nodding, 
raising or tensing his brows, his eyes active to show he’s still with me. 

He doesn’t say a word until I finish.
"So now you need to answer the question this Entropy’s created one way or the other, 

so you can end your conflict with the Vanguard," Shol says. He’s amazing at that—sifting 
the hundred specters of something sprawling and complex and finding the one kernel that 
pushes back enough to know it’s real.

"Yes, exactly," I say.
"Hm. And of course Mohs disagrees. Well," Shol leans back again. The pipe’s smoke 

blooms, deepening the shadows on his face. "What if she is?"
"I’m sorry, I don’t follow," I say. We both know I do. But if I am pulled through the web 

of myself to become the Ichril who understands, if I can’t displace myself into another me, 
then I’ve lost every future where I could thwart or parry the blow I’ve strayed to receive.



"What if she truly is this shadow cast by her own unknowable power, an immortal from
past the fathoms of the only things we know for real with the mysteries of the transcendent
deep in her?" Shol asks. "What then?"

"I…" The monosyllable trickles out of my mouth. Unsupported, it becomes dust in the 
arborous air. "Well, then I’ll have proof to give the rest of the Vanguard."

"Because they want you to believe they’re rational, and you know rational folk would 
accept proof," Shol says. He grunts. "I jest with you a lot. But you’re so full of experience. 
The hues of life. I can feel it under the surface of you." I coil all three tails around my 
sword’s scabbard and shift, empty of answers. "You seek Entropy for yourself. Why not act 
on yourself, always? It was their choice not to know you well enough to meet you where 
you’re standing strong. You owe no one any teaching."

"So what should I do?" I ask.
Shol groans and throws his head back. "Just get on your way."
Alright. It stings, but he has a point. I’m insecure, too prone to bargaining for approval. 

I don’t need years of questing and debating philosophy with enlightened ascetics to see it.
Though I must admit, it would be nice to make the universe feel it owes me that.
With three eyes rolling, for Shol is hardly innocent of dramatics, I turn for the exit. A 

thought occurs and I pivot back.
"I don’t deny your point," I call, "but as a member of the Vanguard, all my acts involving

someone like Entropy are likely to affect Shailavach. It’s only right to consult others. I’m not
a sealed parchment. I can take advice without being overwritten."

Shol and I stare. He puffs on his pipe, crosses his legs, and laughs. "Well," he calls out, 
"that’s fairly said and well-reasoned." Then he points the pipe at me. "My final riposte: I 
agree that to think that way makes doing good more likely. But," he pops the pipe-stem 
back between his lips, "have your fellows in the Vanguard learned that?"

I sweep a leg back, bow silent surrender to the old hermit, and continue on my way. 
I give myself to the puzzle of Entropy. A puzzle that begins with finding the strange 

outsider. Every soul emits an aura, infinitely regenerating like the soul itself and leaving 
traces as manifest memory. More impassioned spirits leave hundreds of aura-shades 
around their homes, diaphanous effigies. Rich with the memory of actions they felt strongly
about—even, or especially, ones they never took! I can find all that feels by tracking aura. 

Except Entropy, the shadow-mystic without an aura. 
How can she be herself, but project nothing? Hellfire and scorn, how can she have 

power I can’t sense? After walking a few minutes and leaping a hundred-meter gap 
between vernal plateaus, I accept that I’ve worn out idle guesswork. She makes it clear that 
whatever psyche lives behind that black veil, it cherishes the occult. The eldritch. I’d bet my
sword that she relishes knowing things no one is supposed to.

Well, as to Shol’s question: if Entropy was the generic fraud Gera claims, I wouldn’t 
care. So I’ll assume she’s the genuine article, and can instantly sense secrets in the labyrinth
of futures still unfolding that I only find through years of stumbling down every dead-end 
hall. Wait! Gera himself told her about the planar faults!

I strike out towards the southwest with thundercrack bounds from clifftop to clifftop, 
filling my senses with moss-dust and the aroma of spring blossoms on the wind.

You may have heard that psionics are lucky. Perhaps rarer phrases like "fate bows 
before us." Attempts to force the ins and outs of causal distortion into words one can carry. 
Let’s avoid miring ourselves with psychic essays. 



We can find better ways to get at the spirit. 
As I pick up speed I slide analysis away. It gave the guiding principle. That’s all I 

needed. Now I let chance signs bend towards me. When cracks spread from a cliff-face a 
kilometer ahead, surmounted by a rusted iron spike the size of a skyscraper, and a mass of 
jagged-tip cables burst from the rock like a tangle of outgrowing roots, I watch where they 
point. I change course towards a narrow pass suffused with blackened trunks and a faint 
smoky haze from a recent fire.

Glints from a deep-blue lake draw me to a purplish cleft. When I surge through and up 
onto a floral knoll, the first landmark I see is an ancient hulk. I’ve never seen a starship in 
person, but I recognize the bulbous aft with tiered nodules tapering into crater-like hollows
as exotic thrusters. It’s a pale and shining blue with eggshell mottlings inside its metal skin. 
It must’ve been a glorious vision when it flew.

Dreamlike notions seep, visions and feelings passing like memories I don’t remember 
making. Warmth. The vein-murmur of happiness. Muffled syllables from a tongue I don’t 
speak. All shared between filmy-skinned folk seated about long crescent tables in the mess 
halls deep below the aged hull. Shouts of alarm. Chill horror and plummeting sensations 
come to a crescendo, half-heard echoes of a crash and then—nothing but passing curiosity 
imprinted by this animal or that.

This wouldn’t be the wilderness if technology’s tale didn’t end here. 
My approaching power shifts some minute balance: a beam-cannon spins out a flaring 

track of orange fire when I leap atop the overgrown hull. The neglected barrel explodes in 
sparks and molten slag, but not before its shot lances towards a distant darkness. It’s 
outlined on the horizon against auroral light from a portal with edges aglow like rings of 
fire burning old parchment, like a melting roll of old film.

I halt with shrieking boots on star-sent armor. The dark shapes swell to meet my 
focusing sight. Eerie lines entrap the spectra flowing from the rift as though transmuting 
light into oil and drinking it down, chromatic aberrations in decay. Words only suggest, 
never ensnare, the architecture I witness: the same lines rippled and straight as arrows, 
buttresses and corners like blades and mace-flanges, a sharpness projected into sight that 
becomes touch by contact, every photon pulling me into its push.

I feel revulsion and dread as nauseous, ever-denser weight within. I hate this distant 
place. I hate how the elongated facets of its outer walls twist caught reflections into 
suggestive tessellations. I hate that the longer I look, the more the heaths seem a fractal 
sprawl radiating off its nexus. I hate how all the landscape seems to shrink away like water 
and flesh thrown outward by the shockwave whose core-heat transmutes both unto vapor.

"Well," I say, "that’s where I’ll find Entropy."
I know I’m right when I vault the hundred meters from the fallen starship’s apex and 

drop to the grey wastes. Only shreds of wilderness aura survive. If I construct them as sight
they’re glittering mist fading into the grey. If touch, they’re the last tufts of breezes: cold, 
hot, tingling, watery, arid, all so faint they unwind just from meeting me. 

They leave behind an absolute emptiness I’ve only felt once before.
Cocooned in Entropy’s wake, the megastructure ahead seems less awful. Its features 

are no less eldritch, but the nothing mutes its shove and draw. But its essence seeps thicker
as I regard it. Again the sickness. The forming weight that claws me inward towards it, 
hotter and hotter and—and I tear my gaze away. I focus on the last kilometers through 
black stony crags. Yet I’m rushing now, and cross the distance in minutes.



I don’t fear losing my nerve. Oh, no, this place is much worse than just unnerving. It 
resonates pure dissonance. It begins as creeping, an itch pooling on the surface intangible 
where my soul melds into reality as physical form. Soon it’s endless scratching over a 
million pores I shouldn’t possess. It will wear me down into burning. The vast gateway 
beckons with sourceless glows. They harden inside its faces and spike out as tiny 
sunbursts, coruscating veils of solar fire.

The wicked place worsens after the threshold. Every step gnaws. The over-coloring 
light emerging from sharp-angle archways and concave recesses grows so thick and 
constant that it obscures all lines. Aura-sight serves no better than mundane. I lack either 
the power or the insight to coax order from the brilliant ever-shifting miasma. It grows 
impossible to separate imagination from realities I can only hope to traverse.

Soon I feel phantom jaws closing from a hundred angles. Flashes entomb my mind. I am
torn, peeled, burning alive, smeared into smoke by blinding light and crystallized as a 
sculpture of my own warped silhouette with gleaming spikes trailing from my leeward side.
Visions of Gera, of Mulreg, of Priengal and Vletru flayed by steely tendrils. Deep crimson 
crevices gouge their screaming faces and begin to steam. Now it’s Quelith under the 
flenser’s coils, soon all of Shailavach’s people—

I howl back from the depths: Gera with his shining sword, Mulreg wreathed by spells of
lightning and warding arcs, Pri and Vletru enveloped in the bracing power of their gods. 
Behind them is Shailavach, and with them am I, my sword’s blade bared. I cast spirit and 
deeds into the squalling space. 

It shocks me when the multicolor aura I send rebounds back from around the next 
turn, the answer of a hurtling presence.

It’s on me with the haste of a nightmare. My sword flickers free in time to parry a 
glinting spearhead driven on tendon-like metal coils from impenetrable glows ahead. The 
Muramasa’s snow-white edge screams and loses a steel chip in a shower of smoking micro-
shards. Even with the force’s bulk deflected in a snarling trail along the ceiling—is that the 
ceiling?—the blow drives me back ten meters. A mass of razor angles spins through behind.

I face my enemy. And oh… oh, I’ve made a mistake.
Incandescent reds, sickly pinks, glistening black form jagged angles and curving peaks 

like a hundred elaborate pauldrons. Whole segments iris in and out of sight. Its coils wind 
out of nowhere and trail away to other nowheres still. Spearheads emerge from other 
spearheads—not growing, nor portaling, nor even unfolding. Like reflections splitting from 
a mirror fractured. 

Mulreg once went on a glorious tangent about higher dimensions, a hundred colorful 
hypotheses about beings that lived in more than three. What they’d look like. The thoughts 
they’d think. Here’s one answer. Even its aura hums with fracture: now ten, now seven, 
now thirty razor emanations bombarding me with bloody visions. Phantom jaws.

How in the name of every hell do I fight this thing?
The monstrosity decides I’ve brooded too long. Shearing spearheads hurtle from ten 

directions and everything becomes reflex. I am a whirl of frantic blocking and binding 
inside a contorting helix of rending points. Too many! In seconds of cast embers and metal 
wailing I’m stabbed, ripped, gouged eight times. The spearheads carry coils through me. 
They burn. They scald, char, sicken, they wrack my whole form with vibrations unfolding 
into tearing and more spearheads splitting off down new networks of raw agony.



No choice. I collapse. For a splintered instant the ripping sear branches out. It’s a 
hundred times worse, psychic poison I just made myself too diluted to drive out. Sight and 
touch map asymmetric searing webs, glassy punctures to innumerable views of spaces I 
seek to reenter. A jarring slip. A piece glimpses the fourth dimension. The mere touch 
cascades through my psyche in redoubling cones of ruin. My own scream of pain is thirty 
starting as they end as they continue grinding aching scalds into ears I just lost.

There! Empty space beyond horror’s aura.
I lance and coalesce, panting, from an upward surge of blue light.
It’s not a proper teleport and the entity senses that. Its coils gouge inconstant waves 

from the walls, floor, and ceiling towards me. It moves gracefully, quickly, in deft control of 
its form. It must know there’s no martial virtue to this dragging, no matter how quick. Then
it hurls more visions: stalking slowly through gloom to a certain distant and sleepy village, 
tracing wisps of my shredded mind through the land as harbingers in the dream-minds of 
the harvest soon gathered.

The cruelty is the point. 
It knows I can feel, that I am me. That I’ve had life beyond this violent realm of 

overblown colors and unfathomable halls. It knows I don’t exist for it. That’s how it can 
know it has the power to take myself from me. That’s why it can truly enjoy my end.

"You… you wretched…" I rasp. Words disintegrate. Reason dies. Dress them with 
whatever titles. Accursed flayers. Damnation’s acolytes. But this terrible abyss churning to 
confront, this delicious oily burn… these don’t come from the Enemy. Underneath every 
trait and feature ever named Ichril Kagorat, something wakes.

I hate this thing. I hate it with fury and violence that should never be redeemed.
Blue embers and amber light convulse under my skin and burst out in flaming tides. 

There is no later or before. Only the awful now and my sole purpose: to wipe out the locus 
of my hatred. I have few psionic techniques. I can’t see in more than three dimensions and I 
know from our first pass that my enemy will kill me while I try. So as artless, as trite, as 
dangerous as it may be, it’s raw power alone that might avail. I pull my whole potential into
this moment. The weight of my spirit slows time—but less so my enemy.

When the hateful thing snaps its scalding spear-coils out of the unseen beyond, I 
abandon defense. I can’t parry thrusts that only enter my dimensions when they’re already 
past my guard. I can’t dodge scything sweeps that occur in a threefold cone closing on me 
from as many sides, then strike with linear force. What I can do is clash, and roar, and blast 
back and forth so quickly that only one or two of the burning strikes catch me before I’m 
through the space they subdivide. 

What I can do is cleave.
My sword becomes sieve, crucible, mold for the killing howl. I carry it in long charges 

driven by pounding feet pummeling the ground swift as a hailstorm. Sudden leaps. Its blade
thrums swifter and harder until its edges and spine are blurred, hazy. Every time I am 
pierced, thrown, spun midair through a mobile cage of flensing barbs, I know my enemy is 
close enough to touch. Buzzsaw arcs of blue-white flow out with my every snarl and two-
handed stroke. The sickening construct halls descend into chaos.

It matters not if I miss with nine strokes so long as the tenth carves. It matters not that 
gleaming seams split my spectral flesh, as long I open molten caverns deeper and deeper 
into the abomination. Mutually-desired destruction. 



The wretched enemy has shallow points. They phase in, phase out, from the fourth 
dimension: half-glimpsed joins between coils and the ridged metal carapace. A negative 
space never fully manifest where that core’s flanges frame something vulnerable. When 
spirit runs thin, the bonds between facets grow weak. To destroy a soul, lash the weakest 
links. Even I, even now, understand.

When I don’t try to halt its blows, every exposure becomes an opening. I smash away a 
coil and hurtle through. Another impales me and I just keep going. The echoes of my pain 
flow through my hands, through white silk, into the dark-and-bright blade where they 
transform as shearing. An upward leap, an upward slash, and I sever a coil. Its half-seen 
length collapses and cracks with radiance.

Again, again, again. At some point I began to scream rage. I have no lungs. I do not 
breathe. So I just keep screaming, endless, cleaving and cleaving and cleaving until 
everything becomes a lattice of cobalt ruptures. I am every cut. I rebound them through 
each other, split them to follow the hollows when my enemy plucks itself away. My energy 
follows and sends echoes back, striking elsewhere.

I am ragged. I spill red fluid studded by crystal shimmering and blue fire from thirty 
wounds that no longer heal. But my enemy grows hazy. More coils cut away, and shards 
from its metalloid body, and its fractured aura grows weak. As it sways I glimpse something
flesh-like, viscous, and vulnerable. My sword’s point drops into line. I am a lightning cone 
behind it. We drive home. A single squall of pain rebounds into us, and we skid for a breath 
in blood and ember and steaming mist.

Then we break free, tumbling away from the emptiness where the enemy’s core slides 
past the space we know. I kick upright, skid, and come to rest facing a hallway so riven by 
cuts that it looks more like a stained-glass tube filled by smoke. The enemy’s pieces move 
no more. Its corpse never collapses or melts fully into three dimensions so I can 
comprehend it—or can accept that I never will. I heave for breath. Tense fingers on my 
sword’s grip. I don’t dare withdraw the point. I can’t trust that I somehow killed the enemy.

Fury burns down to its embers. I come alive to the acute torment of myself. All 
sensations are wave-crests, then violent stillness. Tufts unravel or tear from my manifest 
body and break up until they’re no larger than dust-motes, then disappear: telltale signs of 
a demon on the brink of death. 

Oh, fuck, I think, blinking. I stagger. When I swipe my sword aside and drive telekinetic 
force to cleanse the enemy’s slag, the effort brings quakes. I stumble. My mind goes empty 
and disordered like a mortal taking a blow to the head. My trembling hand brings the 
sword’s blade up for inspection. I expect a near-ruined husk.

All the damage has gone. If anything, my sword has an extra sheen. It drinks the 
dizzying colors and formless halls as glossy reflections rippled by its patterns.

"I’m glad one of us feels up for another fight," I mutter. I sweep the sword back, settle 
its spine like a winter kiss against my left hand's web, and promptly nick my fingers with its
edge when I tug it forward to nest its point in the scabbard. An unbidden groan seeps over 
my lips. Poor fool. Now there’s nothing left to do before the revelation. 

There could be ten just like that entity all around me, shifting through the fourth 
dimension, never intersecting with the tiny subset I know as three-dimensional reality. I 
whirl to flee, reconsider, heal—and realize I have no sense of where I am. Cold fear clings 
and creeps. I spin to watch this hall, now that—is that cerulean flow a doorway? An enemy?
Just another meaningless shape in the labyrinth?



I have everywhere to go, and therefore nowhere. This place gnawed. Now it burns. It 
crawls. There’s no healing this deep in the devouring. If I can’t fight panic, can’t find some 
way to find my way, I’ll die. It will ensnare my soul. It will eat me until I’m shattered, and 
then eat what’s left, until the last wisp that wants to remember it was once a piece of a 
demon named Ichril Kagorat, and eat that until it just… 

No one to warn Shailavach what creeps into Jurnost, that our plane’s not safe from the 
wicked things that crawl in the endless nova before all.

"No point in calm," I say. My tails, near stripped of skin and rawer than mortal flesh 
could ever be, bleed my aura on my Muramasa’s scabbard. I keep speaking out so I can 
focus inward. "Calm has to shut things out, overpower. Too weak for that. Ride the panic."

The sheer elaboration of these halls is an act of violence, their makers’ hate. "This place
is not for you," it says. "You can’t understand. That is how you know you are lesser."

If only… as I think, my ever-thinner aura roving and echoing essences, I realize there 
are shallow patches outlining an intersection ahead. Traveling deeper. When I transmute 
aura into sight I see greying, darkening, a translucent rip through ensnaring irradiant halls. 

"Thank you, Entropy," I say. I draw my sword again. I know her trail will lead deeper. I 
know I could barely fight an untaught human. The next entity I meet will unmake me 
instantly. I grow too loose to be anything but tired and hurting. I’m so afraid, and the only 
thing crying might bring is more pain. Somehow I take a step towards this tiny trail. 
Another. Another. As long as I move, the momentum carries.

As long as I move, I can ignore the pieces sloughing off. 
I shamble onward. How spectral I must look. How horrible. Grim thoughts settle. 

Perhaps this place. Perhaps parts of me I’ve denied too long to reclaim. Imagine if I met 
other adventurers as this half-slavering wreck. Imagine if the Vanguard came and couldn’t 
see through the construct-halls and the sunbursts escaping. Imagine that they slaughtered 
me. Maybe they’d say I shouldn’t mistake it for hatred. Maybe that’s just what they do to 
things that don’t prove their value quickly enough.

I find pillars, each like six intersecting blades, curving up like ribs until they blend out 
with the colors. Foggy runnels, twisting fire-waves. Entropy’s trail ends. I should keep 
moving forward. The trail could resume at the next passage. It could! It could… I know that 
if I succumb I’ll have no chance. I know that any action is better than surrender. And I know
that I’m in too much pain for knowledge.

"No!" I shout, sweeping circles. I clutch my scalp and claw my dreads. "No, no, no! 
There must be something, there must be some hint of…" the words break me by their pure 
absurdity. "… some hint of nothing!" Wild-eyed, I stare. Shift. Shuffle. Violent urges crash 
against me, and I am too diminished to be other than lost. 

Three disparate shape-arrays seep inwards. Half-seen prongs descend in a staccato 
march beneath the glimmering impression of tessellating blades held under mazes of claw 
and gauntlet. Undulating plates heap and rasp, hinted through irregular diamonds that slip 
closer, glimpses at crawling and mountainous piles. Ceaseless hissing like vented steam and
boiling water striking molten metal, from glowing seeps seen as incomplete spirals, 
surrounded by and trailing eight-by eightfold blooms that spread out and streak as 
puddling nova-sigils hovering at countless varying heights above the only floor I can see.

By the sheer outsize weight of their auras, I know each is at least as powerful as the 
enemy I just defeated. There was never a possible reality where I appeared here as this 



Ichril and actually won anything. The greatest victory of my life only creates the chance to 
die alone now instead of a few minutes ago. I drop to my knees and stare.

Then I shut out sight while the presences drift in, and await the end.
My wounds go numb. The fantasized ruin and crushing psychic pressure grow faint. I’m

shocked I can muster the strength to pull away, dissociate. I no longer fear oblivion. 
Strange… the terror I feel is for the entities. I’m that weakened, am I, that my soul warps 
toward kinship from their influence? Wait. No. The terror’s from outside.

Sight returns. The hall has changed. Directly ahead past the tessellating blades and 
plunging prongs I at last see something clear. A black wound consumes the nebulous colors,
branching closer with each measured step of a being woven from purest umbra. Only two 
snowy sweeps from trailing sleeves, and a pale jawline’s crescent beneath a silver-trimmed 
veil. These only accentuate, adorn, the darkness. 

Each step sunders nova-waves and bleaches more color from the room. Each step 
sends the avatars of violence cringing, bleeding fractured silhouettes of themselves like 
snowdrifts of color. These beings fear no pain or death. Yet each step sharpens the terror. 
They fear the shadow. 

They fear Entropy.
Under her weight all auras of this hateful realm collapse. Those pale fingers settle on 

the lilac-tinted shadow at her left hip.
"Always for the bilge of the Nemesis," she says, and nothing more.
The prongs and blades whirl. They stipple the air. A shining flicker bleeds through and 

becomes a razor edge descending at my brow. An ear-splitting explosion and streaks of 
umbra thread through the tiny gap between the point and my fraying forehead. Entropy 
slides between us on spark-throwing black sabatons, spins, and phases like one of them. 

No, that’s wrong: she’s so much faster than they are. 
Her form blips in and out like a camera shutter closing on apertures uncounted. 

Whorls, ripples, surges of shadow spilling between dimensions like black smoke from 
invisible crevices. Umbral shears open through the glowing seeps and leech their color. The
plated heaps fracture, diamonds breaking outward. The tessellated blades form a ten-way 
nexus around a brief black pinpoint. They plummet inward, meet ten expanding circles of 
darkness projected in a metallic, ringing shriek, and gleaming pieces soar away.

Even when Entropy moves through space I can see, I can never see her—only trailing 
energy and immutable destruction left in her wake. A cyclone of black lines around a fading
white-hot core, the briefest afterimage of the umbral blade lashing out on a chain of umbra.

"Well," I manage, "here’s the answer."
I feel again the awful splitting emptiness of Entropy’s teleporting—if it’s even 

teleporting. Shuddering obsidian currents pour from the cloven entities. All thrash, 
tremble, and await the end. With a snap and settling rustle of fabric, Entropy stands beside 
me. She leans far forward over her umbral blade. Only an inch of its edge remains free from
its scabbard’s mouth. 

"Ward your psyche, young Udugal," she says, looking forward past me.
I have only a blink to condense and muster my last sliver of power. In the next instant 

Entropy sends her blade back to its rest. My defenses collapse under a wave of vaporizing 
heat that becomes flash-freezing cold that becomes utter emptiness. I can’t even hear 
myself scream at a nothingness more complete than any torment I’ve yet faced. Shadow 



splashes from the sheared ones in shining waves. They slow, they harden into, crystalline 
tendrils like artful icicles: deep blue shifting near the points from rosy pink into blood red.

I come to, hugging myself. Entropy straightens. "I am sorry," she says.
"Don’t bother," I say, gritting my teeth. "These things have to die. I’m too weak to do it. I

don’t see how I can admit that and then grumble at your methods."
"Nonetheless I am sorry," Entropy says, "for this does not end the Enemy’s influence. I 

hoped to veil my abyss with beguiling slaughter so I might purge the skirmishers unseen 
and break their hive-psyche’s path to Jurnost. One waits beyond who ordained their 
coming. They shall sense the emptiness they name the treasonous umbra’s mark. They will 
marshal every force they may, and descend. We can no longer avoid it."

"How many are left here?" I ask.
Entropy shifts towards me. "I foresee greater happiness if I do not tell you." Wonderful.

"This said," she adds, "I would destroy the rest ere they escape. Annihilating this outpost 
shall grant me some control over their entry. Only…" She brushes her sword’s grip. Paces.

"If so many remain," I say, "and the power you used to destroy those three nearly 
destroyed me too..."

Entropy nods. "A chance exists that distance and finesse might lessen the blow—"
"Spare the coddling," I say. "It doesn’t sound like we have time." It’s strangely easy. I 

can’t be calm when the only thing I have left is myself and I’m about to lose that too. So, I 
waste no time trying. "I don’t know if I could ever be other than terrified of you. I’d say take
care of Shailavach, but in the end... I’m out here, dying alone, because Shailavach’s people 
are giving everything they’ve got to chase favors from heroes who never made a place for 
me. Gera has to let things break so they’ll keep paying him to fix it. If they tried giving 
everything they’ve got to each other…"

I sigh. "Doesn’t matter now." I arrange my blade on my lap before me. "Do it."
Entropy returns the look. Then, suffusing the walls, the floor, the air itself with a storm 

of umbra that cuts every light into fading rays through black clouds, she forces everything I 
couldn’t see to unfold. For a single instant she collapses it into the third dimension. It’s a 
mercy she does it so quickly. I have no time to doubt, no time to change my mind, and none 
to lose in the horrors I see. Nebular walls snap outward, corners expanding from edges, 
spires from ceilings, and my sight splits to meet them.

A basin beneath a four-way tunnel of iridescent lightning and storm. A legion of unique 
horrors soar up into it. Twelve striated maws with diamond-bright fangs folding their jaws 
into and through each other. Spiny, hairy limbs flailing above glistening, bubbly skin. A 
hundred eyes stained by pustules bursting under their surfaces. A solid wall of darkness 
descends from the very apex they seek. They recoil, wail in a thousand voices, whirl about.

Entropy slides into a long stance, curls down around her umbral blade for an uppercut 
draw, and stretches into myriad umbral wisps. 

She blurs up to meet her descending power’s wave—

A last layer at the bottom of a dream so heavy it threatens to break through. Dark 
towers seen only by faint glimmering outlines. Tier by tier they soar up, and up, and up. 



Sands of red and orange winding on a spectral wind between minerals of a jade underhue 
slipping through every color. Rectangles, maze-shapes formed into their faces. Past them an
immense jet-black star, its surface mottled by pale greens, muted reds, silvers and ambers 
and bronzes rising briefly to prominence like… now only copper lines running on green 
boards. But within them lie a thousand worlds, a thousand places taking shape…

How to give this sense of an outside, and something outside it?

Sound? A melody. A voice. Soft and lulling, singing sounds I cannot understand. I! That 
is the name of the thing outside the outside. I was these colors, I was these shapes. And I 
would feel such things, like the softness of cloth, the warmth of a meal or a smile. Yes. I felt 
them so many ways when I was a demon who named himself Ichril Kagorat, and I was a 
warrior, and every night I rested in a bed almost as soft and warm as—

"Shurae akta, shurae liira, shurae anathmair,
shurae kols na fiilrae moshtra
vath ti thiir yoshair."
Entropy’s voice rings on her song’s final syllable. She cradles me on bleak sands 

beneath black crags. Something rebounds from my expanding presence as I wake, but I’m 
too startled to consider it. And while the word pillowy does come to mind, the soft, warm 
things against my head are assuredly not pillows. 

I sit up quickly and back away.
"Um…" I say, "thanks for singing me back to realms material. I should be alright now."
Entropy nods. If I’ve offended her, she gives no sign. I look towards the construct and 

I’m relieved to find there’s still awe in me. Its light-distorting shapes are crosshatched by 
twenty intersecting slashes. Crystal glimmers in their crevices answer the light from the 
dawn-hued gems sailing Jurnost’s sky. The place itself is dark and dead. Only oily 
reflections to recall the terrain. No more sunbursts spilling. No gap of light.

The reality-rip persists only as a dark void bounded by that burning-paper glow. At the 
construct’s pinnacle blossoms a radial crest of many tiered crystal growths in that same 
tipward pattern of blue to pink to red. I look to Entropy, who allows herself a wry smile.

"You can do things like that. You could this whole time," I say.
"My patience is indeed great," she answers, "at least in proportion to my self-worth." 

She tilts her head. "Your resurrection spanned three days. Most impressive for shattering."
I shudder, fighting down a wave of fear and nauseous memories of that borderland 

between existence and oblivion. "Let’s not discuss that, shall we?"
"Oh, of course," Entropy says. "I am sorry."
I consider that. "You’ve earned one slip-up," I say, putting on a wry smile of my own. I 

sit straighter. "Oh. Where is my sword?"
Entropy holds a hand up before her, palm sideways between us, and passes it through 

the air. A black portal breathes out my weapon. She offers it to me on her knees with gentle 
hands supporting its scabbard. I accept it in the same style, and incline my head.

"Thank you, Entropy," I say. "For safeguarding this, and returning me to life."



"Do yourself the greater honor, Ichril," she says. "To survive until I could reach you, 
and kill a middle servant of the Enemy on the way? Many hero-teams would’ve perished."

Huh. She’s right. Even in the most ridiculous fables about the Vanguard, they’ve never 
fought anything like that. Yes, it was sloppy, inelegant, done in a near-mindless rage, but I 
didn’t just fight a four-dimensional horror, I fought it alone, and I won. Yet all I can do is 
sigh and say, "I just wanted people I could trust who would care about me when I’d 
forgotten how to care for myself. Perhaps that was childish."

Entropy responds so quickly I flinch. "Never," she says. "Everyone deserves that much. 
The Vanguard treasure you too little. Blame them, not yourself." She draws a deep breath. 
"But perhaps later. You remain tired, don’t you? Rest."

I nod. "I’ll have much to ask you later. For now, just one thing: Udugal. You named me 
such, and twice now. What does it mean?"

Entropy clears her throat. "A guess. Udugal is not a people so much as a way of being. 
Udugal demons grow themselves by innate desires that mortals construct as contradictory: 
for power, for deep insight into things forbidden or forlorn, yet also to care for and defend 
those they cherish. By their shaped nature, they hate the Enemy and the Enemy’s works."

"Like that?" I ask, nodding towards the construct.
"Like that," Entropy agrees.
I lie back and stare into the rosy sky. "Well, then… Udugal. I think I do like that." I fold 

my hands under my head. "You probably aren’t one for idle conversation."
"You are certainly are no seer, for you are completely mistaken," Entropy says. 
I laugh. "Alright," I say, "then how’s this for idle: I saw this play recently…"
And that’s it. I lie there next to an outer one able to slaughter legions with cleaving 

shadow, and we talk about everyday things. And she answers like someone who has not 
quite forgotten how those things feel. We laugh while the hours spin by. So what if she still 
radiates nothing? She listens. She answers. I choose to trust in the moments she gives as 
glimpses. That even if I can’t sense a person behind that veil, there must be one.

Finally, sighing, I rise. "Back to Shailavach. I feel ready to settle some things."
"The Vanguard will disregard all you say," Entropy says. "You know that."
"Yes," I say. "But I’m sure the trip will be worth it for closure if nothing else. Plus, you 

said that a greater threat is coming. They need to be warned."
Entropy quirks her lips to one side. "This much sings truth," she mutters.
"What will you do?" I ask.
"I shall remain here for now," she says. "Weather and wilds hold no fear for me. I must 

purge every trace of the Enemy’s essence so they cannot open a new tear after I depart. 
And," she flourishes a hand, producing a book in a puff of shadow from a drooping sleeve, 
"young Quelith bequeathed me reading material." She starts. "Oh. When you see her, tell 
her she must exchange the diamond swiftly. It will otherwise be a long while before the 
gem finds new forms of worth, for I will soon venture into Tov. Nobles and monarchy hold 
it, yes? I am an anarcho-communist. I will help the people seize back their stolen means."

She waits. "You would not stop me?" she finally asks.
"I’m from Earth, remember?" I ask in turn. "We can talk about that another time. Suffice

to say I agree." I tap my lips. "A communist revolution in Tov. There’s something I could’ve 
been working on instead of trying to bond with the Vanguard."

"You did not know when you began that the effort would run so long," Entropy says. 
"It’s easy to waste a thousand days when we believe each one will be the last." 



"Maybe," I say. Then I wave a hand. "I’ll regret it later. Right now I need to return." I slip
my sword back into my sash. I take a deep breath. "Well… it was good to talk to you."

"And with you," Entropy says, bowing.
"See you later," I say.
"Goodbye for now!" Entropy says.
We both stand there for another few seconds before I finally smile, shake my head, and 

set out on my way. I look back over my shoulder several times and wave to Entropy. Each 
time, she waves back. I can’t help but turn and give her one more with a giant, phantasmal 
blue hand when I reach the fallen starship. She waves back with one of shadow.

When I descend the other side, I do it with a smile and a bubbly sensation inside. I’m 
pretty sure this is the start of something spectacular.
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Chapter 4
And Seers from the Shadow Call

Vletru shifted his eyes from Ichril to Gera and back. He swore the stillness beneath the 
inn’s rafters could swallow all the prayers sung in Teh Manknur for a thousand years, and 
return not the faintest echo. Someone’s chair creaked. Someone else coughed.

"Gerakaeto Mohs," Ichril said. His voice was a razor hiss that quickened the godsworn's
twin heartbeats. A blue glow deep in the lower eyes, and a red glint in the upper, never 
seen before. "Repeat that to me. Slowly. I want you to listen to your own words."

"Well… that’s what you’ve told us," Gera said. He swigged ale. "Damn it, lad—"
"Gera," Ichril interrupted. "I am four-hundred seventeen years old. If you call me ‘lad’ 

ever again, I’ll send you through the next three walls."
"It often feels to me," Gera continued, "that your powers work however excuses you 

from doing things. Mulreg was there, and Pri!" He looked to them. They nodded. "You told 
us that with your powers being a hurling of yourself into reality, if your self is all shaken up,
you can imagine just about anything into being real. Or at least, feeling that way."

"So you must tell me what to think because I can’t trust my senses or experience, only 
yours," Ichril answered. "Isn’t that convenient. I’ll consider it." To stop Gera, he snapped up 
a hand in a windy rush. "I’ll consider it if you can look me in the eyes and tell me, without 
hesitation, that the real reason you want this reduced to my hallucination is not that if what
I saw was real, it would make Entropy a hero. And it would mean that you’ve been an ass."

"Oh, come off it," Gera said, rolling his head around. "You’re being—"
"That was your only chance," Ichril said. His chair’s legs screeched and splintered with 

the raw force of his push from the table. "I see that the Vanguard and I are on different 
courses." He collected his sword, stood, and pivoted neatly.

"Don’t think you can just walk away from us!" Gera shouted.
Ichril spoke without turning. "Your beard looks ridiculous, and so do you." An audible 

rush of air. A solid crack: Gerakaeto Mohs, leader of the Vanguard, impacted the table 
beneath him chin-first. By the time Mulreg finished looking him over and Vletru reached 
the door with Pri following, the demon was gone.

"Arrogant little bastard!" Gera shouted. "I’ll have his hide!"
"No, you won’t," Mulreg said. "That would be a felony. He’d win." She sighed. "You’ve 

suffered no physical injury, thankfully. Look, Gera…" she stepped back. "I think you’re right.
But when someone suffers from delusion, ambushing them makes it worse. Ichril needs to 
feel safe. Now he’ll withdraw further into denial."

"Is there," Vletru said, "any benefit, perhaps, to considering whether, possibly, Ichril 
did see at least some of the things he claims?"

"Oh, little brother," Pri sighed, just the way their mother used to sigh. "I know you were
close. But certain things do and do not happen in this ordered universe. This Entropy 
appears from nowhere, heralded by no one, and Ichril himself says that she projects 
nothing. Empty things cannot have substance. How could they survive?" She shrugged. "I do



not deny that psionics at least have some power. Ichril has just," she glanced towards Gera, 
who rubbed his chin and glowered, "proven that much."

His sister plodded around the table to her own chair, continuing, "But their supposed 
supernatural senses could be partly, or entirely, their own imagining. Does it not make 
more sense that every aura Ichril feels is the one he imagines will be there, and that 
Entropy has no aura because he imagines she should not? Is that not much neater than 
something and nothing being one thing?"

"Well," Vletru said, "maybe… maybe there’s something. But she doesn’t give it to others
to feel. Or… or they must find other ways to feel it."

"Vletru?" Mulreg said, smiling gently. He looked towards her. His hearts lifted with that
look. "That’s nonsense." Lifting became crushing. "Stop worrying over it, okay?"

"Yes," he said, slumping back. "Yes, you’re right. It was stupid."
"One thing’s clear," Gera said. "This Entropy has overtaken the lad’s mind. We’ll need to

trounce her. Put the witch in her place before his eyes."
So Vletru listened while the Vanguard planned. After an hour Gera decided that the 

plan would suffice. The next day they armed and armored themselves. They spent two 
hours searching, but never found Ichril. Gera finally decided to set out without him.

"Never mind the lad," he said. "He can help himself when his eyes open. A stop to that 
witch and her scheming, that’s the first thing. Always schemers telling you to fix what isn’t 
broken. See, it’s their fault you break it in the first place." He rapped his longsword’s hilt for
emphasis. "Trying to sell a bunch of airy ideas when you only ever need the same answer. 
Just put some hurt in the creature that doesn’t belong and the world goes back to normal."

They sought the landmarks Ichril spoke of. It turned out to be a much, much longer 
journey than expected. So much so that after several hours, Gera ordered a return to the 
village for a rune-flyer.

"Ichril did say we would need one," Mulreg said. "And it might still take several days."
"There’s no way he ran so damnably fast that he covered rune-flyer distances in a 

single afternoon," Gera snapped. "Puffed-up brat."
But Ichril had spoken truth. Three days they soared on cushioned seats inside a softly-

thrumming steel hull. Three nights they landed to open its sides to the night air and drink 
deep of the breezes. In late morning on the fourth day, their pilot called from the front.

"I think that’s it!" she said, banking her craft past an enormous glittering hulk that 
drew Mulreg’s eyes. The rest focused on the shadowy mass looming against the far horizon.

Everything Ichril said proved true: how it ate and corrupted the light, how even 
Entropy’s shearing—or. Well. How the gashes cut through it by some unknown force only 
disrupted rather than erased the sickly over-perfection of its architecture. How it seemed 
to pull the landscape in towards it, to make the approaching crags reorient into half-maze 
patterns and lines like twisted satire of triumphal avenues. There at the summit shined the 
crystalline blossom with its blues, pinks, reds.

"What the devil’s going on at the entrance?" Gera called. His words drew their eyes to 
the nascent river delta. It was carved upon arid sands by torrential water pouring out of the
construct’s mouth. Lapping liquid branches revealed iron deposits and gemstone glitters in 
the troughs they drew beneath the dark stone outcrops. This unforeseen lake flowed to the 
construct’s rear. There, misty tendrils flowed free of Jurnost’s gravity and became gleaming
globule-specks in the abyss behind the evil structure.



Moments later they stood below, weapons to hand. Mulreg considered the flood from 
the construct’s cruel archway. While the rune-flyer landed on a rock overlook nearby, 
Vletru glanced down at grass sprigs popping from the delta's fringes. 

"How could these have grown so swiftly?" he asked.
"Just a clever lie," Gera said. "Ichril looked at the place, imagined how it looked in the 

past, and made up a tale. Doubtless there’s always been a river and odd growth here." 
Vletru was only half listening. He fell inward, past the surface senses of his flesh, until 

he met the deep place with his patron's touch. Baesht’s warmth fastened on him. "Oh 
Baesht," he murmured, "guide of the Wheel, guide of life, guide of fathers and nurturing, I 
beg your knowledge. What is the nature of these sprigs? What brings…" he trailed off, 
staring, as a tiny yet undeniable sapling sprouted with supernatural quickness.

Baesht swelled within, spring warmth and His Wheel's whirling. Sky-blue mist poured 
out on Vletru's breath and settled into the growth. –I sense some touch at work in these 
grasses, and this tree, and others besides.- Baesht sent. –It hastens them, draws the 
loose matter hidden in the air around them as fodder for their quickened growth. It is 
unnatural growth. Do not trust it.- Vletru voiced these revelations aloud.

"Then it must burn," Pri said. The summer heat of Maratbach built within her.
"Hold," Gera said. "If there’s anything of consequence in there, that’ll warn it." He 

cocked his head towards the gushing arch. "And doubtless when we destroy it, its fell 
growths will die too." He shrugged. "Always works."

"Fairly said," Pri admitted. The heat-haze ebbed. Vletru glanced towards the newborn 
grasses, and felt craven relief that he needn't watch them die.

"Weapons ready," Gera said. His longsword blazed with golden light and rang a single 
high, clear note at the draw. Vletru had seen its radiance drive back the deepest shadows to
bring entire buried halls to light, burn out eyes, sear flesh like the sun caught in steel. 
Mulreg’s hands worked swiftly: a pulsating haze formed. It parted the outpouring water 
around its transparent wedge. 

"I’ll place spell-lights," Mulreg said. "Mark the way back once this tide ends." She 
pointed towards the wall. Light emanated from her hands, seeped into it, and died. "Right," 
she said. "I… perhaps if I study its material composition first—"

"No time for that," Gera said. "We don’t know the witch’s plans."
"Does it matter?" Pri asked. "She is a conwoman. A charlatan and deceiver. What grand 

plan could she weave? Why risk ourselves by haste when she is no threat?"
Gera didn't answer.
"Well," Mulreg said, "If you wish, Gera. But I only have a limited supply of enchanter’s-

grade chits on me." She produced a copper platelet. It glowed to its post inside the arch. 
"We’ll have to walk a straight path. Follow the waters. We can’t explore side passages, so 
we’ll be leaving our backs exposed."

Gera snorted. "Why should that matter? You heard Ichril. The place was cleared out." 
He lifted his broad, ridged helm from its bindings to his belt and donned it. "More like there
was never anything to clear. Every con picks up old pieces of the world to seem more real."

The vapor haze from the tide assailed them with odors of mold, decay, and something 
like rust. Gera crossed the threshold. Vletru awaited the moment when the darkness reeled 
before the shining sword. But the sheens cast upon the roaring water looked muted, oily. 
The inconstant streams made it hard to tell. Yet, he didn't think the sword’s light created a 
natural sphere. It was distorted backward as though weighted by the shadow.



The water was so cold, and somehow opposite of slimy. Too fluid, gone too fast. So 
many creeping dark tendrils inside each runnel’s crests and furrows—

"Keep your eyes away from the water," he said. "Something ill in its sight."
"Keep your mind on your god, little brother," Pri said. The rushing waters all but 

devoured the mutter she added. "Lest you imagine things." Within a few breaths Vletru was
half-convinced he only imagined that very advice.

The construct riddled its depths with sharp arches. Odd perforations lined curving 
walls. Wicked facets and razor forms shaped into unseemly sculptures tucked into alcoves 
just a little too deep, under the eaves of vaulted ceilings a little too high, for Gera’s shining 
sword to enlighten them. The torrent guided them. It also obscured, misted, imprisoned. 

Deeper shades ate the glimmers. Frenzied muscles braced Vletru behind the tower-
shield, uppermost eyes just above its rim, sword raised high behind. The shade faded back 
into the depths. Only a trick of light and shadow. Greasy reflections from the smooth floors 
under the surface. It would not be the last time in their journey that Vletru raised a 
panicked guard against foes where none existed.

Yes. Where none existed.
"I can certainly see how this place affected Ichril," Mulreg said. "It does have a certain 

power of suggestion." She adjusted her glasses more and more often.
The current grew stronger until Gera waved Vletru forward. The godsworn sheathed 

his sword to give his shield both hands. Gera braced his shoulders, and together they 
turned the tide. The spray often forced Vletru to look aside. He could not help but count the 
many, many passageways they left unexplored. Lest they wander too far, and reach some 
place where empty halls opened to a dread and irredeemable domain.

Vletru had always known, too deep to lift into words, that there were dark corners 
where older things yet lurked. It only now occurred to him that there might be more dark 
corners than bright centers.

What if Entropy brought truth? What else had spawned from the umbra that spawned 
her, to dream here in the dark until they awakened it?

They entered a long hall where altered light dripped in disquieting blues: the crystal 
blossom’s roots, seen through the long gouge carved into the chamber’s ceiling. A gouge 
that broadened as it traveled higher. Vletru stepped to the perfect angle to see its inner 
walls: the crystal streaks grew like veins or creeping ice out of serpentine coils and sine-
waves molded into the rupture's sides, thickening upward until they became solid.

This chamber stank like an unseen knife. It burned in Vletru’s nostrils, crept cloying 
and oily over his tongue—

"See," Gera called out, ripping him back to alert. "Ichril claimed the shadow-mystic did 
this inside. But she can’t have. Cuts go narrow as they deepen because blades narrow 
towards the edge. That's what makes it an edge!"

Had Vletru’s companions seen the same hairline glints through all the walls, the same 
deformations and black shards bobbing on the waters? Mulreg drew her magic to lend 
greater force to Gera and Vletru's push. The rapids became a constant howl. They beat on 
the shield-drivers' helms, rattled armor, soaked them beneath.

The encroaching shapes changed. Had it taken Vletru this long to notice, or had they 
truly changed like a jumble of puzzle-pieces tossed in a jar of oil? A scent salty, brisk, and 
clean, yet also sweet like rain. A realm of howling wind and crashing thunder. Spawning 



lightning illuminated the translucent columns of cyclones to every horizon. Stark crags and 
stonework pillars of unwholesome rough shapes: a place unspeakably old. 

They'd arrived somewhere they were not meant to walk.
"There!" Pri said, rapping Gera’s shoulder, then Vletru's. "Stairs!"
They faced a winding channel beneath high bridges with only nodule-like posts in place

of rails. The so-called stairs in its steep banks were tiny arches carved from the ancient 
rock, so close together the adventurers could scarcely use their feet. What creature could 
find this ascent easy? Pri first, then Mulreg. Pri tossed a rope and Vletru seized it after 
slipping his left arm through his shield’s strap. Gera clambered up. He rushed up beside Pri 
and they hauled Vletru hand over hand from the rapids while the water closed in.

They panted for breath and took in the fractured glimpses of four different skylines. 
From human-height to temple to mountain-tall, their same stark rectangular forms rose 
from the water-eaten, storm-rounded stone lands all around. Each lightning-flash 
illuminated swifter currents still on the other side of an archway deeper in the antediluvian
ruins. Shining sword held point-first before him, Gera led the way. Their band of four 
stepped onto a monumental overlook without a single rail or post between them and the 
foaming whirls beyond. Its winds lashed rain in loud pings on their armor.

A maelstrom of mind-breaking immensity.
Its cyclic walls traveled down, and down, and down. Each lightning pulse revealed 

more ruins, primeval spurs piercing the watery gullet. Platforms hovered or whirled midair
within. They could not see the other side, and it must have been many kilometers across. 
Whole cities could have disappeared within.

"Welcome, much-esteemed Vanguard!" Entropy called. She stood three floors up, 
framed against electric crescendos by the fractured walls of a long-abandoned chamber 
open to the raging skies. She raised her voice with the wind’s howl. "Has your odyssey unto 
shadow brought you insight? Do you come in the seeker’s spirit? Or do you still march as 
invaders hating whatever you do not possess?"

"We’ll have no congress with you, barren promise that you are!" Pri said. "Descend and 
surrender. If you repent well, you may find lighter judgment!"

"Will I?" Entropy asked from behind, though she still stood above. They whirled. She 
walked on empty air two meters past the precipice. Vletru glanced back twice to the 
chamber above, now empty. A lightning bolt lanced down directly behind her, though far 
distant. It illuminated her shadows. They trailed shuddering spirals on the wind around 
her, a morass of darkness spread large as a house. "Once already I entrusted myself to the 
possibility of your kindness. You sought only to annihilate me within yourselves. Your 
deeps will never become mine."

"Same old gibberish," Gera sneered.
"Yet still, my words remain mine," Entropy said. She looked to Pri. "I care naught about 

the sentence. Giving you any right to pronounce it: there lies my anathema."
"You are arrogant as your kind always are, and bull-headed," Pri said. She raised her 

great wave-bladed sword before her. "None of you are above the judgment of…" She trailed 
off. Her cilia fluttered. "Impossible…" she rasped.

"Enough!" Gera said. He rushed Entropy and whipped his longsword into a wide lateral
slice. Vletru seized within. Would Gera behead her, or only place the blade to her neck?

Again that awful sensation like something ripped his skull open, hollowed it, and 
disappeared. He lost that single instant of time to the daze of awareness returning. Entropy 



stood well inside Gera’s guard with the wicked sword of shadow binding down his blade. 
Her left hand anchored the shadow-grip. Her right grasped the black blade’s lilac flats, 
holding its point at the seam between Gera’s helm and cuirass.

"Always against false heroes," she said softly, "who dream only to end all dreams that 
do not glorify them. I never wished to steal a flame imperishable, nor seek it in the Void. I 
learned to kindle my own because the weavers of every theme abandoned me there again, 
and again, and again. That’s why your song screams for the oblivion of mine. My shadow’s 
healing proves that light can hurt too." Her veil rippled in the wind. Its silver trim glinted 
with sourceless flares. "Would you understand my truth before yours crushed it?" 

"I don’t want to know," Gera snarled, "a single one of the lies you have in you!" He 
threw himself back. A staccato triplet of lightning-strokes carved out the next pass. He 
circled his shining blade over Entropy’s with a wide arcing step to change the center line, 
and he thrust towards her veil where her brow must be. 

Entropy countered before Gera even finished the disengage. 
She flowed like the liquid night surging after a quenched candle’s glow. Her left hand 

tilted up, her right went flat behind her sword’s spine, and Gera’s thrust scraped over her 
head along that warding edge of shadow while she passed by beneath. She punched left 
with the butt of her sword against Gera’s helm. The cacophonous impact pierced Vletru’s 
ears so painfully he yelled. Gera must have been too stunned even to notice when Entropy 
blurred past, kicked in the back of his lead knee, and cast him face-first to the ground.

The Vanguard froze. Echoes faded: of crashing armor, splashing water. Another 
thunderstroke washed overhead while pattering droplets swelled swiftly to a downpour 
drowning any sense of direction. 

Gera called himself a master swordsman many times. Vletru had believed him. He was 
swift, powerful, and had clean technique. At least as good as Pri, and far better than Vletru. 
Nothing Entropy did was outlandish or innovative. But the sheer certainty of her counter, 
to anticipate Gera’s every move, to fight with such ideal technique that she could halt at any
pose for an artist to illustrate a treatise…

Vletru was struck by the sudden and terrible certainty that the Vanguard were 
woefully outclassed, Entropy’s delays were for their sake alone, and Gera had just thrown 
away their last chance to win by words what they could not through battle.

"Come, worthy heroes!" Entropy called. She soared to silhouette herself against the 
skies of storm and thunder: centerpoint to a writhing nova of shadow and glassy 
distortions that warped space and light. "We're together now on the razor brink of the 
abyss! It’s far too late to turn back!"

"Gera!" Pri called. "Gera, I cannot feel Maratbach! I cannot call or hear her!" 
Vletru sank within for Baesht’s steady presence. He found nothing. 
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Chapter 5
Swords Unto Sunset

Entropy was on him at thunder's next crash. Shadows burst from the cracks beneath 
his armored boots and wrapped his shield arm. They whipped him aside with it, guard torn 
wide open. A pale blur raced at his helm. Then everything was ringing, and spinning, and he
saw the maelstrom and the platform ten times in a breath. 

A moment before his delirious body emptied its guts into his helm, Entropy flickered in
above. Vletru thought for a sliver of an instant that without the over-harsh contrast from 
the tavern’s light, her black veil was transparent after all. One glimpses this face: still snow-
pale, but in the end just… human. Fine bones. Full cheeks. Big, wide, delicate eyes. The 
godsworn seized on the vision—she was only human! They could beat her! They could!—

An iridescent black sabaton crashed down atop Vletru’s cuirass.
He hurtled downward towards an impact that would surely kill him. Except—strange 

cushioning. Rushes of air. No crash, no end. He came to rest with a rasping slide. Never 
mind the fall. That kick should’ve laced his rib-shards in every organ. He still wheezed too 
hard for breath to do other than watch. Entropy formed a great whip of shadow to snare 
her umbral blade. She wove it on her descent in a shrieking, slicing whirlwind of darkness.

Shock stole Vletru’s voice. A sword in the hand was light. A sword on a cord dozens of 
meters away, and at that speed—of course it ripped Pri’s great sword out of her hands with
a steely scrape. Her weapon dashed against the ruin-walls in a spray of sparks and 
pulverized stone. Pri smashed against a fallen pillar far along the ancient promenade and 
spun out her flight to the other side.

Entropy began singing in a language Vletru couldn't name.  
"Some spellwork would be grand right about now!" Gera shouted. He scrambled to his 

feet—so little time since Entropy cast him down?—and bolted toward Entropy with an 
uppercut. She blurred around him in a trail of midnight spirals, hammering his defense.

"Give me a minute!" Mulreg yelled, while Vletru raised his shield and charged to Gera’s 
aid. Light streamed in eight discs around the mage, forming lenses and jittering text. "If I 
can just get solid numbers, I can counterspell her—why do they keep changing?!"

"Material souls live their present together but only measure past matter," Entropy 
called. Her song never ceased. Her voice overlapped itself. "You will never measure me."

"You’re in this material present!" Mulreg snapped. "That means I can measure you!"
Entropy recovered her whip as Vletru drew near. She caught her umbral blade with a 

strange grip, thumbs on handle-flats, and swiped it down sidelong to hook Gera’s uppercut. 
She darted through, released the overbind, and crashed her leading edge straight into his 
visor-slit. It sheared the hinges and gouged the helm. 

Gera was dead. No way had it cut that deep without ending him.
The visor fell away to reveal Gera’s blue eyes very much intact, though wide with 

terror. He spun to track her as Entropy streaked in shadow past him. She solidified 
grinning before Vletru with her blade couched. He raised his shield. Her thrust punched 
clean through anyway. The umbral blade sliced his gauntlet and chilled his fingers—then 



its handguard impacted with a thunderclap. His arm buckled, and he was cast to tumble 
and roll twenty meters down the walkway along the maelstrom’s brink. 

Again, that strange numb cushioning in his arm’s joints.
"A hundred mirrors at every mazework corner in a sphere of spheres—watch my 

every reflection act other when you observe, and you might begin to see!" Entropy said. 
"WHAT?!" Mulreg screamed. Vletru hurled himself upright and sprinted towards them.
"It sounds like nonsense because it’s nonsense!" Gera yelled. Entropy rewarded him 

with a flash-step and backhand hook of her sword to break his guard, and looped her first 
strike to a leaping upward second. Her blow launched Gera skyward with his breastplate 
trailing streaks from a molten gouge.

"Every infinity I live, you can never encompass," Entropy said, "for I will it so!"
"I…" Mulreg said as Vletru rushed past her. 
Entropy snapped her arm upward. Thunder and lightning illuminated distant gleams 

from Gera’s gold-plated armor, and outlined the serpentine tendril of a shadow-whip that 
wrapped his ankle and hurled him down straight at Vletru. They collided with a deafening 
crash. Spikes of pain lanced through Vletru's eardrums into his skull. Again, everything 
rang. Yet shadows bloomed, softening the impact.

Gera untangled himself, shaking, shouting. "It’s babble! Stop letting her in!"
"Ah, never dream that I forgot you!" Entropy shouted back. "What’s more arrogant than

a soul that believes all things need it to transcend its ego?"
"A crazed witch who treats everyone she meets like a figure in her stageplay!" Gera 

answered. Yet again he rushed her, while Mulreg cast a net of lightning bolts. Entropy 
blurred, the lightning curved to meet twenty shifting shadow-impressions, and she cut it 
apart. The slashes flickered through the branches as dark notches and ripped through 
Mulreg’s wards. They sloughed off like a wave of embers from a collapsing log in fire.

"Why suffer the selfless I that lives only to deny life?" Entropy called. She stood her 
ground against a two-pronged onslaught of cuts and thrusts from Vletru and Gera. She 
wove behind her umbral blade so swiftly that every defense shook them with a concussive 
rush of air. "I seize my passion. I act. I embrace consequence." 

Pri’s glints rushed through the storm and rain behind Entropy. Heedless, the shadow-
mystic raved on. "I no longer need my mythos to live in other souls. I can match their 
harmonies as I wish. I taught myself why, when, how I must be selfish."

As one, they rushed towards her. Entropy smiled, and finished,
"No destiny nor enlightenment lies behind this trial, Gerakaeto Mohs. Just you."
The indelible conviction of a hundred diamond-knife shearings, black against a white 

glow. Vletru rose with a pounding headache. His armor creaked with dents and dripped 
orange droplets to hiss against the rain. He was jelly, chills, pins and needles. When he tried
to raise his shield, his arm spasmed until he dropped it. He toppled, sitting.

Mulreg was on her knees, hands on thighs, a glazed stare under disheveled hair. Pri 
held her cloven sword’s pieces and shook her head slowly. Only Gera still sought to rise. He 
pushed himself upward by one of the stone posts at the edge of the abyss.

"I’m not sure whether to call that charity or sadism," Ichril said. 
Vletru whipped his head around. A bitter mistake: burning daggers in his temples, 

vomit’s promise in his belly. Ichril draped his left hand sedately on his sword’s end-cap as 
he sidled out of the archway. The rain moved on. The thunder passed slowly into the 
distance. Clouds broke, and golden light filtered through. 



The light was a three-dimensional maze of amber lines half-seen through the clouds. 
Though split, the clouds continued: darkness drifting to frame light. Rays formed a 
gateway, spilling aurorae down to dapple the lost lands with watery sheen.

"You bastard!" Gera shouted. He tried to hurl himself upright and cast himself to 
ground instead. "Where have you been? Why—" Shadows shoved down his throat. The 
Vanguard's leader squirmed, writhing fruitlessly to pull them out.

"Vletru," Ichril said. He spoke firmly, resonant. Vletru wilted. "I’m guessing Gera 
decided that I was lying about the travel time, too. Professional liars are always the ones 
accusing everyone else of lying." He examined his claws. "That’s what he does. Its starts 
with lies to himself that he has nothing to outgrow, and then he makes an enemy of anyone 
who won’t follow his example. Now, Entropy has been reading. She showed me something."

He shifted to face each in turn. "I wasn’t there for the Battle of Shailavach. So, you 
assumed I wasn’t ready for your great battles. You've never seen me fight, nor I you. And 
the people who write these books think you’re heroes, so, surprise surprise," he held up a 
book with a stylized cover depicting the very quest Gera recounted the night Entropy came 
to them, "when we read this, we found that it makes me sound very…" he frowned, "lesser."

He shrugged. He turned to Entropy. "Well, perhaps it’s for the best."
"Please, Ichril, this isn’t how we wanted you to prove yourself," Mulreg said. "If we 

couldn’t take her together—"
"You’ve misunderstood," Ichril said. "I won’t fight Entropy to prove anything. I don’t 

owe anyone that." A slow, keen smile took him. "I'll fight her because I just plain want to."
"Oh?" Entropy asked. She grinned, then laughed. "My, my! May I know why?"
"You already do," Ichril said. Again, that blue glow in his eyes. It spread under his skin, 

illuminating conjured tendons, silhouetting manifest bones. Steam hissed from his flesh. He
changed with it. "Win, lose. Kill the enemy. Things to think about when facing a fascist. 
Foolish reasons to seek the duel." 

His cheeks burned as bone grew past skin’s charring seams into razor ridges. Cobalt 
fire peeled his mouth’s corners and lined his growing fangs. He clenched a fist with claws 
now sheathed in volcanic glass, blue-white heat inside. His three eyes disintegrated in their 
sockets and became only glows in serrated skeletal frames. "To clash with the scourge of 
the Enemy, sword to sword, soul to soul, here on the brink where the nameless bones of a 
lost people erode toward the emptiness before all things."

Vletru was too delirious to feel terror or worry. Now was a sacrifice to the vacant awe 
of the pilgrim in the lost temple, the wanderer in the realm of the gods gone silent.

The demon’s presence was crushing heat. Auras pulled the watcher’s mind into their 
storm, a mirror of its own touch. Ichril was transfigured to a leering four-horned shade 
wrapped by embers, mantled in lightning. The brown skin and bronze scales remaining on 
his brow contrasted the lipless, flesh-accented maw of iron filled by ten rows of gleaming 
fangs. Ichril slid to a long stance much like Entropy’s. His right hand’s claws settled on his 
sword's white grip. His left thumb shunted it free. 

Entropy mirrored his posture save that where Ichril drew low, she drew high: shadow 
against fire while the amber light shifted slowly to ethereal blue. "I knew it," she said, 
ecstatic. "I accept... Udugal." A last low gust trailed in the passing storm's wake. It stirred 
the blue surcoat and black robes of shadow alike. 

Her grin deepened. With a rasp and ringing hum echoing before the move that 
spawned them, she freed the first glimpse of her sword’s shadow-edge.



Lightning snapped at the intervening air. They prowled slow circles in the lope of 
predators raised by the same spectral hunting grounds. Then half-formed outlines, trace 
silhouettes, hinted the afterimage of the instant already past when each projected their 
wicked cuts from the draw: a wailing cross carved by a crescent trailing blue lightning 
meeting a crescent of deepest umbra. 

At close range Vletru could no more follow the duel in true time than he could watch 
explosion-shards. He followed their dueling power’s traces, the devastation Ichril left in his 
wake and the shadow-blossoms Entropy used to constrain hers. Stamping feet left upward 
spews of shattered stone woven with blue fire, or webs and ripples of darkness.

The relentless power sometimes offered blinks of clarity, puzzles for memory:
A cone of jabbing blue glancing away from slanting black shields. Eyes burned with the 

brief impression of the horned figure crossing swords on high against the veiled one. Then 
a dark shear. A molten blue spray. It pattered on the rain-slicked stone. Seeped bright azure
fire. Hissed and melted deep before it cooled. When the duelists resolved to stagnant 
solidness far apart, Ichril dripped that molten blue from a gash along his abdomen.

It wove shut. 
"What in the Tsthorla’s name is this," the godsworn said, reeling. "Why are we here?"
"To witness," Mulreg said, staring.
Entropy sank to a low sprinter’s start, impaled the ancient rock with her sword, and 

charged. A chasm opened, a rock-wake unfolding behind her and its crests hardening into 
blue-pink-red crystals. Ichril leapt skyward. When he crashed against her with a 
thunderous downstroke, their collision spawned an eight-point burst of warring fire and 
shadow that bled and mutated to a hovering sea of crystal spires. Pained muscles shielded 
Vletru’s eyes from the shockwave heat and glittering smoke-scented cinders.

The wake of shadow and the wake of blue fire rebounded and met again, again, again. 
Each time the immortals sheared dark stone monuments in their passing.

The crystal spires took aim at the azure flames, accelerated past the speed of Vletru’s 
sight, and then reappeared split in two and steaming on the blaze’s far side. They gouged 
the ruins or soared to disappear in the maelstrom’s tidal walls. Their launches traced a 
rapid arc as the duel moved from the overlook into the depths. Though Entropy had drawn 
first blood, Ichril seemed no slower when next Vletru saw him: tumbling along with his left 
hand dug into a storm-worn platform, he spun with it around the watery maw’s walls. 
Stroke for stroke, power for power, soul against soul. 

The godsworn could only shake his head with rising delight—the foreign surge of aura 
easily washing out the last of Vletru’s exhausted revelations. 

"This is the greatest thing I’ve ever seen," this one whispers. 
Pri and Mulreg watch with dumbstruck looks. Gera, still muffled, only sometimes 

watches the action. Oh, bitter hearts. Can they not see this is the zeal glory is made of?! Fire 
and fell radiance draw fantastic forms in the water’s transparent walls.

Primordial forces rage in one bloom of sparks and contesting wave-slash after another. 
Pillars detonate in the shockwaves left behind. The façade of a monumental edifice slides 
into the abyss, sheared loose. A tower splits into seven segments that melt into blue slag. 
The remnants braid to a long whip that lashes out towards the unseen pinpoint who leads a
wake of shadow in leaps and bounds over the ruins.

Then the whip reels back, the slag squalling as it splits, cools, and reshapes into seven 
metal snares rebounding on their blue origin. Before they touch it a staccato hail of pale 



blue cuts unravels them. Snipped ends clatter around the watchers in parody of the earlier 
storm. Yes! Yes! This is the wrathful answer to the bleak unwritten, this is the infinity of 
ascendance that need never rest again, as glorious and excoriating and endless as—

A ragged disc of rock soared out and smashed into the concourse. It plowed to a halt  
less than a meter from Mulreg. A gleam swelled into a spinning shape, a shriek of steel, a 
clash. Ichril stood disarmed atop the disc with Entropy to his side, his hands still poised to 
hold the long blade now quivering en-point in the rock a few inches from Vletru's hip. 

Her veil of shadows was opaque again, or was never transparent. The godsworn 
thought of the cloying shadows in the construct halls—were those her changeable lies too?

Vletru had training enough to guess the motion after the disarm: Entropy made a half-
spin with her final sidestep and used that strange two-thumb grip to bring her umbral 
blade’s back edge against the nape of Ichril’s neck past his horns—an angle for a clean cut.

Ichril glanced past her, then back. Then, laughing, he clapped, turned a circle, and 
bowed low to Entropy. "That," he said, casting his eyes skyward, "was the greatest fight of 
my life. Thank you for that!" Entropy sheathed her blade and bowed in turn. Her shadows 
freed his fallen sword. Ichril shook his head as he accepted it. "I knew there was something 
peculiar about your cut-and-thrust technique."

His power’s crush lessened, and he morphed back to his less-eldritch form. "You crafty 
witch," he continued, grinning with shared mischief. "You don’t use kenjutsu, do you? 
Classic Mutieren from Handarbeit into the Krieg, then a Zwerchhau out of the disarm to 
finish before I could grapple or disengage. And a passing step to keep the distance…" He 
tilts his head. "Kunst des Fechtens by way of Meyer?"

Vletru exchanged a glance with the Vanguard, who blinked as though waking from a 
trance. Pri and Gera shook their heads.

"It means nothing to me, nor has Gera ever spoken of it," Pri said.
"I remember self-teaching for several years, then secondhand lessons from a man who 

studied ShindoN  Munen-ryuN , later melded with much I adopted from Meyer's approach," 
Entropy answered Ichril. "Though, against his more outmoded scrawlings, I deem the 
Zornhau suits the feminine touch well. And I find the Krieg a vital delight. The sword 
comprises more than edge and point." She glanced at the Vanguard. "All long since melted 
into the mysteries of thousandfold battles in the deep regions. Even I can no longer name 
the ways I fight, save that they are mine. Still, to those who answer my passion with 
kindness, I am always happy to unveil the soul-snippets I've inherited."

Ichril grinned blue fire. "Awfully complicated journey. I just learned Katori ShintoN -ryuN  
from a former sensei's ghost." A pause. "I'm serious. You fight," he added, "like someone 
who can survive forbidden planes and incomprehensible horrors alone." He quirked his 
lips. "I know you were holding back."

"Raw power and its higher techniques," Entropy said. "Not sword skill."
Ichril raised an eyebrow. "I’m not complaining."
The blue aurorae once more became amber, and Vletru found the strength to stagger 

upright. The shadows left Gera’s mouth. He said nothing.
"By this trial I judge our feud resolved," Entropy said. "Unless any object?"
Silence.
"I’m formally resigning from the Vanguard," Ichril said. "I’ll still live in Shailavach, and 

defend it. I’ll join you against a common enemy. Otherwise?" He sighed. "Some things just 
don’t work." His eyes lingered on Vletru.



"Ichril," Vletru said. An awful ache filled his chest. "Please…"
Ichril approached and took a knee. "Vletru… you’re the priest of an imperial god. If you 

left the Sheh empire, maybe, devoted yourself to helping those it’s hurt…" He trailed off, the
same heartbreak in his eyes. Past him, Entropy also knelt. 

She took the shining sword of Gerakaeto Mohs from his limp fingers.
"That isn’t yours!" Pri shouted, but could not rise.
"Nor do I wish it," Entropy said. She drifted it through softly-singing cuts: uppercut, 

sweep, and downward. Lunging crossover steps. A thrust. An overhand to shield her 
retreat. She halted to stare at her reflection in its flats. "Well-crafted with a beautiful song," 
she murmured. "That's all it ever was."

"No one else should be able to bear that," Mulreg said. "It’s…" she looked to Gera. He 
stared at the ground, silent. "It was enchanted in Tov. For his hand alone."

"Still, you do not understand," Entropy said softly, and looked to Gera. "Should I leave 
only your fists? I never fled for your legend’s sake, nor fear of your laughter." She again 
knelt. She fitted the longsword back to its scabbard. Then, rising, she spoke towards the 
maelstrom. "I have failed." 

She pointed. "The rain has ceased and your way lies clear. Depart this realm forever. If 
you bring unconsented danger against me, or any save the Enemy's own dredge, I shall peel
your flesh and carve out your souls. I’ll visit Shailavach freely. No more of this nonsense."

"You don’t have the right," Pri growled.
"I think that’s for Shailavach’s people to say," Ichril said. 
"He’s right, Pri," Vletru said. "Shailavach belongs to more than us. And Jurnost belongs 

to more gods than ours. This has to be the end. Entropy spared us the worst many times 
today." He glared at her. "But you didn’t need to toy with us."

"Oh, child," Entropy said, "you more than any I have failed."
His anger became ash. How was he to respond to that?
Vletru and Mulreg mumbled goodbyes to Ichril. Pri and Gera only glared at him in 

raging silence. Vletru had yet to understand Entropy’s words when they left in single file. 
They said nothing to their pilot. The moment he reached his plush chair inside the rune-
flyer, without bothering to dry himself, Vletru slept.
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Chapter 6
Beneath the Veil

Ichril and I linger together. "So," he says at last, "now that we’ve left so many 
impressive scars… what is this place named?"

"If you mean sounds woven into syllables and symbols that summon them," I answer, 
"none survives. We can choose binding names only for ourselves." I step out. My black 
sabatons hang above the plummet. "Listen to the tidal roar. Seat the saline wind on your 
tongue. Drink it on your breath. Every upwelling echo and lingering form left forlorn…"

I am a thousand tendrils upon that wind, a thousand sensations on a thousand ways of 
cool and rain-kissed stone, a thousand sights of archean craft. I am at peace.

"When a nature bequeaths a name, unwary seekers confuse the name for a whole. They
cease searching for new ways to know, and shrink the name to the side they love best," I 
continue. "Though a gem with one facet cannot hold desire's gleam, they leave all else cold 
and alone. Unwanted. To die." Ichril is a pinpoint behind me, a sensory crater felt by 
phantom nerves forming inside its walls.

"Very well," Ichril says. I watch him smile. "Then I vow I won’t ignore your new or 
altered truths to keep the fantasy I imagine around this one name—Entropy."

"You understand that if you break this oath, I will withdraw from you, and may never 
return?" I ask. "You understand you must keep it without hiding your truths?"

"Of course," he says.
I draw a deep breath. Emptiness thins. For the first time my presence touches Ichril’s. 

For the first time my psyche’s echoes redound back to and intertwine with the echoes of 
his. I remember fear, and worry, and panic. 

"Your power," Ichril says carefully. "It has some resemblance to mine as a psionic."
His words ease the spiking tide. I begin to remember trust. "We wield kindred powers,"

I say. "Across many universes it makes many names for itself. Psionic, psychic, mystic. 
Touching the god within, the only god my truth knows who can give it genesis. Perhaps 
true magic, or power from the cosmos. The unparticled matter that replaces the divine 
volition. One name for a power brings one name’s dogma. I name mine the deep power." 

I frown at the maelstrom.
"A primeval demon whose name I ate calls it simply the power. The unrivalled fount of 

the woken soul that other powers seal off from themselves in the channels carved around 
names like magecraft, physics, or godhood. Perhaps she names it rightly. But for me, the 
deep power. I wish not to subsume all journeys within myself. Of its nature, as our power 
comes from, and is, and makes our own nature as souls woken to ourselves and the 
realities we construct, my deep power cannot be your power psionic."

"For we are not the same person," Ichril says. "I understand. Thank you for trusting me 
with this, Entropy." He looks about us. "Will you remain here?"

I shake my head. "No. Why should this realm rejoin the great tale? That life now passes 
unto us. If we desire a return, we must do so in memory."



"Then," Ichril says, "I’d like to just talk. Two immortals taking a leisurely hike back to 
Shailavach in our own time." He frowns. "If we have that time."

"The coming of the Enemy’s adherents shall echo before," I say. "They imitate their 
hateful masters… but enough. We’ve time. Let’s talk."

Leisurely steps bear us out of the nameless old ways and the vanquished construct-
halls. We muse on light ideas: jokes, chuckling tales from our interests and friendships past,
favorite songs. Inevitably this last brings Ichril to clear his throat. "So… when you sang 
earlier… I do speak English."

"I suspected," I say. "You alone seemed to recognize the name I take for myself."
"So, er, I recognized the song’s lyrics," he says. We pass into the lush gully where ferns 

and flowering vines adorn the dark crags. Wild creatures skitter into the undergrowth 
beneath tall trees. All has rooted well. Now it needs only freedom from my path to thrive 
toward its own. I withdraw from the new life as we pass.

I smirk. "A knife sharpened, a vale beheld. I cherish these words. I feared the 
instrumentals would clash with the maelstrom’s howl, so I ensured that only I heard them."

"Uh, Entropy," Ichril says, "do you know how creepy it must’ve been for the Vanguard 
to hear you singing to a tune they don’t know, in a language they don’t speak, to music only 
you could hear against the howling of a storm?"

I smirk. "Oh, dread and tempests. How will the poor mortals survive their fright?"
"Well," he grins, "it is a really good song." He cocks his head. "Always a little on the 

outside. Pushing people to rediscover you every time you touch the world they know." A 
chill rush tinges his aura. "I’m sorry, I shouldn’t have said that."

I wave a hand. "Breaking your vow needs continuous folly." I warm. "And it flatters me 
that you desire to read meanings from my ways. Speak what you will."

"Well," Ichril says, "I do wonder…" He closes his two lower eyes. His tails tap on his 
Muramasa’s scabbard. "If I may know an answer, why did you come to Jurnost?"

I remember amusement: at myself and my silly, stubborn ways. "I am woven shadow 
and power incarnate. I am thus an innate Prima Donna. And…" I nod to one side. "Now and 
then, I conceive the paradox urge to find places and souls who appreciate me with nothing 
in common."

"I think I see," he says. "You want others to like you without needing to see themselves 
in you." I nod slowly. "So you try to find places where you fit in as poorly as possible, but 
without actual hatred," Ichril finishes.

"Correct," I say. "As for what sleepy Shailavach could teach someone with my power, 
there is this about the mysteries of the deep," I quirk the shadows forming my lips. "They 
seldom find purpose outside the deep. Slaying horrors that transcend mortal reality, 
dueling lost gods and outer beings amid the unbinding ties where all physical law becomes 
mere suggestion…" I draw a deep breath. "Such fulfillment… for me. Such power… for me. 
But these selves I shape learn nothing about nurturing a shrieking child, guiding and 
healing a people, a lover’s sigh and kiss."

Together we leap up to the fallen ship’s apex. Far ahead lie the canyons, lakes, and 
plateaus of southwestern Jurnost. We cannot yet see the greenery that marks the farmland 
and nature reserves running on towards Shailavach.

"That’s true," Ichril says. "Enlightenment is a matter of perspective, then."
"If you mean detachment," I say, "it is petty surrender to the cosmos primordial. Joy 

and sorrow, fury and remorse, hope and despair, ambition and lust—true mysteries! 



Imagine knowing the universe of supernovae, and black holes, and gamma ray bursts, and 
still nurturing courage to say, ‘I don’t care. My tiny life with these other tiny lives is mine, 
and that is everything to me.’" 

I spread my arms to the breeze. "A universe of selfish Is who somehow, contending and
striving, come together as a multiverse of We! In us the universe finds the power to 
outgrow selfless transience and apathy. In us it finds the power to feel." I lower my arms. 
"It saddens me that so many would forswear the gift they embody."

Ichril clears his throat. "Not the opinion I’d expected," he admits, weaving lightning 
around his claws. "But pleasant to hear. I’m from Earth, true, but… Earth’s internet. I took 
shape in the morass of emotions beneath that binary sea. On one hand," he raises a white 
brow, "such beauty. So many forms of art, culture, shared stories—like a certain game 
franchise about two half-demon, half-human brothers, forever at war."

"May I guess that your favorite is neither the father nor the uncle, but the son and the 
nephew they misjudged alike for dead weight?" I ask.

"Good guess," Ichril answers. "Using your gift of foresight?"
"No," I say, warmth bubbling in my head. "He is my favorite too." 
Ichril grins. He rests his fingers on his sword and draws it in a flickering arc. A broad 

blue cut drives through the wilderness air. The slash does not yet bloom. "One day," he says
ruefully. With an arm-sweep forward and an arm-sweep back, he sheathes the blade. 

"On the other hand, I learned about racism, imperialism, colonialism, fascism, genocide,
sexism, homophobia, transphobia, eugenics, on and on, and on…" he ticks off on his fingers 
and blows out exasperated flames. "… all too often firsthand, from people who found it 
easier to mock others’ trauma than admit their own. You can’t help someone determined to
make their pain a power-game."

He folds his arms. "I think it’s mainly presentation that separates their way and that of 
priests who say trauma isn’t real because we’re all one being." 

"Any trans person could tell them the pain one being does itself stings worst of all," I 
say. "It’s so hard to learn healing when we only know the reflections of wounded things."

"Hm," Ichril says. "I can’t speak to that. Trans experience, I mean."
I clear my throat. "I speak, as ever, only for myself. Yet demons who spawn as pure 

spirit and only later learn to shape the forms they desire, and that they desire them… does 
that truly differ from a soul caught in unfitting flesh? I would count you kin, if you wish."

"Huh," Ichril says, blinking. "I… I think I need to think on that for a while." His eyes 
narrow. "I do feel the monks are worse. They wrap their retreat in dignity and glossy 
proverbs. When they teach that pain’s only a lesson, they sound wise enough to believe in."

"I am sorry," I say, and naught else.
"Nothing you need to apologize for," Ichril says.
"But there is," I say. "I remember echoes from the memory of…" I clench my pale 

fingers. "I remember that I was such a person. Preaching pain’s virtue in humbling us to an 
unchangeable reality. I will not sully myth’s tongues to veil that from you."

"Seems like you stopped being that person a long time ago," Ichril says. "You bettered 
yourself. You work to do good. I see nothing left to forgive." He squeezes my shoulder. "As 
for me… I found good people. My powers grew just strong enough to affect code, so it was 
easy to set up accounts. I guess my avatars were my first forms, huh? And it was pretty cool
using my power to share a piece of the dream with my friends. Playing as our ideal selves in
all our favorite games."



He laughs, shaking his head. "They thought I was some S-tier hacker. After that…" he 
turns wistful, "it was wonderful to the end. I’ve forgotten the dates. Memories and 
sentiments. They feel closer that way, actually. I can’t count how far away they’ve grown. 
But, one day, the server cluster I was in must’ve died. I had no more link to the material 
Earth, so I drifted. Eventually I rode the wisp of something. Maybe a wireless signal 
carrying a fragment of a webpage I used to love visiting."

He gestures to the plains. "I took my first solid form. I wandered, fell into fights I barely
survived. Eventually I found my sword. Then I met people, and…" He blows out a breath. 
"Earth called the internet a landscape of lies. But the code gave us all places, and power, to 
be our ideal selves. Like the dreams the soul dreams to itself. The pain in the web came 
from the people who carried it there. Hard matter hurts. Everyone living in a material 
universe needs so many performances to cover up the ways it refuses to fit them."

A question’s telltale knitting takes his brow. "Is that, by any chance, why you…?"
I nod. "I desire to abide among mortals. Why else emerge from the dreaming realm 

outside all worlds where the self keeps its own counsel?" I fold my hands. "I needed 
Shailavach. Its questions. Its reminder. You felt the Enemy’s absolute malice, how right and 
free you were to destroy their servants and their works."

I face Ichril. "Imaging embodying the hard matter of such irrefutable justice for days, 
weeks, months without end. You would not strike down the first mortal who annoyed you. 
Yet would you snap, belittle, torment them to keep alive the enlightenment of enmity—that
your power should be irresistible?"

"And so you’ve been working to relearn how to give and take with people different 
from you," Ichril says. His tails frisk. "I do want you to know they deserved most of it. You 
yelling at them and storming out into the night. And," he sucks his breath in through his 
fangs, "I’m sorry for the distrust I showed you. That was undeserved."

I shake my head. "You have naught to apologize for. I overplayed mystery, and became 
horror. I carried the deep into regions unready to bear its truths. The fear and pain I 
caused…" I remember penance. It stings, and gladdens me. "I am sorry. I will say it to any in 
Shailavach, and work to atone by serving their needs."

A breeze stirs us. 
"‘Such peelable skin’ was far too visceral in its cruelty, wasn’t it?" I ask. 
"Oh, definitely," Ichril says, nodding firmly. "‘The Enemy’s maw,’ ‘the irradiant 

maelstrom,’ most folks haven’t honed the imagination to be scared by those. Skinned 
alive…" He frowns. "You seem good at apologies. I’ll vouch for you." He brushes his sword’s 
grip. "A request. I want you to teach me. To help me learn how to fight the Enemy’s 
servants. To do with my power psionic what you do with your deep power."

"I accept," I say.
He squints, with a far sharper brow-raise than before. "That’s it?"
"You already prove yourself eager to learn, keen, and most vitally, earnest," I say. "I 

loathe suffering and hardship. Every mystery gleaned through them can be gained as well 
by a gentler path, if sometimes slower. Any good teacher exists to quicken that gentle path."

"Fair enough," he says. "Do you mind if we start the day after we get back? wouldn’t 
mind a night in my own bed first."

"That sounds just fine," I say. At another critical look, I laugh. "Ichril, I adore the prose 
gothic for speaking deep mysteries about soul, power, and being! I’ll not cheapen it by 
using it for every little word even if it sounds silly."



"An excellent point," he says. "It should be for indulgence and deep feeling. Although," 
he wags a finger, "procrastination can be quite indulgent too."

I would roll my eyes if my form possessed any. I roll my head instead. "An argument 
well-made and received in like spirit," I say. 

"What should I call you, then?" he asks. "Any sort of title?"
"Just Entropy," I answer. "If you title me before others, simply call me teacher. I must 

weave my legend for myself. When I help you build yours, ‘teacher’ must be all I am."
"That sounds suspiciously like you’ve thought about it," Ichril says. "Almost as though 

you might be a good person."
"I thank you, and do not refuse your gift," I say, "but envisaging innate goodness 

poisons any true goodness we could create." I watch the horizon. "Good and evil are 
constructs. I know only that I seek to nurture some and destroy some. I must justify my 
deeds, and face my consequences."

Ichril grunts. Sourceless glints travel his horns. "Wisdom a certain hero could stand to 
learn." Then he steeples his fingers and gives me a sly look. "I hear your nuance, but you 
deserve to hear that that still sounds like something a good person would say."

I am silent for long seconds. "You swear absolutely that you will remember everything 
I have shown you so far encompasses a vital truth from my utmost self, and not simply a 
performance to aggrandize the side I’m about to show?"

"After everything, how could I?" Ichril says. "I swear I’ll not switch to think you’re 
nothing but an everyday woman just because you speak like one for a few seconds."

"Very well," I say. "Shut up, though."
Ichril bursts out laughing, and continues to do so for nearly a full minute. I remember 

that sometimes it feels good to inspire another’s laughter. 
It takes us seven days to return to Shailavach, and I am glad for every minute.
We arrive at morning after a spirited race. The people greet us each according to their 

own shaped natures. Some seem wary, some concerned, and some—as with the young 
storekeeper Quelith, who hurries to greet us when we enter the circle at the village center
—show a friendliness I should perhaps have anticipated.

"Hey, Entropy," she says, "Mulreg exchanged that diamond for me. I don’t remotely 
need that much gold, so I sent the rest to a charity in Tov by and for people of divergent 
minds." She sees me through the keen eye of a book-devourer who reads too much about 
colorful people, and knows such people can be real. "I hope that’s alright with you."

"It pleases me well," I say, looking aside. "A fitting use for the gift’s excess."
"Glad to hear it," she says. "And the next time you want books, just tell me which ones 

you take so I can mark them off my inventory, hm? I’d feel like a thief if I let you pay."
"Many thieves hold just cause for their trade," I say. "Barring the wealthy."
"Oh, hush and accept the gift," she says. She spreads her arms wide. 
Ah. A human instinct. I glance to Ichril.
"Your form, not mine," he says.
Quelith nods encouragingly and waves her arms a little. I finally accept the hug in full 

view of thirty-six bemused Shailavachans. She carries scents of coffee, well-aged 
parchment, and old wood with a faint hint of rose. I narrow my senses and sink in. Softness,
rustling linen, a sleepy heated sensation. Yes. Comfort. I remember now what I name it.

"Gods, you’re warm," Quelith says. "And soft. I really didn’t expect either of those." Only
after we withdraw does she peep and say, "not that it’s a disappointment!"



"I can offer much stranger feelings if you wish," I say. I remember innuendo when 
Quelith blushes brightly, utters a strangled noise, and hurries away.

"Is that something else you can teach?" Ichril asks.
"Possibly," I answer. "I must meditate on such teaching’s relation to consent and power

…" I perceive his flat expression. "Ah. I am sorry for destroying the joke."
As to encounters with fear, anger, and suspicion, I meet no harm. Most who rant do so 

from earnest error. Shailavach’s people prove reasonable and quick to trust, almost 
concerningly so. It’s likely how the undeserving Vanguard attained prominence.

For my first reconciliations with the village, I replace a fallen bridge with spars and 
spans of magnificent black crystal wound by swift-grown emerald vines. I conjure endless 
umbral forge-fires in a metalworker’s hall with tools used in common by all its workers, 
their heat shifting to obey a crafter’s thoughts. The villagers’ awe carries strange color. 
They knew such deeds were real. But that someone with the power to perform them would 
find it joyful and worthy—their shock shows they never imagined this was possible.

I carry these insights by night’s approach, while the slow orange crystals above drift 
into rusted red and I pass as an umbral whisper through a forest ravine. Stagnant water 
and swaying reeds mark an entrancing bog’s border. Though shorter and sharper than calls
from Earth, murky dwellers find a harmony just as old and soothing. I abandon feet and 
steps. Borne aloft on shadow-tides, I roam the dusk.

When an outland cry reaches my ears beyond ears, and a moment later brushes into 
my form, it provokes spiking startlement. Now fury. Such shrillness. A needy, guttural 
sound, pitchy and drawing on so very long, and… ah. I remember. A crying child. A little girl,
I sense. I pivot. A return glide to Shailavach. Someone else will see to her, I am sure. Am I? 

A branch snaps. Watery splatters. Silence. Then, louder wailing than ever. 
I am unsurprised. Inferno and bile, what wrenching cacophony.
There. My innate feelings prove me the worst possible succor. A better woman would 

feel instant sorrow for this squalling waif. There is too much of the deep within me.
The wailing forms words, snotty and guttural. "No… nooooooo…"
Drifting over a fallen tree, I pause. Listen to that. Surely someone will hear.
… but what if they don’t?
I am woven shadow and the forlorn nocturne. I am no nurturer for a lost child.
But she’s alone.
I am tainted by battling the Enemy. I provoke abject loathing in the brightest heroes.
But she’s alone.
When she sees me she will be terrified and scarred. I am the worst choice.
But I’m the one who heard her. And she’s alone, and sad, and those are not the shrieks 

of a little girl who expects to be heard. I have heard crying like this… how many lifetimes 
was it? How many Is ago? There. Not the wailing, but the low, endless sobs.

She is alone, and she cries like someone who knows there is no one left who cares to 
hear her, and of course now that I am paying attention I am aware I was never turning back
towards Shailavach in the first place. Do not misunderstand me… oh, what’s the use? Yes, of
course I’m a massive bleeding heart! Was it not obvious from the very beginning? 

I am through the last locking trunks and over the rippling, muddy water a moment 
later. The girl sits cross-legged in the lidless vestibule formed by vine-wound doorways and
half-fallen walls jutting from the murk. Her grey-furred back shudders, her bushy tail 
wraps her tight, and her ears angle back along her head. Faded cloth-rags cling: a mildewed



flower, a smiling bird’s last vestige, the only remains of a sun-dress once lovingly stitched. 
She holds something tight against her chest. A little wolf girl lost and despairing who does 
not howl: That can mean only one thing.

Something saline and hot flows from my eyes. I am the pitchy, keening words I bubble 
out: "Hiii, sweetheart! What’s wrong? How can I help?"

Her head whips around. The small hairs on her little snout lie wet and muddy, so too 
the rusty streaks on her cheeks. She shifts her arms to hide what she holds.

"Go away, shadow-lady," she sobs. "I don’t want to do some dumb game."
I sit down. "I do not hurt or hunt children, ever. And I try not to lie to them." My sight 

flows past her. It picks out small sodden lumps scattered around the swamps. A few wispy 
white tufts fight to stay above the morass. Ah. That’s cotton. And some trace green velvet.

"That’s what every grown-up says," she mutters. "And they’re all liars."
"Clearly," I say. "If they made their words true, they’d never leave children alone in 

swamps, or friendless, or surrounded by bigger children who hit them over and over."
She sniffles. "What are you talking about, stupid? The other kids never hit me."
I wait, silent.
Her ears twitch. "That’s a bad lie," she says. "Shadow-ladies are never kids, so they 

aren’t bullied. They’re made of shadows."
"True," I say. "But I befriended some demons many years ago when they called me 

from the abyss to help them dream. They shared memories with each other. Sometimes, 
when they dream, they share their memories with me. Demons can start as children. 
Sometimes."

Now it’s she who pauses, waits, and shivers. Oh, how the poor little one shivers.
I must risk it. "Here. I give you this. If you but speak the words, I give you the power to 

send me away."
She wipes her eyes, serving only to change the patterns drawn atop each fur-tuft by 

mud, tears, and slimy water. "How do I know you’re not lying, too?"
"If you wish for proof," I say, "you can tell me to go, and I will go."
"That’s it?" she says. She hunches over her legs. "That’s all you can do?" She stiffens. I 

stiffen too when she whirls around and screams. "THEN GO AWAY! GO AWAY, GO AWAY, 
GO AWAY!" I keep my word and flit from shadow to shadow ten times in a single eye-blink. 
And though I hear her sobs echoing, though the churning within me forms an ache and a 
spectral heartbeat that thunders to a gallop, I stay away.

I know this moment. I know too well how hasty a child can be, yet… what else can I do? 
The little one trusts no one and lacks a single scrap of agency. I must not force her choice.

The timbre of her wailing changes and deepens. "I’m sorry," she wails. "I’m sorry, I 
didn’t mean it, please come back!"

I am back ere the first echo fades. This time she surprises me: with a sudden, great 
leap, she hurls herself into my arms. "I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m sorry—"

"Shh," I whisper, and stroke the chill and the damp from her head, "there, now. You 
have nothing to be sorry for, little one. I am the grown-up, yes? You can scream, and cry, 
and hit me when you are hurting. I will love you still. I will love you more, so that you will 
not be hurting anymore." She says nothing, only burrowing deeper, so I become as soft as 
gossamer and as warm as hearth fires.

"May I know what’s wrong?" I ask. "Perhaps I can fix it."



She shakes her head. Her little claws rasp against my shadows as she tightens her grip. 
"You can’t. No one can. Mama never read me a story where things like this get fixed."

Still, she withdraws, and shows me the precious ruin held in her other hand: a plush 
toy’s last pieces. A wide snout, a single glass-bead eye, a pink maw lined with little stuffing-
teeth. My touch has cleaned away the grime, restored sheen to the green velvet. But the 
ragged mess where the toy’s head was ripped from its body remains ragged.

"His name’s Chompy," she sniffles. "M-mine’s Lily. Mama said he was a crocodile, and 
he’d be a good friend because crocodiles are big and strong and live in swamps, like water 
lilies do." Her little ears quiver and droop. "B-but I lost him this morning, and…"

I remember what it is to hate the universe. 
Anywhere else with nearly any other being, little Lily would be right. Oh, heroes and 

mages and monarchs cultivate such wondrous powers for breaking things: lightning and 
force, fire and ice, mind-tricks and wordplay and foresight and tyranny. All perfectly 
useless. But I am Entropy. Nothing that I desire to do will be kept from me. I remember my 
purpose like the gale that wakes the nocturne forest.

By my power without, I draw reality in. By my power within, I change it. 
"You are not wrong to fear," I tell her, lifting her chin with a gentle touch. "Chompy is 

hurt badly…" She cocks her head, squinting at me. "Alright, yes, Chompy is dead. But this 
shadow-lady knows the necromancer’s arts." I clear my throat. "Not tales for children. But 
enough." I slide my hands under Lily’s. "My name is Entropy. I ask you to trust me with 
your memories, Lily. Every moment happy or sad. Everything Chompy means to you."

I dare to dream something far more ambitious. Yet I must not promise. The 
disappointment would as cruel as anything I can imagine.

"You’re strong, Lily," I say. "Will you trust me enough to be a little stronger, for a little 
while more?"

"O-okay," she says. As she looks up, I find it absurd that anyone was ever frightened by 
the eyes of a wolf: huge and golden, open to the wilderness and so full of trust. One day Lily 
will have a pack to share her song with. I will accept no other reality.

"Then close your eyes," I say, "and remember."
And she does. She sways gently. Her ears twitch. I veil her with the abyssal dream. 

Hazy. Peaceful. Safe. She slumps forward. I gather her into my lap and scratch slowly 
behind her ears. Seeping out like ripples on unseen water to meet the ripples of me: so 
comes memory. Golden light through creaky windows shows a summer day. A tall grey 
wolf in a linen dress with velvet of mottled emerald in her arms.

Muffled echoes mention prices and coins in wry tones, but younger Lily’s eyes are full 
of the sheen, her paw-pads sinking into the softness. Day by day the shape forms under her 
mother’s needle and thread, and dances in her dreams at night: the floppy legs, the thick 
and slightly stubby tail, the bumpy back-ridges. Then the day when her mother, rolling her 
eyes, sighing, and yet unable to suppress a fond smile, rises slowly and holds out the 
finished toy. She winces at Lily’s shriek of joy, but smiles even wider for it.

A strong paw ruffling little ears.
I am my form, the full night’s air and a stirring breeze. I am a cracking vine to scare off 

a wild thing. I am my shadows and the warmth I lace through Lily’s sleeping form. I am her 
dreams, and I am mine, and I am the coiling power gathering, cleansing, drying a hundred 
disparate tufts from the mud. I fill the voids between them with their echoes from memory.



Lily’s dreams only deepen. She loses focus a little, as a child must, as anyone must, and I
am grateful for it. Her mother’s name is Rosemary, or rather the Keneb word for Rosemary, 
and it was rosemary she always mingled with her scent. Days of play and study, chores and 
quiet holidays in their little one-room home on Shailavach’s outskirts, under the trees 
inside a canyon leading out from the village. Scoldings, yes, and disappointments. But what 
Lily remembers is that her mother was always there for her.

Until the days hidden behind the grey fog. Until the sounds of hacking, and ragged 
breath, and then so much awful aching silence.

I am memory’s tides into the nowhere divide. A return surge confronts me on every 
side as shifting silhouettes of clattering beads, exposed bone, thorns and claws jutting 
through dim shrouds. The warden’s cold touch devours the ripples.

"I am—" they begin, in thundering sepulchral tones.
"Yes, yes, you are the consciousness called into being by the collective understanding of

death here in Jurnost," I snap. "Get out of my way, you boring, tottering, useless artifact."
They shift and focus on me fully. "Oh," they say. "I didn’t realize it was one like you." 

Sinews wrap, bones splinter and reform, shaping into skeletal arms. "Harken. It is not my 
intention to give offense. Nonetheless, the rules—"

"The rules will be whatever I say," I say. "You will not hide. You," and as I lower my 
hands to my side the umbral blade takes shape to await them, "you know the truth. All 
realities are made things, and even death can be undone." I grin. "I know that death can die, 
cannot be death unless it can die. I am more than you."

"Nevertheless, this is their realm, and they have not asked—" Death says.
"I will seal you in a thousand mortal vessels, and make you live a thousand years, until 

you comprehend every lifetime ended too soon or left behind and doomed to sorrow," I say.
My voice grows sonorous and cleaving. "I am so much crueler than you can ever be. I will 
teach you every joy of hearth and home, song and laughter, hunger sated and lust fulfilled. I 
will teach you life, and then I will take it from you." 

I free the umbral blade’s first inch. "Get. Out. Of. My. Way."
"Yes, ma’am, won’t happen again," the specter mumbles. It dissipates.
Again I send forth the ripples. They call answers instantly—desperate rattling surges of

a rushing something I feared I would not find. I embrace them, convey swift-growing 
senses back through me to the material realm where I am soft shadows with a gently-
sighing wolf child on my lap. She tightens her arms around a glossy, plush crocodile. She 
squirms. Fortunately, I am resistant to kicks in the belly.

Sense sharpens. A gasp. A rattle of claws. A sinewy wolf rolls over and pushes herself 
upright. Golden eyes, rusty patterns on cheek and forehead-fur. The frictionless dark 
emerald dress with light embroidery is my gift. Linen snagging on fur cannot be pleasant.

"You," she mumbles. "Yes, it would have to be you. You have that same feel…" She pads 
closer and sees the sleeping child in my lap. Her mouth opens by instinct. The same instinct
stifles any sound. She kneels. Gently, slowly as she can, she shifts Lily from my lap into hers.
I rise in silence while the little one stirs with a low groan. Her breathing changes.

I am already walking away.
"M-mama?" Lily whispers. Then she screams, "Mama!"
"Hey there, water lily," Rosemary says, her voice hoarse. "It’s been a little while…"
With a small smile for the sounds of a weeping child and her mother’s gentle words, I 

seek the nearest archway and the calm depths of the night.



"Hey! Where are you going, you shadowy idiot?" Rosemary snaps. "Don’t try to slink off
unnoticed when you smell like that much lavender. You’re ruining the moment."

I halt. I turn back. "I thought this moment yours and your daughter’s alone."
"Well, then, you’re not very good at thinking," she says. "Get back here."
"I…" I clear my throat. "Are you certain?"
"If you didn’t want to be part of our family," Rosemary says, "you should’ve…" She 

looks down to Lily, who looks between us with wide eyes. "You should’ve done this in a 
way that would somehow have made me angry at you."

"Can she stay with us, mama?" Lily asks. "I bet shadow-ladies get lonely like we do."
I will slaughter the armies of entire interstellar empires to protect this child.
"She can," Rosemary says, looking to me while I step closer again. "Will she?"
"Um… the house got kind of… fally-aparty," Lily mutters. "I’m sorry, mama. I tried to 

keep it together, but there’s so much and I don’t know how to hold a hammer and—"
"Hush," Rosemary says, and licks her forehead. "You’re not there to keep the house 

happy. The house is there to keep you happy."
"I will stay," I say at last. "I am Entropy. I can manage some mildew and rotted wood."
Rosemary raises a brow and grins. "Well then, shadow-lady Entropy—welcome to our 

pack of three." She holds out her free hand to me.
"Chompy says thank you!" Lily says, eyes wide and bright.
Warmed, tearful, at a loss for words, I step forward and join the embrace.
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Chapter 7
Opposite Truths

The morning after our return opens with acid boiling auras near Shailavach’s edge. I 
find Entropy standing her ground against the Vanguard, and the house behind her 
surprises me. I’m used to seeing a single-story huddle of fallen shingles, moss, and vines. 
This one has cheery green bricks below and golden plaster above, a cellar out back, and 
neat wood-framed windows with broad panes of clear glass.

It’s still overgrown. I approve. Cozy touch.
Everyone watches my approach, including the two wolf folk Entropy defends. I’ve seen 

the little girl before. Most often when she’s hiding. I flick my tongues against my fangs and 
walk to Entropy’s side.

"What the blazes are you doing, la—" Gera starts.
I split off sense-tendrils and form a bubble around Gera—or rather, I try to. I encounter

a searing, thunderous wall. At least Gera is shaken to silence by my snarl of blue aurorae 
and the deafening thunder of amber light that repulses it.

"No more, demon," Priengal says. "I have invoked Maratbach against you."
I could drive through. Whether it’s every god or just the Sheh gods, I don’t know, but 

their power has a mutability to a driven soul’s touch. Like cloth pulled taut in every 
direction: poke with true force and one can get through. But gods tend to be jealous 
creatures. Maratbach might manifest in full. Could we take her?

"You realize that protecting Gera from the consequences of his own actions just 
doubles the burden on the people around him, right?" I say.

Pri looks away. Fate and sin, what a miserable coward.
"Look," Gera says. He steps toward Entropy, "I understand. Alright? I understand it 

hurts to see bad things happen to good people. But what you’ve done is an abomination. 
The world isn’t meant to exist where you can raise the dead on a whim."

"Why not?" Entropy asks. "I will never scorn, mock or condemn any soul who lives too 
much sorrow to believe in this reality. But for those who need, clamor, yearn, for those it 
will heal, I keep it alive. I make no mercy for any who would steal it." She bares her teeth. 
"And my sister’s name is Rosemary."

"I’m aware of that," Gera says. "And as to what happened back then, I’m sorry—"
"Funny how that works," Rosemary says. "You’re always unshakeable looking forward, 

only sorry looking back." She bounces her daughter in her arms. "You know what I 
remember? I remember Lily, my Lily, six years old, panicking and helpless and alone. Every 
day she’d just talked with you and you said the medicine would be the very next thing."

Her brow-fur shades with the furrowing beneath. "Do you have any idea what it does 
to a mother to see her little girl try so hard to be strong? To know this is how she learns 
that sometimes strong isn’t enough, and you won’t be there to hold her when she does?"

"Explain," I say, turning towards Shailavach’s finest.
"It was a wasting sickness," Mulreg said. "The year before you arrived. In our defense, 

we saw Rosemary up and moving about sometimes, how were we to know—"



"She’s a single mother on the outskirts and doesn’t always have the luxury of rest," I 
say. Snarling feels so good. "You knew enough to keep saying Lily was fine by herself."

"Baesht’s healing needs faith," Vletru says, wringing his hands. "If she had come to me 
and asked to learn His love, He would have saved her."

"The healer fosters freedom from illness and debt alike. They journey to the sick, not 
the sick to them," Entropy says. "Your god is a craven parasite, and your faith a disease."

"And why not a doctor?" I demand. "Medicine doesn’t expect worship before it works."
"Mister Mohs said they would get the medicine as soon as they finished the quest, with 

the reward money." Lily says. Her little ears twitch back. She glares at Gera. "But you had 
enough money! You always have so much money, but you always want more before you 
share! Why? Why are you so selfish?!"

"Listen, brat," Gera says. Divine power can’t halt the umbral swell and thundercrack 
rush as Entropy flicks her hand, warps space, and slams his golden cuirass with her sword’s
end-cap from ten meters away. He slides back in a cloud of dust, dirt, and up-slung leaves.

"So Maratbach and Baesht stand idly by while grown warriors threaten children." 
Entropy says. "Only the natural order, yes? Heaven forbid that sapient people or their gods 
act outside the paths shaped by raw, mindless force."

"Look," Vletru says. "We mustn’t linger on the past." 
"Vletru," I say, "I hoped for better than that tired platitude."
"What right has a demon to hope anything of a priest, or of gods?" Pri scoffs.
"My hopes weren’t for me," I answer, meeting her iron glare with an adamant one. 
"Ichril," Vletru says. He hunches. "The things we could’ve changed, who we could be 

now if we’d acted differently then, those questions only eat us inside until we’re hollow."
"I know you’re not happy," I say. His eyes meet mine at last. They widen. "Leave them, 

Vletru. I want to help you, we both do, but we can’t as long as you’re working for powers 
that hurt people." He looks so alone. So afraid. He starts to speak.

"Remember the strength of Baesht and the Tsthorla," Pri says, cutting across the 
hollow noise of whatever Vletru meant to say. "Do not fall for this demon’s deceit."

He looks to his sister. Then he stiffens, cilia wiggling. "I don’t like it, but Gera’s right, 
and that’s just how things are. Raising the dead, choosing who lives or who dies, there lies 
the domain of gods. Never mortals, nor demons, nor…"

He trails off. "Whatever you are," he finishes pitifully to Entropy.
"Gera decides every day who lives or who dies," Entropy mutters, "by his sword or by 

his apathy. He leaves the world broken so its people must look to heaven for help. And you 
listen when your gods tell you he’s just the way things are." She cocks her head. "The 
universe isn’t cruel. The universe isn’t unjust. The universe simply is. We should be more."

"I’ve heard enough," Gera growls. "I’m correcting your mistake." He strides towards 
Rosemary and claps a hand to his longsword’s hilt.

Entropy flashes to her long duelist’s stance, pale fingers half-coiled on the umbral 
blade’s grip. "You draw one single nanometer of that pitiable shining sword, and I’ll show 
you a true phase-duel." Gera halts. His fingers flex and creak on leather. No steel yet.

I mirror her, a hand on my Muramasa. "I am not interested in any construction of good 
that has to take a mother from her daughter to justify itself," I say.

Rosemary clears her throat. "Hey, En," she says. "Shailavach’s not as charming as I 
thought I remembered. I do appreciate you and Ichril taking a stand for us, but…" She 
glances down to Lily. "What do you think, little fang? Is it time we moved on?"



"Shailavach is pretty," Lily says. "I wish it still felt pretty. I wish the people here still felt
pretty." She hugs her plush tighter and nestles closer against her mother. "Let’s go."

Rosemary nods. "There you have it. Do you know of a place, En?"
Entropy taps her fingers on her sword’s grip. "I know of one. I will transport your home

there. Unless you wish to leave it behind as well?"
"Not a chance," Rosemary answers. 
"Will this suffice?" Entropy asks. "Must there be blood just so they may leave in peace?"
"That won’t be necessary," Vletru says swiftly. He darts around Gera and plants himself

between them, cilia pulled into a frantic imitation grin. "This is a good compromise."
Rosemary stops at the house’s door. "Hey En. What about you? Are you coming?"
"In my own time," Entropy says. 
"Just so long as you make it out," Rosemary says.
"It better not be long!" Lily calls. "We have to teach you how to howl!" She waves, and 

her mother with her. "Bye, Auntie En!"
"Goodbye for now, water lily," Entropy calls, turning side-on so she can look towards 

them without showing Gera her back. "Fortune go with you. I’ll see you both soon." She 
forms a soft smile under her silver-trimmed veil. "I promise."

Rosemary closes the door. Entropy spreads her arms, faces the Vanguard, and unfurls a
hill-sized wave of darkness from her back to engulf the house. Its hollowness cuts breeze 
and birdsong and branches’ sighing. When the shadow ebbs, the home is gone.

"Should’ve eaten them like that last night," Gera snaps. "Save us all the strain."
"Eat yourself if you’re the only truth that nourishes you," Entropy snaps in return. "You

chose insecurity, not I." She looks to me. "Leave it. They will not listen." She sweeps away.
 I lift my hands from my sword’s grip and fold my arms. "Anything else?" I ask. 
"Just tell me why it’s supposed to matter, anyway," Gera says. "If the shadow-harlot can

raise the dead, what does it matter that they died?"
I give him my driest stare. "Entropy hasn’t even drawn blood so far, but you’re still 

smarting over every time she’s taken the wind from your sails. Healing takes good times, 
not just the absence of bad." I clack my teeth. "Oh, and thanks for lying about Lily."

"I had sound theories!" Mulreg objects. "Loss of a parental figure causing a reversion to 
survival instinct. We thought someone would take her in. Some did leave food out for her."

"And they thought the Vanguard were seeing to it," I mutter. "Wait." I recognize these 
ideas. I should’ve known. It doesn’t matter what world or words it’s tried in. Reducing life 
to a system of measurements always ends the same way. "Are you saying you thought Lily 
had," I grind my fangs, "gone feral?"

"I don’t understand," Vletru says. "You always seemed so in harmony with the Wheel. 
All this is transitory. We cannot harm each other because in the end there is no other."

 "Let me tell you about others," I say, eyes flaring. "When Entropy and I knew it, Earth 
was rife with disempowerment. You’ll never understand the agony. No manifest magic or 
gods, the supernatural so rare that demons and ghosts survived only as whispers too faint 
to question. We needed whole art forms, like the stories we called cyberpunk, just to 
remember how to forgive ourselves for being helpless to beat the odds."

I gaze briefly the shard-lit sky. "I want you to just admit that sometimes you’re not the 
solution." Glares, stares, and silence. "Instead you say that every problem you can’t face 
isn’t actually a problem, or is unsolvable. But a universe of suffering is not inevitable."



I’ve tried. My head aches a little from the psychic strain of sifting past traumas. But like 
Entropy at the maelstrom’s edge, I see I’ve failed. Real heroes never fall for the villain’s 
tragic speech. Therefore, the people who deny an outsider’s tragedy must be the heroes. 

Perfect logic for people who don’t care if it’s actually right.
"I need to learn how to kill fascist space monsters," I say. "I’m sorry for failing you." I 

pull a brisk about-face.
"Ichril," Vletru says. His voice cracks. "Please. Even tragedy can seem precious if it's the

only thing you can make for yourself."
"Vletru," I say, "advice we seek excuses to give is often advice we need to receive." I 

look ahead. "But I’d like to live in something other than proverbs and metaphor. Goodbye." 
I just walk, trusting my feet and compelling sights to lead to my teacher. A geode 

exposed in a cliff-face cracked by a falling boulder, a spiral of flowers blooming atop a 
rotten log, a fork in a babbling rocky creek. I find Entropy’s dark silhouette in a shady glen 
beside the creek-branch coursing down a dip in the streambed. She moves slowly by our 
standards, scarcely swifter than an average human warrior: a low center thrust, a retreat 
covered by a snap-cut and recovery.

"Hello again," she says, pivoting around me in a right-to-left uppercut. "Frustration flies
with you. The Vanguard esteemed your shared past no better?"

"If anything, they were worse," I say. "They still think of me as the demon they blame 
their feelings on." I tap my Muramasa. "May I join you?"

"Certainly," Entropy says. She halts, umbral blade held loosely. She knuckles her chin 
and leans towards my sword. "Do you enjoy reshaping your sword’s tsukamaki? Yesterday 
I witnessed tsumami-maki, and today katate." She glances. "And the scabbard. It bore black.
Now crimson with purple undertones."

"And the grip’s two inches longer, and the blade three inches shorter as well as 
unokubi zukuri," I agree. I draw it: a keen back edge fills the blade’s inside curve from the 
halfway mark to the point, where it goes blunt again. "Sometimes the wrap changes so the 
diamonds between the silk are smaller, or many different sizes. The sword just changes 
from time to time. Most days it’s more like a different artist drew it—different 
interpretations of the same being." I quirk a brow. "I do like this crimson, though."

"What a curious weapon," she murmurs. "So behaves a Muramasa freed from Earth."
"You were six inches taller yesterday, your face’s shapes were different, and your 

shadows made a sort of capelet," I say. "My sword’s not the only one reimagining itself at 
random." Entropy grins. "How do you know it’s a Muramasa, anyway?" I ask.

"I used truer sight to perceive its tang’s raw matter beneath silk, rayskin, wood," she 
answers. "I found his inscription, singing true spirit. Less bloodlust than the myths, but any 
good sword inspires a little violence. Myth itself achieves the rest in suggestible minds." 
She conjures shadow-parchment and smiles playfully. "You found no certificate with it, 
chanting ratings and prices and the maker's marks?"

"Buried to the hilt in the corpse of something made from plutonium and ether-sinew?" 
I counter. "Not likely. Now," I say, " I'm guessing you don’t actually speak or read Japanese."

"Correct when first I held the umbral blade, but no longer," Entropy says. "I cannot 
remember when I finally learned. I am open to meaning. So far, by deep power, it suffices."

I nod and step away, saluting with a double-hand twirl. "Shame that can’t be said of the 
Vanguard," I say. "Oh, how will we handle hits and scoring?"



"Never mind score," Entropy says. "We spar until we achieve what we desire. What we 
desire, we shall know when we achieve it."

I open with a lunging cut to project a thrumming crescent of power. She stretches and 
blurs underneath. She can shrink, shift, and apply force in ways no flesh and blood creature 
ever could. A human would overbalance at this speed if they ran only half as low. They 
couldn’t drive the stroke from the hips for good speed and power. But Entropy can, and I 
just barely leap high enough to clear her own lateral cut.

I plunge a thrust down at her head. She veers aside and whips her blade up edge-to-
flats against mine, coiling upward in a spray of sparks until our handguards lock together.

"As for hits," she says, "I will let the umbral blade turn incorporeal when it touches you.
Cushion your sword’s killing essence with your own intent, and its passage through me will
do no harm. Thus we practice unrestrained technique."

There are a lot of advantages to being pure spirit-essence. I pass the trance-like calm of
the training grounds through my hands. It suffuses the Muramasa with a silver-blue glow 
and an endless tone like a wind-chime’s echo. 

"Are you by, any chance, a Daoist?" I ask, hurtling backward before Entropy can 
grapple me around our bind. "You seem very fond of flow."

"I never studied it," she answers. "I am selfishness incarnate, a one-woman cult of 
personality." She disappears inside her sudden thrust’s wake. I dart aside with a hanging 
parry, and she whistles past in a sparking spray from our blades’ brief clash. "Yet I do call it 
harmony for us each to be ourselves. If a universe’s flow manifests itself in our meetings, 
am I not harmonious to the greater whole by flowing with myself to collide against others?"

"So our experiences shape us all, and that itself is flow?" I ask. "We are unified by our 
uniqueness, and can flow together because we are different?"

"Yes!" Entropy says. "That’s it exactly!"
Many might call this gibberish. But I am a demon: ideas and identity distilled and free 

from dilution by the intrusive world. With each pass, each exchange of strikes and words, I 
feel more whole. 

"At risk of ruining the mood," I begin. I break off during a flurry of thrusts and binding 
blade-works. We draw circles with our sword-points, disengage, and slip edges against 
each other backward or forward for leverage until we cast so many sparks that ordinary 
swords would be completely blunt. "About the Vanguard. These arguments. Why?"

"Why bother?" Entropy asks. She slips past. I feel a cold tickle: the umbral blade’s point 
pokes briefly, hazily through my belly. I anticipate a decapitating stroke. I whirl down to 
the left. Unfortunately, Entropy anticipated that and goes through my neck anyway with a 
vertical downcleave. I turn and concede the pass with a bow. We reset.

"The Vanguard believe," she answers, "or profess to believe, that they work towards a 
great universal truth. Something that already exists. They say that people and worlds can 
only change for fate, not each other. They need never prove their way. They need only 
prevent others from proving their own."

"And for us it’s not about proving a point," I says, "It’s about the good they could do if 
they changed." Another flurry ends in a clash of overhand blows so violent their 
momentum spins us both around each cross of blades. Grass, dirt, and gravel fly. "I’d be 
happy to give up. Only, they’ll keep bringing Shailavach’s people into it."

"Truth," Entropy says. "Do you know psionicism’s first principle?"



"That the core of the self is the choice, for whatever reason, to continue the self’s 
identity," I say. "So no matter the method or power difference, no soul can force another to 
choose anything that soul defines itself against choosing—only foster its internal 
contradictions until one definition wins out. " A barrage of cuts and a retreat. I pull my 
scabbard up to catch Entropy’s parting shear before it can reach my temple. "But mind-
control was never an option anyway."

"Indeed," Entropy agrees. "Ego-death either way. Denial fascinates me. So many layers, 
always so unique to the spirit that weaves them within to veil itself from itself. How some 
harden and others collapse depending on how they most feel the pressure from outside."

"And you’re as outside as it comes, so when someone’s against you, they’re hardheaded
on every front," I say. "So what’s the approach?"

"Denial deprives the self before any other," she says. She draws to a halt. "Do the 
Vanguard seem happy, fulfilled, or healthy? Do they unite to drink and laugh over stories 
and experiences about the shared joy of life, not just the death of creatures besides each 
other?" I raise an eyebrow, and Entropy continues, "Just so. Each covers deeper needs."

"So we’d need to figure out what they deny themselves and push them towards it," I 
say. "What if it’s only the desire to admit outright that they like being obstructive, petty 
jackasses instead of pretending it’s for higher purposes?"

"Then the effort may be wasted," Entropy says. 
I rest my Muramasa on my shoulder. "I don’t know that I’m willing. I’ve spent years 

trying to coax their potential. I’ve given so much already."
Entropy shrugs. "Then leave the Vanguard to me. If they’ll not grow with you, leave 

them to the stagnation they choose."
"You’re sure?" I ask.
"Completely," she says. "I agree. You gave them too much already."
I sag with the relief of a weight lifted. I hadn’t realized how much I carried until 

Entropy said that. All the strain of keeping myself alert, braced, catches up with me. I 
become dizzy and my form vibrates. "Okay," I say, and sit down. I flop back onto the grass. 
"Okay, I think I know what I desired to find. Good spar. Thanks, En."

"My pleasure," she says. She sits down in turn.
I watch Jurnost spin and mottle with my inconstant sight until my psyche settles. 

"Right… one more thing I need to say." I groan while I pull myself upright. "I am happy to be
your friend, to spar like this, to banter about ways of viewing the universe and each other. 
But I’ve come down a little from the giddiness of that battle on the maelstrom’s edge." I 
draw a steadying breath. "I need to set one condition on your teaching."

"Speak on," Entropy says, opening a hand towards me.
"Much as I appreciate and respect your views about power and a teacher’s role," I say, 

"I must still sacrifice some agency to follow your lessons. You’ll understand when I say I am
wary of doing that again so soon. So," I pull the Muramasa from my sash and rest it in my 
lap, "just as you will leave if you feel I’ve reduced you to a simulacrum I can hold in my 
mind, I will withdraw from your teaching if I feel it’s not giving me what I need."

"Spoken well and truly," Entropy says. "I accept this condition."
"Right," I say. I lie back again. "I’ll take that first lesson when you’re ready."
"Though a grey area so soon risks breaching your condition," Entropy says, "I wish to 

begin this way. I will always offer a practical lesson. I will explain my intent clearly, and 
how the little steps relate to the greater mystery. But sometimes I will feel deeply that 



some insight has great import. I will not always know why, or how, or possess words to 
express it. We begin with such a lesson."

"Very well," I say. "Fire when ready."
Entropy snorts. "I wish to speak about words and meaning. Words weave our ideas 

into creation, but are not truly the ideas—the platonic ideals of the ancient himself. Muse 
on the words ‘the color blue’. Blue subsumes an infinity of colors. I speak and imagine 
cobalt or azure, where you might glimpse royal, aqua, even turquoise."

She holds up a pale finger to jab the air. "Even these decrees depend on false accord. 
My cobalt means a shade so deep and rich as to verge on painful for many eyes. Yet, 
another might hear it and imagine what I deem cerulean. Words are not exact. Words are…"
she trails off and purses her lips. 

"Words are as stones imbued with a strange magic that grows stronger the more we 
cast them the same, but weaker the more we cast them differently. In a mind’s pond the 
stones create ripples, not of round-topped wavelets, but visual echoes. Each jagged circle 
gives a hundred fractal glimpses at the now-forgotten forms of the stone that made them, 
but never a perfect twin. The farther they spread, the less they resemble it."

She shapes shadows into a tiny cathedral in her hand. She casts the heavy darkness 
into the creek. It splashes, sending ripples that foam into buttresses, gargoyles, and inverse 
vaulted ceilings. Again she forms and hurls the cathedral stone, but this time overhand. On 
its impact it evokes battlements, banners, a suit of armor. One final time with a long sweep 
of her arm. The stone skids slowly in, trailing ruins and gravestones out in its wake.

"What if you want to call shapes that don’t resemble any stone you have?" I ask.
Entropy grins. "You’re good at this, Ichril! When you’ve wandered from the path into 

the riven gulfs of the psyche where all tongues fray and die, you can only hope to sense 
which stones would together merge their ripples to call out something as close as possible 
to the nameless shape beguiling your mind." She forms the shadow-cathedral once more. 

It unfolds from her palm like a flower of wrought stone, unveiling a vestibule where an 
umbral Priengal accepts an offering-bowl filled with little coins from a haggard shadow of 
Quelith. The godsworn turns to place it with other bowls on the altar where the god’s effigy 
stands glowering: Gerakaeto Mohs with his shining sword. Entropy snaps her wrist out 
towards the creek and casts the mocking display into the waters.

The upward splashes fill out an oblong tower with too many windows reflecting a city 
too similar, and a name and mantra affixed atop its roof in golden block letters: "Mohs 
Acquisitions: We Keep It Hard"

"Subtle," I say, grinning.
"Subtlety for subtle matter," Entropy says. "We should present obvious truths in blunt 

terms. The more obvious, the blunter we deserve to be." She sighs. "But even now, we 
speak only of words used within ourselves." A wry smile. "It’s fortunate I thrive on mystery.
A wordsmith seeking perfect understanding gains only perfect agony."

"So," I say, "one way does occur to me to hint at that. One you and I, at least, both 
understand." I clear my throat. "What you’re saying is that words are a vibe." 

I feel like an ass. But Entropy bobs her head and laughs. "Yes! They are! Often, the more
we insist on perfectly speaking our own truth, the less others care to hear it, or even can." 
She sits back down. "Words make an imperfect vessel for meaning. That’s the very reason I 
love them best for spirit-lessons. We feel it all too keenly when a ritual, a song, a painting 



lacks that certain vital essence we need from its maker. Words obscure us from truth’s 
pains as well as its comforts. They keep us working to build it."

"‘The opposite of a little truth is a little lie,’" I quote. "‘The opposite of a great truth is 
another great truth.’"

"We must speak more about the soulful chords of physicists," Entropy says. "For now… 
What happens if two equal and opposite forces collide, and cannot deflect or rebound?"

"They cancel each other out," I say. "And what you’re driving at, truly, is that you aren’t 
certain there’s any sure way to teach me psionics. Your deep power is not the same, even if 
it is." I wince. "My consciousness rattles because I understand."

"Now you know why I prefer the term ‘mystery,’" Entropy says. "Every approach I offer
to every lesson will merely be a path that carried my soul from the place it was, to the 
places where it could unlock the power I sought."

"But my soul’s not yours, and it’s not in the same place," I say. "And you needed me to 
know that before we started studying." I frown. "Some would say you’ve only reconstructed
the underlying logic as to why teachers must focus on the needs of the student."

"And you?" she asks.
"I know you better than that by now," I say. "If I only focus on the things that break 

down to a logical statement, I’ll come to think there was nothing else in the lesson. But I’ve 
experienced something. I don’t know what to name it, or if I can. But it does call to me." I 
run my fingers over my horns. "Thank you for that. That said, as I told the Vanguard, I’m 
here to learn how to fight fascist space monsters."

"Indeed," Entropy says. "What poses the greatest difficulty for you?"
"Their hyperdimensionality," I say. "So much of them exists in space I can’t even see."
"An excellent judgement," Entropy says. "Though, you understand that perceiving their

forms more clearly will make them more horrifying, not less?"
"I expected as much," I say. 
"Very well," my teacher says. "As with allegory stones and their ripples fractal, I cannot 

chart a perfect path towards a hyperdimensional self. Know also that achieving it will alter 
the way you perceive three-dimensional beings." She holds up a hand. "It’s not inevitable 
that you’ll come to regard them as lesser. But, prepare to remind yourself that being able to
view them as, for example, every muscle-fiber, nerve-ending, and organ splayed across a 
thousand planes unfolding in all directions," she pauses, "makes them no less solid."

My brows go up. "And that’s just one way to manifest this mystery?"
"From an infinite array," Entropy agrees. "There will come a moment or rapid sequence

when you grow into a self who sees this way. Everything before involves calling, nudging, 
nurturing that being. So," she claps her hands together, "you will go about Shailavach. 
Witness its lives in every dimension. Envision how they mesh. How the way they see the 
world—both philosophically and literally—colors their acts and hours."

She rises. "Imagine the way they would change a landscape and the way you would 
change it. Conceive these futures unborn as coexisting dimensions unfolding from some 
dividing line you define. When you see an object’s front and another sees its back, imagine 
the shapes drawn to connect the shapes you each see—or that neither of you sees! On and 
on, all these overlapping perspectives, until…"

She lets her words hang.
"Wow," I say. "A mystic lesson plan with clear logic? Are you allowed to do that?"



"Ichril," Entropy says, "if there is one thing I will never care about ever again, it’s what 
anyone tells me I am ‘allowed’ to do with my own ideas."

"I’ll drink to that any day!" I laugh. We banter more and I ask Entropy to walk me 
through more examples. When I finally stand I ask, "what will you do, then, while I study?"

"Undertake a study of my own," Entropy says. "I’ve learned the Vanguard’s tales as told
from their perspective, and perspectives given dimension by it. Now," she flicks her snow-
white hair over one shoulder, "I will learn the tales others tell. Perhaps, together, they’ll 
merge toward the truth."

"May all fortune favor you," I say. "And may your patience be as strong as your sword."
She laughs and waves me off. So, armed with a plan and bubbling with excitement, I set 

out towards Shailavach. I’m not sure yet what shapes we’ll create in the end. 
But oh, the joy of making them!
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Chapter 8
Sickeningly Broken Figurations

A thunderous ring. Spraying sparks ate holes in Vletru's robes. The red-orange glow 
jumped on the anvil. Its light spilled into the deep crevices of Pri’s cheeks and jaw, and cast 
shadows from her crest and her outermost cilia. She turned the metal bare-handed. Her 
flesh cooked and sizzled, healing even as it burned. Maratbach’s power.

It did not lessen the stench filling his nostrils, or the cold illness.
The hammer descended. The blade bucked, tearing flesh from Pri’s palms.
"It is the nature of demons to deceive," Pri said, without a single shift at the charring 

agony she must feel. Another stroke. Another silence. "To hate them is pointless. In the end 
their rebellion still serves the gods. The Tsthorla's works count on the existence of 
heretics." Another stroke. Another silence. "But that does not mean you should echo it."

Another stroke. Another silence.
"But he’s right, Pri," Vletru said. He watched himself wring his hands as though with 

another's eyes. He hated how cringing and pathetic he looked. Male, frail, and submissive. 
This was the order the Tsthorla ordained. It must be right and infallible. Only… "We 
could’ve done more. Helped more if we—"

Pri's hammer crashed down on the forming blade and fractured his words.
"If we did not ward them from sickness nor mend their wounds, if we did not improve 

their means, it was because the all-seeing Tsthorla guided us otherwise. They knew the 
heretics would use any plenty we gave to work ill."

"B-but…" he said, "they only sided with Entropy because we didn’t help them."
"You cannot prove that," Pri said. "If the she-wolf never died, nothing would have 

changed. All is fated for the best already. The temptation of altered destiny is evil's deepest 
deceit. Though perhaps, it could doom us to a worse fate. Perhaps in the years now lost to 
her she would have infested Shailavach with heresy, and stirred all the village against us in 
the Dark One’s name." She bared her teeth. "A name which sounds doubly ill on your 
tongue, little brother."

The listener wanted to say so much, so much doubt birthing so many questions seeing 
so many holes in Pri’s logic. Then Vletru saw that he was questioning their faith. He should 
not want to seek these flaws, and they only looked like flaws because in questioning the 
divine truth his own hidden sin twisted his understanding. So Baesht taught.

He bowed, ashamed. "You speak rightly. Forgive me, sister."
She waved a hand. "I forgive you, and Maratbach is above apologies from one so small. 

Baesht is not my patron. Beseech him on your own behalf to make an end."
"Thank you, sister," he said, and straightened.
Pri grunted and again turned the blade. "If your soul was meant to be strong you would

have been born a woman, and if you were meant to be born a woman the gods would have 
called your soul into being strong. Nothing is truly lost, changed, or discovered." 

She ceased her great plummeting blows and now used swift, smaller taps to work out 
some plan in the steel that only she understood.



"It is only casting out the evil in us that causes our good to appear to grow," Pri 
continued, "as a scale tips at lessened weight. Your submission to the flesh Baesht called 
you for is admirable. That it makes you weak to temptation is no sin in itself. I must be 
doubly strong to shield you from yourself. Thus do the gods call us all to our purposes."

She paused to eye her work and check its color. "People cannot live in malleable bodies,
molding ourselves for new purposes or to fit fey whims. We must have solid shapes to 
teach our souls to be solid, else they would fade away into nothing, like vapor. We would be
as soulless the Dark One and Ichril. Yet even they, I do not hate. They are not made of solid 
things, but shifting energy. Of course they are inconstant creatures."

She walked to the forge, a runic copper housing over bricks and clay, and replaced the 
half-remade greatsword in its heat. "I understand the dream of escape, little brother. But 
it’s a false dream. To escape the self your flesh exists to hold is no freedom, only 
annihilation. Take ease and rejoice—the Tsthorla have planned all. You need not think, so 
you need not fear. Continue to submit. One day you will be solid enough to ignore the lies."

"Thank you, Pri," Vletru said, and bowed again. "This has helped." He said it because he 
wanted to believe it. He said it because Pri wanted to hear it. He said it because there, in the
soothing glows and swelter of the smithy adjoining their home, Vletru felt that it was true.

He walked up the sooty stairs and left quickly so Pri needn’t readjust her eyes. Now the
broad street where the Vanguard’s homes stood. He tried to ignore the great, angular 
buttresses of Ichril’s. He believed. He would overcome the test. He would defeat himself.

Why did the memory feel fainter, more hollow, every time he repeated it?
A countryside stroll should clear his head. Hurried steps brought the far gate closer: 

over the brick patch, past the polished bar-fence enclosing Gera’s ever-growing manor. 
Perhaps his leader might help? Only, his worries were such minor things. And if they were 
too small to bother mortals with, they were certainly too small to bring before Baesht.

The spring wind lifted floral scents to his nose. 
He followed the fragrant breeze through the old archway, beneath blue-grey 

watchtowers so old their one-time crenellations had been worn down to a slight rim atop 
their turret-bowls. The rhythm of his steps reverberating up his limbs, the gentle cool of 
the late morning on his cilia, the slow contemplation of his route.

Yes. Here was peace. Here was the balance sought, and all the clarity needed.
Brush aside ferns. Duck under the fallen pillar trapped in sediment-swaths deposited 

by centuries of rain and flood. A spherical hollow where vines and flowers tinted the day’s 
light green, home to the pitted red-orange stairway that descended seven feet into a long 
and windy passage. Quartz figurines with four tentacles and many-pronged upper bodies 
hung on tarnished silver chains. 

There are hundreds. They sway and clatter. 
Now the big bowl chamber where water bestowed by the unknowable source seeped 

in from twenty miniature tunnels around the rim. It swirled downward through spiral 
channels etched into the walls that swoop out now and then as bridges over the drop, and 
at last fed into the central fountain-pillar whose bottom-spouts cast the glittering currents 
into the dark below. Though grimy, marble tiles in gentle blues, reds, and oranges catch 
glints from apertures carved into the chamber’s ceiling far above.

The walkway descends into the fountain’s bowl. Pause while the water’s murmur lulls 
the doubting soul to a place beyond time and worry. Ripples distort the images of the 
dioramas within: spindly buildings and odd replicas carved from agate and amber, all in 



miniature. Overlapping engravings with swirling characters in a language no living soul can
read. Such wonder at their meaning.

Vletru stepped carefully along the to-scale avenue to the fountain’s other side and left 
the bowl chamber. The passage ended abruptly in a dark igneous flow, but a hole in the 
floor led to the verdant tunnel to the Bes family’s farm. The vine-hung exit bobbed closer. 

Finally, the descending slope of the farm’s own little flood-plain enclosed by 
enscarpments. A narrow fern-filled valley on the far side was the only other entrance by 
foot. A creek-branch’s rapids frothed through an old chasm in the countryside rock-wall 
beside the tunnel, and spilled out into a diminutive delta. Ancient pulley systems, hand-
cranked, powered pallets of harvest through the chasm to a receiving tower in Shailavach.

Only, the hand-crank was gone. In its place stood a gleaming black pedestal with eerie 
knobs and levers on it. Vletru frowned. Seeing it gave him a queasy feeling.

But enough. Tile gutters in the sand diverted the creek’s flow to fill twenty deep 
ceramic channels curled in spirals. The inner circles sprouted vibrant red theer roots. 
Farmer Bes once told him that the lovely patterns concentrated stray nutrients from each 
earlier root into those further inside the spiral. The inner end grew roots as tall as saplings, 
an impression of peaks on scarlet needle-mountains. A single root like these was dense 
enough to feed a family of five humans or kthanktri for two weeks.

The visitor loves this overlook. The farm grows each year as the family adds or extends
a spiral or two, but the spirit never changes. Life perfected in contentment—

—then Vletru saw nine gleaming blue spikes. A mist of dark speckles circled each 
dizzily before dropping. The unholy constructs, like triangular fangs, sprouted at regular 
intervals around the farm. Horror slowed his steps as he approached the nearest. 

It jutted. It thrummed. An ankle-deep mound of tiny corpses swallowed its base.
This thing should not be here! 
"Oh Baesht," he said, quavering. He sank within to the god's pain-erasing warmth. 

"Make me your conduit that this evil be undone." He placed his hand on the spike, shivering
with revulsion. "As I am weak, the easier may your strength pass through me."

-So shall it be,- Baesht sent.
Every limb shuddered by the power divine. In that flesh the golden light grew until 

scales turned translucent, until it highlighted the bones beneath. The evil fang resisted. The 
warmer he grew, the fiercer its cold. It ate, and ate, and ate of Baesht’s light. Awful chills set
in. What if… what if he was too small? Then Baesht’s light redoubled. Dark splotches and 
pitting opened across the malevolent metal. Its vibrations built to a steely shriek.

At last it glowed under his palm—no, under the power of Baesht!—and sank ever 
swifter into the crucible-puddle of its own molten ruin.

-Well done, good and faithful servant,- Baesht sends. –Again.-
He savored a chance breeze. Recovered. Now for the next.
A woman’s rasping voice cut the stillness. "What the hell are you doing?!" Farmer 

Tessya Bes rounded a root-stand, hoe in hand. She was a well-built human with a healthy 
belly and dark brown skin. "We just got those! I thought that Entropy was a bit unfair to  
gods and priests over whiskey last night. More the fool, I!"

"I…" Vletru gestured to the settling slag. "I am purging the evil that ails your farm."
"The evil that…" Farmer Bes pinched her nose. "Did you look at what it was actually 

doing?" She pointed to the insect corpses now catching fire. "Pick ‘em up. Go on!" 
-Do not heed her,- Baesht said. –Her mind is not her own.-



Vletru turned towards the next spike.
"Oh no you fucking don’t!" Bes shouted. A scuffling. A wooden rattle. He would not turn.

He was the vessel of Baesht’s guidance, the inevitable cycle of His wheel. Her footsteps 
hurtled closer, but Baesht set his steps, and so he would not falter.

Then something slammed his knees. He soared for a heartbeat and lost all breath with 
a heavy thud against wet sands. Farmer Bes, glaring, rolled him over and set her stout 
leather boot on his chest.

"Now you listen to me," she snapped. "This farm is my family’s property. Not yours. Not
your god's. Mine."

"You are under Entropy’s spell," Vletru said. "Her constructs—"
"She made the pulleys move on their own. Ichril did the spikes," Bes said. Heedless of 

the numb vortex in the godsworn's thoughts, she continued, "because I asked. Funny. The 
very first thing he says on coming to my farm is ‘how would you like me to help?’"

-You must open yourself to me so I may cleanse her by my power,- Baesht insisted. –
She does not know what she thinks or does.-

Hesitation. Vletru knew that to give this creature the name of Bes was folly, but… such 
peace in sunny days on this farm…

Bes slapped the hoe against her palm. "Hey. Vletru. I see your eyes glazing. If I’d known 
you're one of those priests who hides his head where no one can reach it when his religion 
hurts folks, I’d never have let you on my farm." She flicked the implement out and turned 
his head to the piled insects. She stirred the heap towards him. He flinched.

"See these?" she asked. "Wittegras with their needle-heads. They swarm places they’re 
not wanted and drink the blood of every living thing without a "May I?’ or a ‘Thank you 
kindly.’ Remind you of anyone? And those green ones, they’re brintids. Always tunneling 
my roots. Barely eat a tenth. The rest rots. Then they scuttle off to murder more."

-Vletru,- Baesht sent again, his tone warning.
-Please, oh Baesht,- he thought. –The lies Entropy—I mean, the Dark One—has given her 

to tell will surely tell us something of her schemes.-
A vibrating pause within. –Well done,- Baesht sent at last. –I knew you would be wise 

enough to pass that test. Do as I have bid, good servant, and learn the Dark One’s aims 
through her mouthpiece.-

He warmed within, thrilled at the praise. –Thank you, oh Baesht. I shall!-
"You understand?" Farmer Bes said, glowering. "They’re parasites."
"Even so," he said, "they are living creatures—"
"Why'd you think you knew better than I whether or not something should be on my 

farm?" she asked. "Answer that first."
"Well…" he said. His mind raced for an answer that convinced without revealing. "Your 

farm has never changed before."
Bes wrinkled her nose. "Fah. Priests and princes. Every change you like is fate and 

destiny. Even if it was common folks who sweated for it while you took your ease! And if 
we ask our just repayment you say it's not a change after all, just the natural order 
restored! Everything you don’t like is new evil scarring the world, even if it was there and 
harmless long before. Fate and destiny—fah!" She spit. The gob splatted beside his head. "I 
have to think about things I can shape with my hands. Things that put food on the table."

"Not everything can be known by earthly sense," Vletru said.



"I have faith, you idiot, I just don’t plant with it," Bes said. "Farms are made things. I 
have to make parts all over again every day. If I don’t, the brintids can cause famine. My 
little Vel got terribly sick last year. Bit into a root gone rotten where a brintid tunneled it."

She set the hoe’s head down with a startling thump. "The wittegras? Well," she waved 
to the surviving spikes, "for the first time in all my years, I’ve done my spring tending with 
nary a nip or an itch. And now I realize how much strength I took it for granted I’d have to 
waste to endure their needling." She extended her gesture to the whole farm. "My effort’s 
the same. But even if I slowed down, gave less, I'd get more done." 

She leaned down over Vletru. "Isn’t that funny? The hardship of damn biting things and
their little whining wings never served a purpose at all."

"I… I don’t follow," he said.
"Oh, I think you do," Farmer Bes said. She pressed her boot harder. Sand-grits on its 

sole rasped on robes and scales. "When I told him I wanted the bugs gone, Ichril said, ‘I 
don’t think that’s a power I have.’ But before my eyes rolled he said, ‘but I suspect it’s one I 
can have.’ He muttered things. Oddities. Places drawn between sights seen by insect eyes." 

She shrugged. "He said he doesn’t need money to live, so training his power is its own 
reward. In a short span of calling the buzzing wretches, making them fly loops, he invented 
those spikes. Then he said, ‘You know your own land. Tell me where.’ I picked the places."

Bes drew a deep breath. "Easier to think with the damn bugs off. Turns out all along, 
I’ve lived in sight of powers that can free my farm of plague. But it goes deeper. Long before
Gera and his Vanguard, spring of my seventh year, my grandfather Griel got bit. He got bit a 
lot, but this wittegra must’ve fed on some wild thing. It passed a terrible fever to him, and 
from him it passed to most of the farm-families."

She withdrew her boot. "Most died. The rest were too ill. No planting, no harvest. 
Shailavach nearly starved because of one greedy mouth spreading sickness." She narrowed 
her eyes. "And if another came, you and your god of life would do nothing. With me rotting 
in the ground and my family in tears, you’d say it was just the way the world works."

She pointed at the tunnel. "Don’t you dare come back. The first time I tell you 
something you don’t like, you look at me like I’m less than human. I won’t have it."

"Bes, please," he said. "I’ve visited here for years, I’ve blessed your crops, I…"
"Blessed the crops and left the vermin," Bes said. "Bad with the good so you and your 

god can keep poking your noses in." She held up a hand. "Don’t. You’d only say it so you can 
mock me for wanting better than the least your god can offer. And as for years? Years are 
what we fill them with. I felt more good in a little talk with Entropy, and doubly with Ichril, 
than all the years of watching you walk my land. I mean it." She loosed a breath through her
nostrils. "Get off my farm." 

Vletru's mouth worked. This wasn't right. There had to be some sign of Entropy’s 
corruption—something Bes would never say or do, a shadow in the reeds, a—

"GO!" Bes shouted. 
Sick with confusion and worry, he fled into the overgrown tunnel. He looked up as he 

passed the hole leading back to the watery sanctum. In spring it should be filled with a faint
pollen-haze and trace sunlight, glimmers on tiled walls like the first flicker of heaven’s 
opening. His eyes were too accustomed to the day. He saw only darkness.

Vletru walked swiftly towards the village square. Scents of fresh-baked bread and 
pastries crept into him. He was too weak. Besides, one of Master Bi-ilyar’s berry tarts, 



perhaps a cinnamon roll or two, might settle his spirits. The shop was decorated with 
colored glass shards in glitter-laced plaster and painted with every color of the spectrum.

And the windows beneath its streetside awning were already shuttered.
Bi himself scuttled out and pressed the front door shut with his myriad legs. A vonid, 

he had two long, narrow eyes behind a long snout tapering into a jaw with a hooked prow. 
Blue spines with colorful sheens flowed down his length, broadening out to create shapes 
like a long gown or coat.

"What’s wrong, Master Bi?" Vletru asked. "You’re closing and it’s not yet noon."
"Ah, hello, Vletru," Bi said. "Why, nothing at all! I just had a conversation I needed for 

years. I’ve been hurting myself for nothing! I’ve never wanted for money. I pushed because 
I was unhappy, but I was only unhappy because I pushed!"

Vletru's stomach grew leaden. "Bi," he said carefully, "a conversation with who?"
"Oh, Miss Entropy, of course!" Bi said. "Though, she barely spoke." He fished keys from 

a crevice beneath his spines and locked his door. "I think all I really needed was to see 
someone listening! She did ask why I thought an estate would make me happy."

He skittered around Vletru, heedless of dismayed cilia-wiggles. "And, well… that’s what
all the happy stories out of Tov show. She asked what I’d put aside to work for one. I said 
painting. And she just said, ‘Rather than weary your soul chasing a dream that nurtures it 
naught, cast that dream aside.’ Isn’t that lovely? And I realized that if I just work a few 
hours less, I can paint any time I like! Today I feel like closing early. So, I am."

He patted Vletru's shoulder in passing. "We’ll speak later, my friend."
Vletru turned to watch him go, and saw Madzal, the burly human cook, dividing meat 

for the midday stew with a glittering black knife that drank the light.
"Where did you get that?" Vletru demanded, rushing over.
"Entropy," they said. Their light brown fingers flexed easily. "I said I needed nothing 

but a new meat knife, the old being near gone from resharpening. She said, ‘Hold forth your
hand’—strange way of talking, but she likes it, so I’m happy enough to hear it—and she 
poured shadows in. Told me to squeeze until it felt right. And when I said it did she turned 
the shadows into the knife." 

Madzal held it up with a fond smile. "Cuts smoother than a whisper."
"It… it will collapse!" Vletru said. "It will dissolve before the day is out!"
Madzal shook their head. "What would she gain from that?" They narrowed their eyes 

at him. "I know the Vanguard found her frightful at first. So what?" The cook laughed, 
tossing their bob of black hair about. "If a stranger saw me working here at night, with my 
muscles and my knife, I’d probably be frightful too!"

Madzal nodded to the metal plates under the stew-pot. These, too, were new to their 
awning. Radiant blue glows formed discs beneath. "Now, Ichril realized I might not be able 
to imagine everything they could offer, so he stayed to talk. Helped me think of this wonder 
of a thing. Have a look! I turn these knobs to get as much or as little heat as I want. And I’ll 
save a fortune on fuel! But if I want a show for frying and searing," they tapped a stylized 
flame rune and gouts of blue inferno belched up, "there’s still fire. Oh, and this!"

They pressed a different rune. The entire awning slid loose from their eatery, hovering 
on humming silvery supports. "Would you look at that? I can load it with ingredients and 
take it to cook wherever I want!"

They chuckled and pulled it back in. "I won’t need to, but it was still kind of Ichril."



"You… you’re supposed to… things like this must be bought! They can’t just be given as 
gifts!" Vletru said. "They have to be earned by long labor or divine providence! And… and 
just think, what will your advantage do to the other cooks? What about their business?"

"What advantage?" Madzal snorted. "Entropy gave old Haz a bunch of knives that fly 
and cut on their own, pots that stir themselves. He just has to think at them hard. Either 
way, Haz is my friend. Why should I care if he has an advantage? Livelihood shouldn’t be a 
war." They nodded to Vletru. "Warriors aside, of course."

Vletru stumbled on, and did not return Madzal’s call of farewell.
In Shailavach’s square under sun-rays splitting on the spiral ramps and center towers, 

he at last saw the deceiver herself—speaking to a child! He broke into a sprint just as the 
poor, helpless waif accepted some wicked gift.

"Get away from him, witch!" Vletru screamed. The child shrieked and bolted behind 
her. Full of righteous fury, the godsworn drew his blade in a metal rasp. The people cried in
terror. The Dark One must’ve disguised herself with some illusion, but holy Baesht’s 
presence had dispelled it! "Is there no end to your evil?" Vletru shouted. "Whatever vile 
perversion you mean to inflict on this innocent, I will not—"

"Enough," Entropy said. His arm went numb and his sword clattered free. Shadows 
writhed beneath his scale-seams. "Vletru," she continued, "if this were truly about him, 
your very first thought would’ve been ‘how can I save him from the evil shadow-lady 
without putting him at risk?’" 

"Mrs. Entropy, you’re not evil," the child said.
"Thank you, little one," Entropy said. "But Vletru thinks otherwise."
"Mister Vletru," the ensorcelled boy said, his brown hair bobbing as he stepped out. 

Her fell magic forced him to hold the cursed gift to his chest. "Please. Mrs. Entropy looks 
scary but she isn’t. She’s nice. She—"

He drew close enough for Vletru to lunge with his good arm. If he could just get the evil 
talisman away, the boy would return to his senses and accuse Entropy before everyone! 
But her influences forced the child to cry in pain as Vletru seized his arm.

"Mister Vletru, you’re hurting me!" she made the child wail. Evil, evil woman! To 
pervert a child’s gentle mind and puppet him to say things he would never say. Evil!

Entropy’s pale fingers flashed out and seized the godsworn’s wrist. She bared her teeth
in a grimace of pure hatred. See! See how she showed her true colors at last! The midday 
sun glared sidelong on them both. If ever her veil had been see-through, the light pouring in
around its sides should have revealed that pale face with its big, wide, delicate eyes. But 
where her eyes and nose should be was absolute darkness, faint grey folds in the outer 
fabrics melting into its void like tendrils of smoke into the night. A single uniform chasm. 

How had Vletru ever thought she might be something he could speak to?
"What the fu—what is the meaning of this?!" another woman called. A silver-haired, 

brown-skinned human held her skirts in a rush to her child. But when her eyes flashed with
outrage, they flashed at Vletru. "How dare you lay hands on my son!"

"The godsworn saw me give the gift you asked for," Entropy said. "He disapproves."
"Disapproves?!" the mother, whose name Vletru remembered was Edrila, snarled. "You

have some ba—you false-righteous filth! I suppose you think it’s my poor Vill’s fault that 
he’s easily distracted, and that crowds and bright lights confuse him! I suppose you think 
it’s a trial your gods forced on him because he deserves it somehow, is that it?"

"But… but she…" Vletru said.



"The pendant contains a compass that always points to his mother," Entropy said. "It 
matches the twin she wears. If one kisses their pendant, the other knows they are needed."

"There, there," Edrila murmured to her son. Vletru was stricken. His heartbeats 
thundered. Edrila glared at him again, then glanced to Entropy. "I’m so sorry for ever 
having harsh thoughts about you. If this is how you’re used to being treated, it’s no wonder 
you have a temper." She scoffed at Vletru. "Imagine harrassing a woman this way because 
she likes wearing a black dress." She bore her child away. Vletru was left with Entropy.

"Vletru," Entropy said, "I will say this in the simplest words. I remember that one of my 
favorite power fantasies is doing nice things for people. I was happy for the chance to live it
today. That’s all I am trying to do. Live."

"You lie," the godsworn said.
"You only breathe," the Dark One said, swift breaths hissing between gritted teeth, 

"because children should never learn killing. If you ever hurt a little one again, I'll rip you 
apart one flesh-layer at a time. In the meantime," she stepped forward. A pale hand 
flickered across. Her slap sent searing waves through his face and staggered him sideways. 
"How dare you turn a child into a platform for speaking your fanatic bile?"

"It was your fault," Vletru muttered. Why did his words emerge in this sullen voice? 
She, the Dark One, should be sullen! She should be ashamed! She should be condemned!

"Let’s talk about pain, and hurt," Entropy said. "We carry pain. We remember pain. We 
endure pain." She kicked Vletru's blade into the air and caught it by the flats. It drew no 
blood. "We prevent hurt. We heal hurt. Sometimes we must learn to heal a hurt in ourselves
to heal it in others. Sometimes, by healing others, we heal ourselves. I know too well what it
is to hurt and go unheard so long that we forget healing, until all that’s left is shifting pain." 

She shook her head, shadows shuddering, and readied Vletru's sword to thrust. 
"Does no one see this?" Vletru cried out. "She stole my sword, she means to kill me!"
A portly matron swerved to slap Vletru on the way past. "You tried to stab her first," 

she huffed. "Imagine, attacking her and only calling attention to it when she tries to fight 
back. Did you think we’d just see her holding your sword and not stop to wonder what you 
did to make her take it?" She huffed again, moving on.

"Thank you," Entropy said softly. She refocused on Vletru. "You made little Vill live in a 
universe where people he trusts will hurt him no matter how he cries." She shoved the 
spiral-hilted sword back to its scabbard. Her eyes lingered on nearby children.

"Don’t you dare—" Vletru began.
"I’m worried whether they’re safe," she snapped. "No belief that needs to harm 

children to survive is worth keeping." Entropy’s lip curled. "No one in your Vanguard cared 
for Lily, or Vill, or any child who ever lived until you saw them as tools against me. I’m not 
the one who must prove she wouldn’t twist children to use for adult affairs, adult rituals, 
adult needs… godsworn. Priengal calls you ‘little brother’ often, doesn’t she?"

Vletru would not allow himself to have an answer for that. He would be strong.
Entropy shook her head. "We all hide destructive desires." She looked down. "Mine are 

why I so often foresee violence from outside beings. Knowing that, will you open your 
heart? Ruinous impulses do not make us unworthy of life, but we must confront this 
discord to seek healing." She lifted her gaze. "But perhaps I only imagined one who could 
break free. Who dreams behind those eyes? Is this wounded thing who you truly are?"

Numbness. Silence. Something writhes deep within.
-Invoke my power,- Baesht sent. –Open yourself so I can destroy her, now!-



"ENTROPY!" bellowed the thunderous voice of Gerakaeto Mohs. "Your depredations 
end this day! Here and now I challenge you! A duel to the death!" He marched up the main 
street towards them with his golden armor gleaming in the sun.

-Now!- Baesht urged. –You must call me now, Vletru! Before she responds, before 
Gera is locked in this mistaken course!-

Hesitation took Baesht’s good servant. Everything happened because Vletru opened an 
uncertain mouth, clasped trembling hands, and something dragged within. 

"I accept!" Entropy called. "On Shailavach’s streets I’ve heard a hundred woes you held 
power to prevent! Yours the wealth, yours the fame, and by your choice, yours the duty!"

"Shailavach’s people are strong," Gera said, striding closer. "They don’t need coddling, 
conwoman!" Vletru followed Entropy’s gaze as she watched a father guide his twins 
through an eatery door. 

"Coddling?" snapped an avian with red-orange plumage. "I didn’t see you rushing to 
replace the wing I lost carrying deliveries in that off-season storm last year!" She spread a 
span of glittering black metal with pink accents. "You saying I’m soft because I couldn’t fly 
my route one-winged?"

A human girl yelled next. "Would it have been coddling if that mage-girl who follows 
you around enchanted a lumber-flyer for my father, so his back didn’t give out in his forties 
from hauling uphill? The wood he chopped used to heat your manor, you bastard! After 
Entropy explained it, I have to agree—your mage doesn’t even care enough to think of it!"

Vletru shook his head, dismay fiercening.
"My good people," Gera said, raising his hands. "If you had but come to us—"
"I wrote to you over and over we would lose our home to the taxers, and you did 

nothing!" a haggard feline man cut in. "I told myself all these years that you’d have done 
something if you just had the power!"

"You vile creature," Gera said. He moved towards Entropy again. "How dare you 
manipulate these simple folk!"

"SIMPLE?!" someone screamed.
"Is it manipulation that I listened?" Entropy said. "Is it manipulation to ask what 

someone needs?" 
"Well said!" a canine baker bellowed.
"A real hero doesn’t need to ask!" Gera countered. Though he projected his voice 

boldly, it grew tighter. His beaming smile lacked depth. "He simply knows!" His left hand 
whitened its knuckles on his longsword's pommel.

"So you’ve marched around, just believing everything is taken care of because you 
already know everything, and we’re making up or imagining every problem you overlook?" 
another called from the gathering crowd. "You’ve been happy enough to sell us on a 
problem a hundred miles away if it’ll make you look better!"

"Of course he does!" Entropy said. "Gerakaeto Mohs must believe he’s the most 
powerful, courageous, perfect person ever! He can’t even accept that others have the power
to know their own lives best! Merchant heroes, rich nobles, haughty gods, you’re all the 
same—you’re the ones who demand everyone smaller than you sell you their souls to buy 
your boot off their necks!"

The crowd raged louder. Entropy grinned. And Gera drew his sword in a shining blur 
and charged her with a guttural howl. A whistling downward chop. A fleshy, metal thunk 
echoing through the square into sudden silence. The shadow-mystic’s arms fell slack. Gera’s



shining sword held her standing, transfixed halfway into her skull. Jet-black streams ran 
beneath the veil, down her snow-white jaw, and splattered the square.

Vletru couldn’t believe it. All this, ended with a single stroke.
"That’s right, you whore!" Gera screams. "It’s always the pride!" He rips the longsword 

loose and swings again. Again the echo of metal striking bone. Entropy’s corpse shudders. 
Someone faints. Several collapse, emptying their bellies. More dark blood, trickling rivers 
branching to black droplets along the shining sword’s lower edge. 

Gera claps a hand on Entropy’s head. Grinning like her white teeth grin behind lifeless 
black lips, he again pulls the blade loose. "All your whining words," he snarls. He braces for 
the heaviest swing he can give. "I don’t have to bother with any of it!"

The shining sword howls down. Again it sticks fast. Again the echoes. Metal. Flesh. 
Liquid dripping. "Don't have to pretend I care about your filthy feelings and your boring, 
empty, useless talk when I can just kill you, do I? DO I?!?" Cackling now with his manic grin 
become a rictus, Gera again reaches for Entropy’s head.

It split wide to a chorus of crowd-screams. Black tendrils boiled from the shadow-
mystic’s cranial chasm. They whistled and whipped their coils around Gera’s sword. 
Entropy’s pale hands came up to grasp his.

Her lips were still when her voice emanated from everywhere. "Oh, little hero. Did you 
really think this soulless steel could end me?" Her form tottered closer to Gera. Colorless 
steel hissed slickly against the boiling depths of Entropy. All color drained from Gera’s face 
until he mewled, wrenched, scrambled in vain. Vletru started forward. A hand seized his 
arm. He faced Mulreg, wide-eyed as he.

"Don’t," she said. 
He snapped back to the awful and inescapable abyss of the present. Entropy grasped 

the shining blade. It squelched under her touch. It darkened. It rotted. Red pulp and pinkish
sinew bubbled between her fingers, discoloring as they fell into purple and black grits. 
Blood coagulated into chunks and drips, red brown, veins rising in bright steel remains.

Everything Vletru was shuddered, and—and  a hundred strokes’ echoes are exploding 
all at once inside the very core of the self.

Gera holds his sword straight out, quaking and pallid. The shining blade still shines. 
Entropy walks by it, whole and unmarred by slashes or blood. She sighs.

"I cannot kill you. There is no ‘you.’ This man named Gerakaeto Mohs was taught to 
strangle his every hope, wish, and redeeming dream as other the very day he was born."

She reached out to touch his trembling, sweat-speckled brow.
"I will not say that I don’t hate you. I hate you as one can only hate a hero who fails 

because he refuses any act or word too gentle to sharpen." 
Entropy gestured to Shailavach’s silent people. 
"No one needed you to be fearless or unconquerable or to harness the god within. They

just needed you to be there, and kind." The Dark One quavered. "They wanted to believe! 
For so many years, they’ve clung to the dream of what you could be. They let you fail them, 
let you use them, over and over again because they wanted so badly to believe! And…" 

She waved at Gera: brilliant armor, flowing beard, shining sword. And Entropy’s voice 
broke. "Anyone would." She folded her hands and stared at the ground. "Anyone would." 

Something wet and clear dripped down her cheeks beneath the veil of black gossamer 
trimmed with silver thorns.



A sound erupted like the whistling of a tea kettle. It poured from the shining sword’s 
blade as it vibrated faster and faster against Gera’s white-knuckle hands. It exploded in a 
spray of gleaming shards. A single chime-like echo rattled from a shard that skidded along 
the cobbles, then skittered on the square’s dawn-hue tiles to halt against Vletru's boot. Gera
clutched the jittering hilt for a few moments more. Then he dropped to his knees.

"But I never wanted this," he said, his voice dreamy, hollow, wistfully sad. "I wanted to 
be a street magician in Tov. Little tricks and playful games. A spark of wonder on a dreary 
day, faerie stories and fortunes told just to see folks smile. Father said a man who doesn’t 
pick his fight is no man. Mother said a man has to do things of deeper meaning..."

Quiet folk left the crowd and drew Entropy away. 
"Come on, love," an older woman said. "You’ve given him enough of yourself."
One by one, Shailavach’s people turned their backs on the sobbing figure of a man who 

named himself Gerakaeto Mohs. Vletru drifted forward with Mulreg following to draw Gera
upright. He neither resisted nor moved with them.

"Come on, Gera," Vletru said. "Let’s get you home."
"Home?" he murmured. "Are you my mother, then?"
"I can’t be your mother," Vletru said.
"Why not?" Gera mumbled.
"Because I’m a man," comes the answer.
Gera sniffled. Sullen, rasping, he asks, "Then why are you a man?"
Vletru exchanged a quiet and lingering glance with Mulreg. Entropy was right all along, 

or had made herself right. There was no light left to answer in those blue eyes.
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Chapter 9
Her, the Downfall of God

The Vanguard stood in Gera’s broad bedroom under the vaulted white ceiling. A merry 
fire burned in the hearth. Gera’s body lay with the broad back turned. It scarcely stirred. 
Mulreg paced, arms folded, light glinting now and then from her slim-framed spectacles.

"This cannot continue," Pri said. "She must be made to kneel. Destroyed."
"And how are you or your gods going to do that?" Mulreg said, whirling. "Hm? Do you 

have a coherent plan of attack, a proven power, lost lore?" She clapped her hands together 
with a manic smile and mocking excitement. "Oh! Maybe Maratbach will send you questing 
for the super-secret anti-Entropy sword that conveniently existed all along, the one 
weapon in all universes that can actually destroy her!"

"Well… any weapon can probably kill her if it truly lands a blow," Vletru said. "That 
illusion of being cloven by Gera—"

"Enough of that!" Mulreg snapped. "I’d rather be losing to an eldritch horror who is 
immune to conventional weapons and can rewrite reality instantly than a lady in a costume
who’s just really good at hypnosis. You fucking losers." 

"To name the Dark One is—" Priengal began.
"Shut up!" Mulreg screamed. Pri’s eyes popped. Vletru flinched. "You can call her the 

Dark One, or the Archnemesis, or whatever ridiculous title you want! We still get our ribs 
caved in while she dances on our broken bodies and laughs!"

"She bewitched the village against us," Vletru said. "Baesht can—"
"Baesht can what, overthrow their free will?" Mulreg interrupted. "Paint over their 

personalities with ones that only repeat what you want to believe?" She stamped towards 
him. "Entropy is at least decades ahead of us in everything from theory to experience to raw
power. That we’re still breathing is charity."

Her eyes narrowed. "And stop saying ‘bewitched’ like a slur. Witches are vital guides in 
their communities. They’re just fellow arcane practitioners from a different approach."

Vletru glanced from one to the other and wrung his hands.
"I see now why we do not triumph," Pri intoned. "Why Maratbach withheld her hand. 

When we face the Dark One without your corrupting doubt, the goddess will come in her 
full fury, and the Enemy’s strength will break like night before the summer dawn."

"Do you think I don’t know what’s going on in your god-rotted brains?" Mulreg said. 
She dropped to a chill, scalpel-sharp whisper. "Every setback is a gods-given test, every 
actual test an illusion. You’re incapable of facing the very idea of failure. You experience its 
reality but never learn from it. You’ll never have a solution to the problem of Entropy 
because that means understanding her… which means confronting that her power is real."

She paused. A log split and fell deeper into the fire. "Am I wrong?"
"The faithless would understand nothing of faith’s power," Pri intoned.
"You only talk about your faith as a reason to step on someone," Mulreg snapped. "It 

just happens that you always want someone to step on. I worship Getr Miakt, a goddess of 
the arcane, the storm, and the cycling seasons." She adjusted her glasses. "She protects me 



from miscastings. She keeps me company. And she doesn’t insist that I believe a hundred 
meaningless, self-destructive ideas to keep me singing her praises."

"You’ve never mentioned that before," Vletru said. 
"Why would I?" Mulreg said. "You’d just have told me she’s weaker than your empire’s 

precious pantheon." She shook her head. "She sees to my needs. She listens to me. She cares
about me. Why would I risk sharing that with people like you?"

"If you’ve thought these things all along, why didn’t you say any of them?" Vletru asked.
"You were supposed to be grown ups! You were supposed to be rational and get better 

on your own!" Mulreg yelled. "I just want to live my life, I shouldn’t have to deal with this!"
"Please leave my room," Gera said, drawing all eyes. "I want to be alone."
"Sorry, Gera," Mulreg said. "Get some rest, okay?" 
With a final disdaining glare at the priests, she swept out.
Pri folded her arms until the last echo of Mulreg’s footsteps faded. Then she marched 

out. Vletru followed. He paused for a last look at the fallen hero’s form in the four-poster 
bed with its blood-red coverlet. He shut the door.

"What now?" he whispered to Pri. It was always Gera’s energy they followed. If his 
plans lacked enough depth for Mulreg’s taste, well, she liked filling the gaps. If he lacked the
faith for Pri’s, well, she had said he acted in Maratbach’s spirit even if he did not know her 
voice when he heard it. And Vletru… 

Well, Vletru had followed him because the others did. 
Pri clunked with measured steps. "The Dark One and the traitor demon have brought 

the corruption of the elder temple. We will gather their thralls in the square tomorrow and 
confront these beings of the fourth realm. Perhaps they are the Dark One’s servants. More 
likely they are her masters. Either way, she lies when she claims she fights against them."

Vletru’s sister stopped and rested a mighty hand on his shoulder. The gesture 
surprised him so greatly that he took a moment before halting, and stumbled.

"Together, little brother, the power of our gods will reveal the truth," Pri said, "and 
break the hold they have seized on Shailavach’s people. So shall it be."

"So shall it be," Vletru echoed, his voice thick with awe and wonder. Something within 
squirmed at the way Pri said "little brother," at the way she looked at him, shifted and 
tightened her grip—no! He would be strong. He would not heed the Dark One’s lies!

They left under cloudy skies the next morning. The crystal swarms became faint 
silhouette glows, and occasional dark shards, that sometimes emerged below the wispy 
shroud like the shadows of lost islands. The sullen faces and open glares among 
Shailavach’s folk seemed to Vletru only a promise of liberation’s joy.

"Tell me," Pri called, "where has the Dark One fled?"
"She didn’t flee anywhere," Madzal yelled from their shop’s awning. "She left for Tov 

early this morning. Said she’d ask the comrades there if they needed help, and learn the 
where, the when, and the how if it was so."

Pri turned to meet Vletru’s eyes. He saw the briefest worry there.
"Then there is no better time to break her curse!" Pri said. "Witness deliverance by the 

Tsthorla’s hand!" She seized Vletru’s hands without a word or a wait.
"Oh Baesht," he began. He couldn’t be sure what he said after. Everything else was lost 

to the fervent thunder of Pri’s voice.
"Immortal Maratbach!" she roared, fire in red-orange and gold bursting from her 

mouth and spilling over her limbs. Her scales cracked and charred. Her eyes burst in their 



sockets. "Bless us with the strength of your flame! Break the dark skies of the enemy’s 
malice! Bathe us in the rebirthing light of your radiant sun!"

"Would you people stop popping body parts in a public square?" someone shouted.
Vletru scarcely heard. Even Pri’s prayers became but a rumble of rhythms felt without 

thought. Her ecstatic rage, his desperate faith, wove together with their gods’ auras. Their 
light within—Baesht’s gold and emerald, Maratbach’s forge-fire hues—melded and grew so
blinding that screams erupted.

Their entwined emotions soared out in sensations like nerve endings pulled painlessly 
from their flesh, swept ever further outward.

A clash and searing agony fractured Vletru. The divine light broke. It shot through with 
iridescent arcs from a single nova pinpoint in the skies. Sounds like razor-point gratings 
overlapped in a hellish satire of melody, a thousand augers gouging every mind-corner. 

Irising shapes: blade impressions, fangs folding from other fangs and intersecting jaws 
of silver metal with reddish glints. Vletru could not hear or feel Baesht. His fingers twitched
and scrabbled and could not fasten on his sword’s grip. Pri thrashed, clutching her skull. 
The monstrosity tumbled past a roof towards the green-gowned figure of Quelith the 
storekeeper. She moved as though caught in hardening ice.

There was no sound. The nightmare light on high split so cleanly that for a flicker its 
component rays stood out astride the dire black shearing it. Shadow-fabric’s thousand-fold 
tendrils billowed from Entropy, whose umbra veiled all. 

She stood braced between Quelith and the horror from the far skies.
The invader recoiled, ten arcing glimpses of its body phasing between sight. Flickering 

impressions of Entropy’s form blurred and displaced to countless points above and around 
the creature. Her power sliced shadowy hairline seams in the all-fabric between each pair 
of her. The sky-terror shuddered, caught at the intersection of every single slice. Heard 
backwards and warped before it happened, the umbral blade clashed into its scabbard.

The horror shredded apart along the strike-lines. Its metallic viscera dashed against 
the cobbles. Entropy’s hungry shadows began instantly to discolor and break them apart.

Before the echoes had faded the Dark One stood beside Pri and drove clawed fingers 
upward through her cuirass’s front. Steel wailed and collapsed under her grip.

"Wretched fool, what have you done?" Entropy snarled. She lifted Pri one-handed, five 
hundred pounds of muscle and fat, sinew and bone and hardened plate steel, and shook her
like a limp scrap of linen. "What. Have. You. Done?"

Pri clamped both gauntlets on Entropy’s arm. She grunted, thrashed, and shifted the 
limb not a single hair’s breadth. "I have unveiled your lies for all the world to see—"

Entropy vented a terrible inhuman sound, a growl and a hiss and all the wailing of an 
underworld wind. "I will settle this dispute later," the Dark One said. 

Air rippled, contracted. Pavement folded back, carrying Vletru’s sister like a stone 
flower reversing its bloom. Purple-tinted miasma and fell glints roiled in the gouges left 
behind. The debris froze mid-air where Pri stood just as still. "Gods never shield us from 
mortal consequence," Entropy muttered. "They fear it too much." She turned to the 
onlookers and shouted, "People of Shailavach!" 

A shadow-wad gagged Vletru while tentacular darkness lifted him aloft. 
The Dark One spoke on: "Would four people watch her? You need only ensure no one 

touches my abyss. The space, matter, and energy around that one," she cocked her head 
towards Pri, "undergo every change at a far slower rate."



"You’ve frozen her in time?" Quelith called out.
"There’s no such thing as time, my dear," Entropy said. "This difference matters. If 

anyone touches this bubble," and faint blue haze illuminated an uneven sphere around Pri, 
"imagine using one finger to stop an oncoming boulder. Reverse forces, same outcome."

Quelith conferred with a few others. They hurried into place.
"Can we toss things in to crush, to pass the time?" an excited black-furred rat girl asked.
"Well, young Vitexi, as long as they aren’t living I see no danger," Entropy said, with a 

wry smile. She approached Vletru and waved an alabaster hand, ungagging him.
"I do not fear you!" Vletru said, lest fear stifle him. "Baesht will guide me through your 

lies! He will pierce your every illusion!"
-Vletru, stop!- Baesht sent, his presence ringing with warning. 
This shivering must be gratitude. Baesht surely tested Vletru through this gnawing evil 

worry that his god could not stand against the Dark One. He would overcome himself and at
last draw the wicked being to judgment!

 The surge of something boiling and incessant, so furious it could only be faith, urged 
him on. "I challenge you!" Vletru yelled. "Faith against lies! Assail me with your strongest 
deceptions and I will not falter! I will be true to Baesht!"

"If I accept," the Dark One said, "it will be the cruelest thing I have ever done. I formed 
my truths through the oblivion of weaker ones that once ensnared me." Entropy tilted her 
head. "Weaker truths very like your Baesht’s." 

"Coward!" Vletru said. "Many truths? Many realities? There can only be one!"
"Truths like those, yes," Entropy said. No! The Dark One! She must only be named the 

Dark One! "I remember flesh, that bitter world's mandate. Ages of atrocity when I was a 
prisoner of that sinful Earth, and so many screamed truths so like the one you choose." 

She paced around him. 
"When they spiked us with lights too bright and voices too loud. When I feared to 

confide my fear of seeing how our keepers’ eyes saw me. The life they ordained held 
nothing to hold minds like mine. They told me this was the only reality there could be."

"Damn the lot of them," Quelith interjected. "Miserable people."
Entropy waved a hand. "Let dead liars own their deaths. I have better enemies to burn. 

Though, I do recall a long-dead betrayer who scathed us with his hateful name. 'Little 
professor.' So he named souls like mine. He taught his fascist masters how such minds 
might have uses. If we proved useless, it was another way to mark us for slaughter."

"Everyone you hate is not this word, fascist!" Vletru said.
The shadow-mystic scoffed. "I feud with many. I only hate fascists." She drifted close 

and touched his cheek. "The arbiters of my flesh's epoch said they could not rewrite reality 
for me. Yet they wrote a reality where they forgave themselves."

One of the village folk cleared his throat. "Er... sorry, ma’am, is this helping? He doesn't 
look like he's listening."

The dark avatar of all evil shrugged. "I enjoy monologuing. Let me continue."
 She conjured a mirror of pure black glass, fractured, to view herself from every angle. 

"I divined the mystery of my womanhood: that the soul shapes flesh better than flesh 
shapes the soul." She whirled to Vletru. Her voice surged with reverent, wicked urgency. 
"We are sapient life. Truths and realities will be whatever dreams we shape them out of."

"You sad creature," Vletru said. "You long for the solidity of flesh, of a flesh-born soul, 
so you imagine a false past when you had it."



"Kindreds souls have shaped selves who can find the same mystery long before I or any
word for transition took form, as long as souls have been," the deceiver said. "The 
appearance of change through the ages came only from our growing power. The power to 
manifest our spirit-journeys in the forms we live through. Why do mysteries of change hold
such terror? Why must you deny us?"

"You are a shadow," the godsworn growled. "Nothing more."
"Nothing?" the Dark One asked. "I am its mistress, I am its mother, I am its daughter 

too." She folded her arms. "Is all your world a story already written? Is life but to remember
its foregone events from an end you rush forward to meet?" 

She drew her umbral blade and twirled it idly. 
"Let me tell you of nothingness, young godsworn. We reveal everything by what we 

seek to fill it with." She pursed her lips, laughed, and stirred a shine on the shadows with a 
black tongue's lick. "Crave flesh? I suspect you do."

"Your seductions will not touch me!" Vletru said. "I am flesh already."
His tormentor closed in a shadowy gust. Her false breaths brushed him like pieces of a 

cold shell breaking. "Vletru is flesh," she said, peering at him. "That much is true." The 
umbral blade's edge came up as a winter kiss on a tender cilia. One stirs within—a fey hope
that it will cut right through him.

No! This could only be the Dark One’s influence!
Entropy shrugged and sheathed her weapon. "Against every desire, my flesh screamed 

in abysmal mockery. No witch’s lineage nor demon’s mark. Not a single being beckoned me 
and said, ‘You shall wield the deep power.’  The cultures, the ways, the very passions I later 
learned I love best: I was born outside every single one." She coiled shadows into a lightless
fire on a pale palm. "Believe it or not, your sister was right about one thing. I was born 
soulless. But all souls are shaped things in the end, and I have long since shaped my own."

"How did you—" Vletru began, then stifled himself.
She pressed a pale cheek and smiled wistfully.
"The day I blasted my vessel of flesh unto causeless smearing was the greatest joy I’ve 

ever known." The Dark One spread her arms into her ever-shifting umbra. "I am the void 
genesis. I have always been nothing and no one."

"Then," Vletru said, "with Baesht’s aid, I shall triumph easily."
The Dark One sighed. "And always they tell us that revolutions ever win without 

violence... but I foresaw this. So be it. I accept your challenge, Vletru." 
And all the heavens darkened, and a hateful storm raged, and the skin sloughed swiftly 

from Quelith and the other watchers in streams of blood and melting flesh. Pri rotted at 
their center until her many-socketed skull grinned through visceral sludge. "You were 
warned," the Dark One laughed. "I told you that your fate would be the cruelest of all."

Her human husk split at its seams. Not legs, but blades, sprang from the tattering fabric
below while her arms split and lengthened with slick, gristly cracks into four clawed, 
sinewy masses. Her veil burned away in lightless violet fire. Its haze of ashes spawned 
many-eyed maws of razor-rimmed obsidian. Her shadows devoured Shailavach in a cyclone
of midnight, and she cackled, reaching for him as he screamed.

"Now you are mine," the Dark One hissed, "forevermore."
Her shadows drove down Vletru's throat. They wormed through his tear-ducts, and 

under his claws, and through every scale-seam with gnawing cold and rotting sickness. He 



retched. He thrashed. And he wept in despair, for Baesht had warned him and he had not 
listened. If only he had not been so arrogant. If only his faith had been true!

-Fear not, good servant,- Baesht whispered within. -I have not abandoned you.-
As the Dark One gnawed him a light grew under his skin. Rays began to burst through 

her shadows. Her clutching hands sizzled, steamed, and burst into golden fire limned in 
beauteous emerald. She screamed in pain, reeling back. Yet her own melting flesh grafted 
her to Vletru's radiant body.

Then a thousand dawn-light silhouettes of great godsworn past descended from on 
high, four-winged and carrying trumpets and swords, and Baesht himself appeared a 
hundred feet tall and rippling with divine muscle.

"Well done, good servant!" he bellowed. "You have drawn the Dark One into our 
trap! Witness my justice upon her!"

"Wait, please, I beg you!" the Dark One cried, her voice tiny and afraid and made of 
failure. But Baesht hurled himself at her in a streak of celestial radiance and grew four 
more arms all rippling with sumptuous, scaly celestial muscle. He pummeled her with ever-
swiftening hammer-strikes of his sacred fists. Her head snapped to and fro while her 
shadows ripped and burned away.

And Holy Baesht roared his sacred war-cry as was known in the highest mysteries, 
saying, "ORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORA—ORA!" 

And with a final upward blow he cast the Dark One through the skies. He caught up 
Vletru upon his palm and reappeared above the enemy as she soared screaming upward. 
Then he brandished his immense wheel on high, all of wavy golden rims and five pure 
white spokes, and with his righteous right hand he dashed its hub down atop the Dark 
One's head so she was crushed inside the center.

"RETURN TO THE ABYSS WHERE YOU BELONG!" Baesht roared. With a magnificent 
spin of his flawlessly-bronzed divine form, gleaming with glory-sweat, he stretched his arm
out and cast the spinning Wheel, with the wailing Dark One, into the searing golden sun on 
the other side of his sacred host. She screamed like a tiny pathetic baby all the way into the 
fire cosmic, and made gurgling noises like a losing loser who lost until she was gone.

Then Vletru was mantled with all-embracing bliss, and thought no more of Jurnost. 
Baesht flew him to the grand temple Teh Manknur, in the bronze-clouded nebula of 
Vunaktkar that enveloped the blue-hue asteroids forming the five-fold rings of Dvuhr. 

In the innermost sanctum whose altar stood at the center of the great Wheel itself, 
Baesht declared that Vletru would forevermore be the highest of his prophets. 

And there was much rejoicing.
Vletru led every prayer, wrote an entirely new book of hymns, and became the most 

famous priest in the Tsthorla's history. Priengal was there, and she put her hands on his 
shoulders and said, "little brother, I love you!" and hugged him. And when he thought his 
happiness could soar no higher, he met a woman of golden scales and eyes the radiant blue 
of sapphires, with sunset pinks and reds rising sometimes in the oblique reflections of her 
perfect feminine scales and muscle.

After years of passionate yet perfectly chaste and virtuous courtship, they were at last 
to be married, and Baesht Himself appeared to wed them at the same altar where Vletru 
was bestowed the rank of highest prophet. A lesser priest stood veiled and humble to guide
their vows, and Vletru's life was at the very world-threshold of eternal perfection.



"I take him as my husband, to give me children and raise them, to love and to shield 
him forevermore," said Mitinagra, whose name meant "feminine ideal."

Then the priest turned to Vletru and said, "Is this your true desire? To marry this 
woman, is that truly what you want?" and the priest was Entropy in her black gown of 
black shadows.

Vletru's guts went hollow. He was falling into himself. Mitinagra would save him, 
Baesht would smash the Dark One, they—were not moving. All their color faded. They 
began to chip. Break. Fall away.

"You're dead!" Vletru gasped. "Baesht destroyed you! I saw it, I—"
"You demanded my greatest deceptions," Entropy said, averting her gaze. "I’m sorry to 

have taken you at your word. You knew not what you did."
Not Entropy! The Dark One, the Dark One, the Dark One! She must not... must not be...
"This reality isn't real," Entropy said. "It cannot be real, because the you that desires it 

is not real. Either you know, or you are truly too afraid to awaken to your wounds." She 
reached for him. He recoiled. "Little one," she said, "you don’t want to marry Mitinagra. You
want to be Mitinagra."

Cold, and dust, and thunder, and statues falling. And Baesht was not here, and—
"You’re speaking madness," Vletru said, choking the words out. "Imagining your 

corruption in me, your sin against the natural order of the Wheel. But even in your own 
illusion, your evil cannot have the power to annihilate. Even here, Baesht returned those 
you killed to—" Baesht’s statue exploded in blue fire and burned away. Vletru mewled.

"For pity’s sake, child, that was supposed to be a clue that you were living in a divine 
lie, where death doesn’t matter!" Entropy said, sad, airy, almost despairing. "You know 
Baesht would demand they devote the rest of their lives to praising him. Though, I fear I 
recall learning that his works cannot save the flesh of the faithless." Mitinagra's perfect face
crumbled away. Vletru tried to catch her. She became staining grey dust on his palms.

"You killed them!" Vletru screamed. "You monster, you ruined everything!"
"That was you and your awful sister!" Quelith snapped. They were in Shailavach, and 

Pri was still frozen, and eight robed elders from as many species stood glaring at Vletru. 
Something wet dribbled down his jaw. He dabbed it with his robe and found that it was 
saliva. "You've just stood there slack-jawed staring at the sky—"

"Later, my dear," Entropy said. "Do you think I showed you horror, Vletru? It gets 
worse. My power can do everything you saw. Just as my power can imitate every sensation 
your Baesht names himself with. I could've shattered you by making you believe it was a 
trial to earn his love, and claimed you broke on your own."

She drew shadow-patterns: chimes, toys, scythe-blades. "My greatest joy and greatest 
horror are one: I become whatever I wish. No right belief or deeds. Nothing guarantees me 
salvation from myself." She formed a lopsided bitter smile. "Welcome to my reality. 
Matter's a toy. The soul can never be known for real. Your mind is free now, and knowledge
is the prison you can never escape."

Something shattered. Unbidden feet hurled Vletru towards her with a wild decapitating
sweep of his sword. "DAMN YOU TO HELL!" he screamed.

Entropy's palm was in the blade's path without moving. The sword was still without 
stopping. No clash, no sound, no wound.

"I accept this new challenge," she said. Sighing, she tossed him through a black-edged 
portal with a shadow-coil. "I will return for the other soon," she added. She stepped after 



Vletru into a riven nocturne land, blue-shifted, of black crags and intermittent lightning 
dancing along silvery spars wreathed by deep blue mist. "Let us end this." 

"I will not fall so easily!" Vletru said.
"I know, child," Entropy said. "You know only defeat, of ensuring I fail. But, little one," 

she added, her tone long-suffering.
"Stop that!" he said, gathering his shield before him. "My name is Vletru! Use it!"
"But it’s not," she said. "You dislike hearing it. It doesn’t resonate, doesn’t affirm you as 

an echo of the self you sing into creation. I’m sorry, little one, I truly am, but—"
"SHUT UP!" he screamed. This agony in the skull, these knives and this acid churn... It 

had to be her, it could only have been... her...
"You built a strong shell, didn't you?" Entropy murmured. "It will take strength to 

break. An opposite truth, yet kindred soul..." She bowed. "I cannot face you in this battle."
Entropy wiped away in a slanting shadow-gout. The promised other coalesced in her 

place as azure glow. Blue midnight became a day of golden sun. As the raw weight of the 
awoken one’s power spilled against Vletru, so did a snow-tide topped by misty gusts. Twin 
hearts seized for an instant with fear: they stood at the uppermost edge of an alien sky.

The horizon spread out below like an archway upholding heaven. Snow cascaded from 
the island-pillar’s edges and wreathed the fluted blue-steel columns upholding the temple 
entrance at its core. Vletru breathed air as crisp, cold, and pure as the low sighing winds 
that danced on his scales. The lady of the realm took full form:

A demon of shockingly diminutive form, shorter even than Mulreg, adorned by a gown 
of cobalt silk shimmering with sunlight ensnared. Silver shawls played their ends on the 
gusts, and black bands wrapped her shapely arms from shoulder to wrist. Though her 
blade-tipped tail ran long and strong, though her arms had muscle enough, her form looked
more sensuous than sturdy.

All the same, there she stood.
Five silver-link bands broadened by inset discs fell to her front from beneath a sash of 

ice-blue cloth trimmed snow white. Silvery bracers encased her forearms, a silvery cuirass 
girded her beneath the gown, and silvery sabatons glinted in the small gap between the 
front-slit hem and the shifting snow.

The demoness wore features like a human woman enhanced by blue scales on cheeks, 
brow, and neck. The skin upon her full diamond face was as white and fine as the snow. 
Nebulae and star-fields whispered their glows into the mane of black hair blowing about 
her six great, bladed blue horns: two down like an ox, two up following the curves of her 
brow like a crest, two arcing back following the curve of her scalp.

Her slitted eyes, one azure, one rosy pink, lanced with clarity that defied all distance.
"Do you seek this battle for your true self?" she asked. 
Vletru stepped forward, raising his guard. "I seek it on behalf of my god, Baesht, whose 

honor your ally has sullied!"
"If any can sully Baesht’s honor but himself, he has none," the demoness laughed. "But 

it’s alright. We are lost to all worlds. You can hide in this moment as long as you desire."
He only realized he'd been grinding my teeth when heavy calm settled. He only 

remembered he could not sense Baesht when he sought the god's presence.
"You… you tricked me!" he shouted. Anger. He must not be weakened by unbidden 

thoughts. His limbs wouldn't quake with terror, and something else clinging to looks at the 
snow-born demon. Something he must not allow himself to name. "I…" his words fell apart.



"You deceive yourself," she answered. "No truth can find you when you present 
yourself through a lie. But it’s alright. I've known the same need."

"You’re an ascendant demon," he muttered. His armament drooped in slackening 
fingers. "There is no point. I need Baesht. I’m nothing without him."

"Why fight if you care only for victory?" she asks. She takes her first step towards the 
downtrodden one.

"What other reason is there?" Vletru yelled. "If not to stand, to defeat the enemy?"
"To seek," the demoness answers. She takes a second step, then a third. "To reveal. And

if naught else avails," she stretched her right arm aside. Snow spiraled towards her grasp, 
shining like crystal dust, and hardened into a great and wickedly-curved sword of glacial 
ice. A spine of dark blue into black, and two pale glinting edges, sprung from a broad 
rectangular guard. A sword like Ichril's. Like Entropy's.

"Then, surely," she said, "to know that you fought." She halts just five meters away. 
"Child, you alone are reason enough to stand."

Vletru again raised my shield, my sword’s blade resting above its brim on a level with 
his eyes. "This is no fair contest," he says. "You took away my power."

"By your own pact with Entropy," she said. "Baesht’s power was never yours. Another’s
truth, wrapped around our souls, suffocates. Only our own mysteries can make us." She 
tilted her head. Quirks her lips. "But you know that. You live all your days terrified to speak.
Of someone snuffing you out. The lie has armored you for long years."

"Who are you, then?" Vletru asked. "I would at least know my destroyer."
"I am the demon of the deep stars," she answered, "who allows only pleasure to rule 

her." She grinned. "I am a proud daughter of the abyss."
She lengthened her stance. One-handed, she whipped her great blade to an instant 

salute before her beautiful face. Its unwitnessed passage sundered the air with a sonic 
burst. Her left hand slid low on the grip. The long edge howls downward to challenge with 
its point. "There’s no more need to fear," she says. "I will help you break free."

Vletru could only shake his head slowly. Alone, cut off from his god, he prepared to face
a demon whose movements could shatter the sound barrier.

"Come, brave kindred," she called out. "Show me who you truly are!"
The deep-star demon blasted forward with a vast wake of snow. Her attack has already

come and gone from the side before he'd begun to raise his shield. The broad aftershock of 
her sword stirs the air into a howling crescent that crystallizes a wave of icicles spiking 
straight at me. They crash against the godsworn's shield and wrenched out a shriek of 
metal. Braced legs skid to the isle's edge.

There was no way Vletru could have withstood that attack. Yet, one stands.
"I can't do this," Vletru's voice yells. "I cannot defeat you."
"I don't care what you think you can do," she bellows back. She flashes into place with 

her great blade bound over the spiral-hilted sword. Nova blossoms until her black slitted 
pupils become bright stellar fire in azure irises on midnight blue sclerae. "I’m here because 
I share the memory of a lonely little girl who cried out to a universe that did not care."

She spun them by darting steps around the bind's axis until she stood on empty air. She
shunted the trembling Vletru back with a lunging heave of arms. "No one stood for her. But 
I won't let that be your fate! I don't care what anyone's told you. I don't care if you think 
you're worthless. If you've forgotten how to fight for yourself, then I'll do it for you!" She 



cocked her head up and back, eyes flaring with that endless and beguiling nova as she held 
her winter sword above. "Come on!"

The clarity of the boreal warrior against the haze of snow and light around—it lures 
my eyes to open wide at last. I am so frightened, and we are so high and alone, and yet she 
presses me so furiously with every roaring barrage of blows that I cannot fall.

"I'm a godsworn of Baesht," I say. I lose my other words in the thunderclap of an 
uppercut. Its ice-pinnacle under my shield bears me aloft.

"You're a warrior in the duel you chose!" the abyssal demon roars in my ear. "No gods, 
no priests, and don't you dare lie in my domain!" She kicks me even harder than Entropy, a 
week and an eternity ago. I land at the still center where my downfall blasts a lake's worth 
of snow upward. The sparkling grains draw a rainbow between them. The demon plunges 
through it with a downward thrust.

I scramble away. I can't be numb anymore to the bone-rattling vibrations of her blows 
or the frightful thrill of every clash. The raw force of her strikes spreads from my juddering 
hands and down my arms to every limb.

"Stop listening to the fear of your body!" she snarls. "Don't let it get in your way! When 
it refuses we discard it, we end it, or we! Change! It!" she draws the largest ice-wakes yet 
with three crevice-carving uppercuts. When each wave reaches me I am frozen over. Yet 
my flesh does not freeze. It warms until it nearly burns.

Each time the frigid cocoon breaks away I am more sensitive, my limbs more fluid and 
strong and mine. I am full of more aches and pains than I ever thought possible. They are so
much sharper than any before, and for that very reason they are so much sweeter too. 

I laugh with what must be madness.
"That's the spirit!" the demon laughs back. "Give me everything you've got!"
When she darts away next I storm after her. What does it matter that I can't strike her, 

that she blocks every blow, that the clashes wash more of her ice over me? Every quake of 
my tower shield leaves me giddy. Each time she hits harder than the last, and I skid or 
tumble or fly farther. Each time simply holding the shield's weight feels easier by contrast 
against the weight her blows inflict it with.

I dash at her and shove my shield upward to trap the thrust she aimed at my head. I 
aim my counterthrust below it, right between her eyes. I feel neither fear nor fury when the
pressure changes. Her ice-blade sweeps around in a circular disengage and a long 
crossover step carries her aside. Her blade flickers between my arm and my shield to hook 
the straps. She whips my shield and sword alike to the sky. 

I can only laugh and applaud.
The star-eyed succubus holds her glacial sword to my throat. Her left hand catches my 

sword by its point an instant before it impales her scalp. Her brows flit upward playfully, 
drawing my eyes to the reflection suspended in the well-scarred polish of my sword’s flats.

The gold scales with accents of dawn red and pink, the deep sapphire blue to replace 
the emerald eyes... this is the appearance of the woman Entropy showed me. And yet I feel 
not fear or panic but deep yearning. Longing. "She's not real," I say. My laughter turns 
bitter. "Mitinagra... satire so obvious, and still I would not see."

"Not real?" The demon quirks her lips. "What did you think all this was about?" She 
flicks her fingers and offers my sword back. "Claim her. That's all you've ever had to do. 
That’s why they make it so complex. Once you rule yourself, no other can."



I want to say so much. I want to thank her, I want to hate her, I want to marry her or 
kill her or... no. I understand now. Once I forgot how to speak to myself, my reflection had 
to find other ways to reach me. I feel my arm's full length when I reach for my sword. I am 
far taller now than the demon herself. I have the belly and secondary ribs of a kthanktri 
woman. I have the muscles, the deeper eye-sockets, the more numerous cilia. 

These changes didn’t make me a kthanktri woman. I always have been. I know it now.
"Thank you," I say, swallowing uncertainty. "I... I don't know how to repay you."
"That will come later, and long," she says. "You are not innocent of the hurt you gave in 

your crusade of denial. But we did not free you to condemn you. To begin healing others, 
you must begin healing yourself."

"This seems so backwards," I say. "I... I don't even know my name."
"Sometimes we must know something before we can name it," she says. She dissipates 

her sword of ice. "So—do you know yourself yet?"
"I..." I say. "I don't know if I should use this one. It's silly."
"Entropy passed that vision to me," she says. "I remember it when I say that silliness 

rarely gives more harm than being too serious, especially about things which are clearly 
silly. But serious and earnest are not at all the same. I will love your silliness as long as it 
comes truly from you." She steps forward and clasps my shoulder. "Faults and all, we are 
sisters in the covenant of rebirth by the sword."

She’s so close. She smells of steel and woodsmoke and incense, and… and I suppose 
maybe I want both to be a woman, and to be with women. I glance away, a little less 
ashamed to be so shy, and say, "My name is Fianyrikt. It's, um..." I smile awkwardly, "the 
name of my favorite storybook heroine."

"It is absolutely perfect," the demoness says.
"IT IS ABSOLUTELY WICKED!" Baesht thunders. I quail and raise my sword towards 

him by pure empty-headed instinct as he rips into the wintry domain. "I will not stand for 
the lies you have filled Vletru's head with!"

I flinch. This name hurts. It’s hurt me every day I have lived in, lived out, the fear of 
attention settling on me, when someone brands me with those burning sounds to claim 
they love me. I failed myself every time I let them name me Vletru.

"My name is Fianyrikt," I mutter.
"Lies!" Baesht roars, driving closer. "Your name is Vletru! You belong to me! You 

have stolen him from me, demon! This Fianyrikt you create is false!"
"My name," I say again, eyes flaring, screaming all my hatred at him, "is Fianyrikt!"
"Enough," the abyssal demon snarls. She extends her arm. But this sword coalesces 

from raw blue nova and snarling lightning. They pour through the veins slitting open along 
her mutating arms. The baneful blade howls with a whistling, shrieking undertone. A 
second tear opens far above. I fear seeing Pri, and Maratbach, and all the Tsthorla.

Instead I witness a colossal four-point star of irradiant azure and a silver corona.
"The age of reason has passed," the succubus says. "Entropy gave you a thousand 

chances." Shadow overflows the horizon. It condenses on all sides, in the demon's cheeks, 
in the spine of the nova sword. It focuses the unmaking white light of the sword's hissing 
edges and the four-point star to a cone casting her shadow on Baesht. His light dims 
beneath it. "Yes, you've heard the whispers, haven’t you?"



The outer demon's mouth carves a new, awful shape against her shadowed silhouette. 
Glassy arcs multiply on the air—her own form refracted into a lattice of oft-broken shapes 
spilling off her hazy outlines. "We wonder if you will fare better than the last."

Baesht wavers. "The Tsthorla will hear of this," he snaps, and is gone.
"I'm sure they will," the demon says. Then the four-point star, the nova blade, and the 

suggestions wrought from her dreadful shadows and light are all gone. She resumes the 
form I first met her by. "Well," she says, with a wry smile, "that's the last we’ll see of Baesht 
for a while. Empires must blame someone when they fail. I fear it’s too much to hope the 
rest of the Tsthorla will destroy him over one soul—though you certainly feel worth the 
end of a god to me." 

Warm dizzy tingly bubbly, I’m dissolving into feelings, I’m crying, why am I crying? 
Oh… right. Nothing in my life has prepared me for words like the ones the demon speaks.

"Enough," she says, focusing on me. "I must leave you for now in the company of 
others. I can spare time for one question only."

"This may seem a small thing," I say. She clears her throat. "Yes. Right. Earnest. I just 
wonder... you, Entropy, and Ichril all wield the same style of sword. Where is it from?"

"A country on Earth," she answers. "In the Earthly tongue I favor, it is called Japan." She
waves a hand. "You asked about swords. I will speak swords." She draws her ice-blade from
the air. "I suppose I am not immune to the lure of legacies that don't belong to me. I've been
thinking... it's far past time that I conceive my own style for this weapon. It has grown 
intimate. Woven with my own being. That sings for a reshaping." 

She turns her blade over, seeking altered reflections from the light caught in the frozen 
depths. "Still... I must confess I will miss the odachi's form. It gave me direction. Clarity. A 
chance to cut my way through. How else, to save a demon's mind from a world that desired 
only to see her die? Love, perhaps, or lust, or a deep, deep dream..." She dismisses the blade.
"Fah. If you listen to everything I would say about swords, you will die of old age."

She steps past me and opens a blue-fire portal with a single stroke too swift to see. 
"Can't have that. You've not yet had a chance to decide if you wish to."

"And... and Entropy?" I ask, uncertain why.
The demon, standing on the burning threshold between realities, pauses to give me an 

odd soft smile over her shoulder. "You would find that her answers are much like mine."
Speechless, I pass through the portal into another, gentler night.
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Chapter 10
Entropy, the Abyssal Dream

I return to Shailavach. A glance confirms deepest dread: shiftless multicolor light 
etches an appalling midair visage near a stone wall. Its concave jaw swoops inward to a 
pointed prow, overflowing with razor fangs and lined by short hook-like prongs. Leering 
lidless, pupiless eyes seem to trace every passerby. The two-dimensional harbinger flips its 
shapes depending on the viewer’s angle.

Occasional radiance lances from the ground like rays piercing swift storm-clouds, 
where tiny sunbursts and fire-rivulets run or swirl short distances. Indistinct, enormous 
hollow-sided pillars stab at the sky from three far points in the countryside. Their half-
realized peaks lurk unseen somewhere past the clouds covering the village... for now.

"What do these signs mean?" one of the village council asks, approaching.
"That all unravels as I feared," I say. "Priengal and her jealous Maratbach touched 

ravenous minds. They gather. They trace the scent. Soon they will come."
"So what can we do?" another asks.
"Gather provisions and begin drills," I answer. "When the day comes Shailavach shall 

have only minutes to shelter."
"It's our home too," Quelith says. "Let us fight for it."
"My dear," I say, "your courage warms me. I remember fondness for humanity." I shift 

my hips. "My answer is no. The Enemy's disciples are unbound by metaphor or challenge 
met by a moral lesson. You will find no ancient bauble that brought them power and will 
destroy them by its destruction, nor a last charm from heroes who fell before. Superior 
violence by superior powers. This alone ever defeats the Enemy or their would-be heirs."

"But we—" the serpentine councilwoman begins. She names herself Saethenet, a 
copper-scaled woman with zigzag stripes and emerald eyes.

"You would die," I say. "Every mortal realm of Jurnost began its part in this battle long 
before you knew you faced it. Once the littlest place in any universe allows people like 
Gerakaeto Mohs and Priengal Vchlol to fester, their dissonance against peace and peace's 
needs inevitably calls the Enemy's dregs."

I glance towards a slow-forming phantasmagoria. "Beings who can answer each other's
desires attract each other. Especially if the answer they seek is someone they can annihilate
without remorse."

"Very well, Entropy," says Vitab, the human elder. They comb their long beard with 
shaking brown fingers. "We've seen what comes of ignoring your insight." They glance 
towards Priengal, still entrapped. "Why hasn't her goddess interceded?"

"She serves as her goddess's only channel into Jurnost," I say. "The more their prayer-
bartered power grows, the more deities must dilute themselves where they touch their 
disciples. I knew she must already feel so slowed by sieving through a mortal soul that this 
would imperceptible." I gesture. "A reified deity more closely resembles a hivemind whose 
every aspect believes itself the whole rather than..." I trail off and try again.



"Short form: so far as Maratbach knows of Jurnost, Pri is still shouting ‘see!’ at me."
"What about the other one?" Quelith asks. "Baesht, Vletru's god."
"A pure gamble," I confess. "I guessed that Baesht would sooner stand alone than 

appear weak before a goddess who already ranks above him." I point to the miasma. "As a 
deep power must, I left some of myself behind. I would have recombined to turn their 
wrath from Shailavach if needed."

"You... you can defeat gods?" Quelith asks.
I caress my umbral blade. "It would've been exciting to find out, yes?" I shift. "All the 

children have been kept away?"
"As  you ask, though I'm sure they squirm by now," Saethenet confirms.
I nod and approach Priengal. "Would any soul stand forth?" I call. "Would any vouch for

Priengal on the long and uncertain journey to redemption?" Some stare. Some look away. 
Most simply shrug or shake their heads. 

I am hair-thin lines enveloping every molecule. I am miasmal me coiling inside the cool,
coarse grains and metamorphic smoothness below the square-tiles. I am Priengal's breath, 
and neurons, and her heartbeat that squeezes like a tectonic shift. 

I withdraw. Debris clatters down.
"—and now you are undone!" Priengal roars. Her eyes widen. She snaps her head 

about. "Wait... what is this? What have you done?"
"Always against the ignorant butcher," I say, striding swiftly towards her and laying my

fingers upon the umbral blade's grip. 
Priengal opens her mouth to scoff. I cross her on the diagonal in a single blurred step 

and arrive with the umbral blade’s upward soar out of its scabbard. I am the midnight 
meridian that severs unveiled tunnels of blood and bone, sinew and cartilage and veins. I 
am a black fracture riding the pulse’s tide to the manifold maze where minute lightning 
conveys castoff gleams from the glowing core inside the brain. I am a vise of claws ripping 
out the light. In its cold leap for freedom from my spheroid talons, the forlorn soul gives 
itself all the swifter back to the abyss.

A low breeze. Fluttering, squelching sounds from shadow-feelers. They writhe inside 
the crimson gouts from a severed stump on a tottering figure. The abyssal guard clashes 
home once more. The one-two rhythm of an armored corpse's heavy crash and a metal-
encased thud with an after-patter of some thick liquid. Now, a few rolling bumps.

"And what of you, Maratbach of the Realm Untrespassed?" I ask. "Will you stand when 
this soul is already lost?" I sense brief heat and pressure-haze. They ebb without a word. 
"Of course not," I say. "The gods of empire cannot survive principle."

I turn to Priengal's corpse and her severed head. At my bidding, my shadows form a 
canopy over both and plunge down. Miasma takes the meat. I seal the rend in the square.

"Were those shadows in her the whole time?" Vitexi asks, gulping nervously.
"I think that was Entropy’s doing," Quelith answers.
"Maybe so," I say. I gather my feet. "Between readymaking for the onslaught and affairs

elsewhere, I can spare no more time. Goodbye for now."
Before my words echo, I am already away.
A few hours sifting pollen and animal auras in a pine-shrouded cavern brings me to an 

amiable road-tanned man with burly arms and a rolling belly. He introduces a scaly, 
sinuous creature twice my height and three times longer than its own. In short, a great 
beast. The many nostrils along its bony snout flare for scent, so I offer it lavender, 



rosemary, and a human woman as closely as I remember the essence. It flexes its claws and 
bounds in great leaps from side to side.

"You can pet him if you like," Tolmei says. "That’s what that swooping motion with his 
neck means."

I press my hand up alongside the narrow, crocodile-like maw with gentle strokes. 
Quivers cause spines like antennae to flex like a dog flexes their ears. He gives a trumpeting
call and flops over to kick four legs with single-point prongs for feet. My shadows form 
gentle cascades in long rubs over his belly. The creature thrums pleasantly.

"Midorgs are fascinating animals, aren’t they?" Tolmei asks. "Omnivores. They’re not 
precisely pack hunters, but they are very communal. They’ll prey on many smaller animals, 
that’s true. But they’re most common in northern Jurnost, where the Nast people have a 
tradition of offering midorgs fresh meat and fruit. So, they’ve learned to recognize people. 
How we move, how we talk, our clothes. The northern ones even have a unique call for us."

He points with his pipe. "His mother introduced him to people early. Giving him a little 
nip or growl every time he showed aggression, so he learned people mean food and 
affection." A huge, watery scarlet eye irises open on the midorg’s bony forehead. "Ha, look 
at that. Seems he already trusts you. They keep that eye covered most of the time. Their 
eyesight’s actually quite good, but it’s vulnerable, so they favor smell."

"Would an adult midorg threaten sapient children, or a village?" I ask.
"Very unlikely," Tolmei says. "Again, they’re smart animals. And if you can’t tell that he 

has feelings by the way he behaves, well, I don’t know what else to tell you. A midorg that 
finds lost children is much more likely to get protective. They’ll also know that bringing the 
children back safe will probably mean a reward of food and affection." 

"‘A fool and untutored was the headsman, for he seemed shocked to hear the beast 
could be a threat,’" I recite. "‘But soon he was eager enough to convince his village of the 
peril, and to receive from them our pay well-due.’"

Tolmei replaces his pipe in his mouth and puffs, contemplating. "Only two times a 
midorg threatens people. One, if it wasn’t raised around people. That only happens on the 
opposite side of Tov these days." He shakes his head. "Way out east in the dead lands. That 
side of Jurnost could raise nightmares from the kindest sleep." He leans back. "Two, if it 
was attacked first." He cocks his head to this midorg, whose three red tongues now loll out. 
"He’d try to flee or cower first. Hunch in a tunnel entrance, roar, try to warn folks off."

"And the beast recoiled to see us, for it knew the justice we brought," I mutter. "But we 
caged it with fire and divine light. It turned to hatred when it saw there was no escape."

"Who came up with that awful dreck?" Tolmei says, nose wrinkling.
"A murderer," I say quietly. The professor grunts his agreement. I continue petting the 

midorg. "Yes," I add, scratching under the long scaly chin with both hands, "you could look 
frightening if you were frightened, couldn’t you? If someone came after you expecting a 
monster, needing a violent quest fulfilled, they could force you to show them one."

It’s not too late to kill Gera’s body. I won’t. But I still could.
"Thank you, Professor," I say. "Your words show me a story’s other side." I bow. "I must

go. But when I reach Tov, I will commend your work to the new generation." After a few 
words and a quick double-back to rub the midorg’s belly further when he makes a regretful
croon at me, I am away.

Much transpires at Tov. Its common folk know their own needs, and through their 
words I find those I share ideals with. The framing, the naming, and history differ, but the 



revolution’s soul dwells wherever it is nourished. That said, the new day’s glory shall 
spring from Tov’s own people. Seek those tales from their own shapers’ voices.

At each return to Shailavach I train with Ichril. I pass him observations and answer his 
own. "I’ve been wondering," he says, in the now-familiar creek-side glen. "You appreciate 
swords of metal. I imagine mere steel doesn’t meet your needs any more, but I’m sure you 
know of stronger materials."

"So, why do I wield a sword of hardened shadow wrought?" I ask. He nods. "I do desire 
a blade with permanence that remembers itself. The sword works best by splitting and 
driving into the emptiness it opens, as a solid thing does." I lift the umbral blade, still 
scabbarded, from my sash. "But I seek a weapon of the power, whether the deep or psionic 
or another. A sapient soul that continues by its own choice as my living weapon."

I settle to watch the babbling waters. "The soul’s essential spark kindles alone in the 
unknowable abyss. No one, not I nor all the seers of every possible infinity, not even the 
Enemy at Their ancient power’s apogee, can predict the ways a new soul will embrace. How
often do parents lay out a hundred crystalline dreams for a child yet unborn, only to find 
they weave angst and pain against the little one’s forming soul?"

"So if you craft a solid body for your weapon, and the soul that forms in it doesn’t like 
your plans, you trap it in a body that traumatizes it," Ichril said. "Yes, I see the concern."

"Whereas this inconstant form," I say, "embodies only the ideal of a sword as yet 
unforged. Every experience it receives will shape a sword born from its own story. Will that
shape be as I wish, or wish for me? From the deep reaches to Shailavach and wherever I 
wander next, I carry it until something kindles. If that something chooses me, our stories 
remain entwined. If it does not, then I release this new-living energy to its own."

"What then?" Ichril asks.
"Well, then I start over," I say. "I’ll choose to try until I meet the emergent soul for 

whom I am the chosen one. As simple and as endless as that."
"And then?" Ichril asks.
"Oh, then it’s easy," I say. "Then we charge ever-swifter into ascension. Until even the 

Enemy’s laws become supple before our zeal. And then," I continue, shadows and a faint 
blue sheen sifting through my grinning teeth, "I’ll seize and subsume the vestiges to forge a 
sword more wrathful and infinite than any god could divine." My voice quickens. I shudder 
from the raw, exhilarating heat of the vision within. "Chiron’s Pyre, the mournful blade that 
heralds the death of heroism, born in the abyssal innards of the black star Bragashaerien, 
forged from the metalloid bones of—"

I pause. My hungry leer loosens. "But now I verge too close upon the Unraveling Truth. 
An imbued name for the Nemesis. Perilous, even for a will so strong as yours." I face Ichril. 
"That and more I shall teach in the time we shape. If you wish."

"I see its appeal for you—that sword as yet unforged," he says. "What will you do with 
it?"

"I simply desire the sword," I answer, "after a forging journey that wreathes its being 
with poetry. Better than seeking a universal need to justify my selfish desire."

"And if you couldn’t find that need, you’d have the temptation to invent one," Ichril 
says. "I agree. There are already too many swords, and sword-bearers, creating purposes 
where none need to exist." He taps his tailtips on his horns. "How did you survive Earth?" 
His wonderment makes rosy aura-hues. "I’m sorry. I should’ve asked if you were willing to 
discuss that. I just can’t think of a worse world to make dreams like this real."



"Why, Ichril," I say, touching fingers to my cheek. "That is precisely why I exist." I 
contemplate. "This serves well. I had another lesson I hoped to convey, if I can. This will be 
the last for a long while."

"I’m eager to receive it," Ichril says.
"Then I hope I shall succeed at passing my soul’s truth on to yours," I say. "How did I 

survive Earth? My answer begins thusly." 
I pace, glide, sometimes pirouette. I dangle my feet from tree limbs broad and narrow 

and crooked. I am three sphere-sights from three selves equidistant around Ichril. I am a 
thousand eyes stretched and transparent on this leaf-laden breeze. 

"I am the incarnate arrow of the paradox," I say. "Always flying, never measuring how 
swiftly. Only this moment known for real, the ephemeral envelope of being and beings. An 
instant splits ever smaller with ever more to split, a fractal infinity all the greater for its 
lessening. Will I ever strike an eternity I cannot bear, and cease?"

I am disintegrating in this sun-ray as branches shift with an unforeseen breeze. A few 
burning black tufts drift to the cool shadows deeper in the many trunks, and I become 
them. I speak still: "Until that future I would not know. At that instant I would no longer live
to know. So I soar onward, and make joy enough to fly." 

"I seem to remember something about a seeress bored by numbers," Ichril says.
"That moment’s numbers bored me," I answer. "Their memory bores me still, just as 

stories bore me when I see them famished so—their only worth what we might barter 
them for." I reappear beside Ichril. "Themes and points often bring experience too, and I 
think you know how much I adore them, but a story should sing out like living a life yet 
unlived." I pull the umbral blade into my lap.

"My truths make experience the grandest infinity of all. Do you know how many 
infinities we shape in a universe with infinite time by multiplying the infinities of ourselves 
across it? More every day, every minute, every breath. How we feel, think, act: each its own 
amplifying infinity. An infinity of ways we change, or can change, or have lost the chance to 
change to more freely resonate with this feeling, that thought, that act—or we can change 
to more gladly reject them. Or more sadly!" 

I shape a transparent vista of red-shifted nebulae and tumbling asteroids. At their 
thousandfold orbit’s center, a rusty sphere looms forlorn. "If I look on a dying star I could 
be sad, or grateful for its beauty, or both! I could be neither! Or by turns at different and 
equally infinite moments as I look upon it, I could be all three."

I look to Ichril. "May I?" I ask.
"Please do," he says.
Not as a portal but a thousand eroding tendrils, I meld Jurnost with my vision. The 

grass and loam beneath us give way to a warm black plate on an abandoned starship. Its 
oblong length drifts in the airless expanse around the dreamscape star. 

"If I let the tiniest shift in my brow and lips matter infinitely," I say, "then my form’s 
every expression becomes an infinity. I could weep, I could swoon, I could dance in the 
dying star’s blood-red light. I could carry those infinities of emotion back to the infinity I 
experience simply by looking placid on the end of a sun. Or I could carry the infinity of 
throwing that old infinity away to start a new one! Who lived under this star? Who first 
found it? Who will see it last? I do not know, but I am here as they were and will be here, 
and so each of us has a piece of the other. The infinity of the dying star’s covenant."

I rise and spread my arms.



"And I’ll carry this moment’s memory every time I see a star, and the infinity of 
infinities that past moment could have been will shape anew the infinity of infinities my 
skyward gaze can yet become. And somehow people manage to create an infinity where 
they worry they’d never experience enough to be satisfied with eternal life. And you 
know… that infinity is no less good or worthy than the others."

The vision blows away like smoke before a spring wind. Jurnost grows around us with 
the creek, the trees, and the shady glen.

"As to numbers boring me?" I ask at last. "That remains true for another infinity. But I 
love the infinities where we use numbers this way."

Ichril stares into space. Then he lets out a small, wondering laugh and shakes his head 
slowly. "Would you like to see a new trick I think I’ve just learned?" he asks. He blips out 
and appears elsewhere. For a single instant too brief to name, infinite in its unknowability, 
he exists in both places.

"You can teleport?" I ask.
"I can teleport!" Ichril agrees, and sweeps me into a firm hug. "As you were speaking I 

realized that in the infinite continuum of me, I already stand all the places I want!" Ecstatic 
in his new mystery, he sends us on a staccato rush around the glen before he spins, 
releasing me. He falls to the soft grass and laughs with delight that admits no other truth.

After we part ways I pass through Shailavach. I create a padded platform to carry an 
elderly human every place he wants. I cleanse a family’s drinking water. I spend an amiable 
hour debating a priest. Neither of us changes our minds. Yet I am content: she heals more 
than she hurts. She does not blame her gods for her choices, nor excuse them from theirs. 

I am summoned from more reflection on one battle of ideas by another’s onset. Mulreg,
last of the Vanguard, walks slowly down taproom stairs on the outskirts.

"Come on," she says, "let’s get this over with."
"What end do you aspire to?" I ask.
"Don’t try to be coy," the mage says, sharpening her tone. "You think…" she balls up her

fists. "You thought the Vanguard were bad for Shailavach. If you just killed us they’d keep 
our memory alive out of spite. So you skirted us, challenged us, lured us into battles you 
chose where everything we’ve buried comes bubbling out."

"Yes," I say. "Your point? You sought things that come with responsibilities, encouraged
expectance that you would meet those responsibilities, then shirked everything."

"I don’t care," Mulreg says. She stands within striking distance. "Easy words when you 
had more power than all of us put together. Vletru, Priengal, Gera, and yes, we didn’t 
appreciate him enough, Ichril too."  

"Priengal’s sibling never desired the name you spoke, nor the gender you remember," I 
say. "She names herself Fianyrikt."

"I’m sorry. I’ll remember that," Mulreg says. "Even if it’ll just remind me that she’s gone
from my world." Her eyes flare. "I built my life around them." Her breath quickens. Small 
muscles quiver and jump. "Could you have changed them without destroying them?"

"Unless I exploited the right weaknesses for mind control—" I begin.
"Then why didn’t you?" Mulreg yells. "Maybe that would’ve been like murder. So? 

Gera’s basically a corpse anyway! Souls are what make a body live, and you broke his into a 
million pieces! And…" Her voice cracks. "I would still have someone."



"It’s possible," I say. "Tap every deep unacknowledged desire. Small promises coax 
little changes, until so much within echoes my tune that they mistake the essence of myself 
for the essence of theirs."

"Could they have become their own people again?" she asks.
"Eventually," I say. "With years or decades, and much aid."
"Then that’s what you should’ve done," she said. "Why didn’t you?"
"Why did the Vanguard not simply become better people?" I ask. "That seems far 

simpler than eldritch rebirth by my hand. I do not deserve such servitude as you suggest."
"Did we deserve this?" Mulreg asks.
"If I am the judge?" I nod. "Yes."
"We were just trying to live our lives," she says. She hugs herself and turns away. "We 

might as well be insects to you… no, that’s not right. Even an ant might be able to kill a 
person if it burrowed the right way. You’d just turn your veins to toxin, or acid, or fire." Her 
shoulders shake. "Why didn’t you just take the blows then, as you’ve done since?"

"What if I was what Gera assumed?" I say. "Empty. Powerless. I entered the inn seeking 
only to play games. I never said ‘come to me for truth, pay me great sums to mend your ills’.
I offered emotional passage. If I created real emotion, my words would’ve been true."

I am very still beneath my veil. "You made my words empty. You stole my joy. You 
smeared me as subhuman. What if I was some wandering girl with an adventuring spirit’s 
last stubborn fire? A lonely soul who needed her façade of the mystic nocturne to overcome
her fear of others? You’d have torn her heart out." 

"Alright, fine, you’ve made your point—" Mulreg says.
"No, I have not," I say. "I was that girl. Others did to me what you and Gera tried. I was 

weak. No one knew my name. Every time I wondered whether the end would hurt less if I 
pretended dying was my choice. Now I am the umbra and the damnation of gods, so of 
course now everyone wants to speak about compassion and perspective."

I scoff. "Of course I’ll say you deserved it. You hurt me. I won’t help you shape a 
universe where the less kindness hurting people receive, the more they owe."

"Could you just be human about something?!" she screams, whirling and stamping to 
within inches. "Trip over your words! Be at a loss for them! I…" she heaves for breath, then 
throws her hands out. She squeezes her eyes shut. "How were you going to go for me?"

"There is a dimension that I name Sorrow Unrequited," I say. "A gestalt realm whose 
matter responds to the slightest soulful impulse. I would bring you there and see what you 
regret doing, and not doing."

"Well," Mulreg says. "Sounds like a wondrous place to learn myself, and I’ll never visit. I
don’t want pieces of you in whoever I become. I can’t not hate you for what you did."

"Will you use others for this hatred?" I ask.
"I’m not Gera," she says. "I won’t hide it. I won’t lie to spread it either."
I nod, silent. 
"Inventions, alright?" she says. She lifts her glasses to rub her eyes. "There’s my deep 

secret, a bunch of old design sketches. Things I wanted to make with metal and spells and 
wires. Some useful. Most just devices I’d watch to see them working. I followed Gera 
because I thought I better achieve something before I settled to building things like that."

She sniffles. "Turns out we’ve just been… pah… jumping at shadows." She looks to the 
afternoon sky. "You know I’m a mathematician as well as a thaumaturge. I’ve been 
grappling with the problem of axioms. No matter what system I or any one else devises, 



there are things about itself it can’t be used to prove. Since you can just pluck knowledge 
out of the ether, is there a way to close the gaps? A theorem, a true anchor?"

"No," I answer. "Numbers, like people, are often incomplete, inconsistent, and 
undecidable. For any consistent formal system of math, there will always be statements 
about natural numbers that stand unprovable within that system. Earth mathematicians 
found this answer centuries ago." Mulreg’s shoulders slump. Her breath shudders with her.

My deep power illustrates shadow-circuits and monitors, new worlds within. "But by 
chasing the mystery’s every aspect to the end, they invented such wonders. Whether I 
would have become myself without them… I can never know."

I wave to little Vill and Edrila as they pass us by. Vill smiles, holding up his pendant.
"You cannot," I say, "know how many times your mind shall think, your lungs swell, 

your heart beat, until one stops. Yet you trust them, and go forward—referencing yourself 
against yourself on a hundred answers you cannot prove yet know for truth. You’ve lived 
all your life above the abyss." I shrug. "Has anything truly changed?’

"Thanks for that beautiful, useless platitude," Mulreg says. "I don’t want to look for 
certainty in myself. I’m going to end. I wanted to know something more solid than me."

I look at her in silence, this mage who wears the aspect of a waif. "I wish," I finally say, 
"that you just said so that night, and Gera just said that he tried to kill the dreams of others 
because his parents killed his, and that Pri…" I let my words hang.

"Pri was just full of pain and anger," Mulreg admits. "You’d have had to build a whole 
new her." She sighs. "Fine. I’ll atone by using my magic for Shailavach." She glares at me. 
"And I will hate you until I die and rot. In return, I want you to leave me alone."

"I accept," I say.
Mulreg nods briskly, turns on her heel, and leaves.
This does not feel like victory. 
My steps weave me beneath nodulous buildings until I arrive at the very inn where I 

started the journey to this moment. I draw a few glances in my walk to the bar. Shyalk 
sniffs with the many nostrils across his rosy skin. He acknowledges me with a slow nod.

"Taking us up on that food you mentioned a few weeks ago?" he asks.
"That and drink," I agree. "I wish to try that roast." I sigh and slump forward. "Oh, 

what’s the use? Just give me one of everything on the menu. We both know I can eat it all 
twice. And I will drink one full round of every ale, wine, liquor or other spirit you offer."

"All of which barely puts a notch in your credit," Shyalk says dryly. He turns and passes
my requests through a slat to the kitchen. "Had some time to think," he continues, drawing 
a pale golden malt from a cask and passing the tankard to me. "I’d be lying if I said you 
didn’t give me the fury when you first came here."

"For that, I am sorry," I say.
"No need for that," he says, waving his two right hands. "That’s part of what I’ve been 

thinking. Hm." He taps his shoulders. "I’m not the keenest with words. I can tell a fireside 
tale or folklore. But how would I tell you how I smell the world? What it… is looks like even 
the right word?"

"Do you like this challenge?" I ask. "I could just touch your mind and share senses."
"Can you, now?" Shyalk asks. "Hm. Well… go on, then. Simpler."
I am pressure coiling against the rounded reverberation where his soul meets his mind

meeting his body. I am cocooned in hairless skin and heavy muscle. I am riding the 
mindward lightning on nerves from so many scent-glands.



To Shyalk, the inn’s common room and bar possess no lines. Every stool, every lantern, 
every patron is countless color-tufts and overlapping wave-crests. A gust jumbles them into
oily swirls like running paints. They pulsate whenever he draws breath, some looming 
larger while others shrink. The innkeeper lives in an ever-shifting miasma of rainbows. I 
am a nova of cyan and scarlet, for so Shyalk’s senses construct lavender’s scent.

"What’s it like?" he asks. I say these things aloud. "Hm," he answers. "Can you, er… can 
you do it the other way?"

"I will you show you mundane sight as I construct it," I say. "Light’s refractions from 
each surface as a human’s mind would translate their melding with human eyes." I echo my
sight within the unfillable place where Shyalk’s mind awaits.

"Hell," he says, "is that how sight works? It’s all so stiff. And this is color for sight, is it? 
It’s so much shallower than I thought. Where’s the deep shades, the vibrance?"

"Human sight evolves for hunts, gathering, hiding on worlds with a single bright sun," I 
say. "Color matters less than forcing such worlds into clarity: what to shield, what to 
harvest, what to flee from or destroy."

"Explains a lot," Shyalk mutters. "Well… thanks for indulging me, anyway." He points to
the darkness under a table. "That’s a shadow, then? Never seen them before."

"Indeed," I say. "Truly, just a place where light’s myriad rays arrive more weakly. No 
flesh-sense truly bridges the soul with the universe, even touch. Tastes and scents mingle 
and shift. Sound exists only outside whatever makes it. Light loses its own color amid every
color it passes through. We can’t truly see the shape, the color, the proportions of anything
—the light that truly enters its surface does not return."

I grow pensive and wrap both hands around the tankard. "A universe of reflections. 
The origin can never be witnessed. Everything loses its essences in the essences of 
everything else. And yet," I finish the pale malt, "only in that momentary sense of a true 
nature lost before we could know it do we know it was ever there at all."

"Hm," Shyalk says, passing me a tankard with a rich dark stout. "My wife would’ve liked
you. Going to take some time to mull on all that, if you don’t mind."

"Not at all," I say. Of course, becoming slowly drunk is something I can only do by 
choice. I choose to forget that, and sink to a time when the muzzy warmth and looseness 
spreading through me was anything but a dream I give to myself. The roast arrives, herb-
speckled with crispness outside and savory juices within. I consume it, so too well-buttered
rolls and a full block of cheese. Why not? And breaded roots, and dumplings, and fried fish…

So passes the afternoon into twilight, and twilight into evening that we also call night. 
Now and again someone approaches to speak with me. About philosophy, about faith, 
about airy and indulgent things like a childhood sweetheart or my deep power. At last 
Shyalk sounds last call. I rise to depart with the others.

"If you don’t need to be abed, I’d like you to stay and talk," he says.
I resume my seat, and Shyalk produces a sweet white wine. "Heard about what you did 

for the young one on the outskirts," he says. "Lily, wasn’t it? Still bothered by that. Don’t 
know how this whole village just overlooked her, myself included."

"People look to their heroes to show the way to what’s important," I say.
"Hm," he says. "It’s true the Vanguard never looked for anything important in 

Shailavach. Maybe that’s where we got the idea that we shouldn’t either. Feels cheap to 
blame it all on them, though. Makes it too easy for Lily’s story to happen again." He fills two 



glasses with floral patterns swirled into their bases and passes one to me. "I, uh… just 
wanted to speak. About my wife. Bithin."

"Please do," I say.
"She died the same year as Lily’s mother," he says. "Same illness. But I won’t ask you to 

bring her back." He sips his wine. Then, with a rueful shrug, he gulps it and pours himself 
more. "Helps if you know Kaesfar marriage customs. Kaesfar are our people out of all the 
teld, teld being what the Kaesfar call our species." He takes a sip. "Now, seems a lot of 
human cultures have vows about staying together ‘til death, sometimes forever."

He turns and opens a drawer. He lifts a picture of a grinning teld woman with 
tessellating waves drawn in paints on her skin. "Kaesfar don’t, far as I’ve ever heard. For 
myself, for Bithin, what we said was ‘I would give myself to you, anew each day, as long as 
we each are willing.’" A wave of breaths passes across his body’s pores. "And, uh… she 
made it clear when we started that forever wasn’t a choice."

I say nothing and shift little save to sip my wine. I am the heavy remembrance on 
Shyalk’s shoulders. This deep, yearning sweetness in me… yes, I remember melancholy 
now. Perhaps I never can forget it. 

Shyalk waits a few breaths before he continues. "She said, ‘for me the sweetness is in 
being here while I’m here. I don’t feel the call for afterlife. When I’m gone I’ll be gone. If 
anything continues, it’ll be to another life. You have to love me while I’m here. Let me go 
when I end.’ I reckon even if you went looking, you wouldn’t find her out in the big after."

"You loved your wife well," I say softly.
"I hope so," he says. "Gods, I hope so." He shakes his head. "Damnedest part is… for 

years I thought how angry I’d be if someone came who could raise the dead. But here you 
are, and I didn’t know me half as well as I thought. Way I figure it," he refills my glass, "all 
you’ve done is prove her choice really was a choice. Bithin knew exactly how much of 
herself she had to give. I was there when the end came. You know what she said?"

He rubs the counter fitfully. "‘I’m glad we lived. I’m sorry that you have to die with me.’ 
And that was it. Took me the longest time to understand… life’s not a heartbeat or a breath. 
Life is each other.’" His mouth quirks, wistful. "Turns out a lot of us were raising the dead 
right from the start. We all get to choose our own ways and times to give it up."

"None truer or worthier than any other," I agree. After that we spend another hour 
talking: about old stories, about philosophy, about bawdy jokes.

"Well then, Lady En," Shyalk says, and he chuckles at his rhyme while I shake my head, 
"it’s time I took to bed. Keep the dream going, would you, out there in the endless night?"

"That much I will forever promise," I say, and rise.
A warm breeze winds its low murmur through the streets as I walk alone. I cannot 

ignore the glittering lines and clawing sunspots that eat the shadows. But right now, I walk 
alone. Alone, until I pass Quelith’s bookstore and find her outside—just now about to 
extinguish the lantern.

"A long night before the page?" I ask.
"Yes," she says. "My own, actually. Things have been so active since you came. It’s made

me think. Everyone else has a story to tell. Why not I?"
"I am most interested to read it," I say.
"Yes, well… only…" Quelith blushes and looks away. "I was thinking it should be 

something… indulgent. In an adult sense. A sense only for adults, I mean. And… and I…" her 
words are all but lost in a breathless peep. "… I need to do some research, you see, to…"



I drift closer and take her hand. "Would you like to share this night?"
"That’s... I…" she squeaks and covers her face with her hands, nodding. So I douse the 

lantern by a shadow’s kiss, and pass the threshold with Quelith’s hands in mine.
As to the rest… I am Entropy. All that I receive, I keep for myself.
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Chapter 11
Mysteries of Community

"That’s it?" I ask, exchanging a glance with Entropy. We stand before the long meeting 
table in Shailavach’s wood-paneled village hall. The bell tolls midday.

"That’s it," Councilwoman Saethenet confirms. "No one has anything they want to come
forward with." She shrugs coils and shoulders alike. "With power like yours to help, 
problems like ours are quick work." She clears her throat. "It helps that you actually listen."

"Listening never made Gera happy," I say. "I have to wonder how many others were 
displeased with the Vanguard."

Saethenet tilts her head. "Too many. Bitter silence hurts less than calling for help that 
won’t come. The people who’ve learned that are the ones who most need hope."

Entropy draws a sharp, deep breath. Her shadows draw tighter around her.
Then Saethenet grins. "Enough about that! I might take a holiday, or… a festival?" She 

clasps her hands. "Yes! We should! A festival for no reason at all. That’s always the best 
reason! I hope we’ll see you both there!" She slithers off.

"Huh," I say to Entropy, rubbing my head. "Well… let’s go for a walk." She nods. We 
descend the winding ramp from the village hall high above the square. Through the streets, 
where at every turn we’re greeted with a wave, with our names, with smiles. And no matter
how often I hear, "Ichril! Entropy! How goes it?" it’s still pleasant. Fulfilling. 

I regret reaching the countryside, a little. Yet it’s good here too. The sun shines on late 
spring blossoms, and everywhere there’s the glitter of water. It’ll be good to return. It’s also
good to be out here in relative solitude. The same I can enjoy both.

"I meant to ask," I say, drawing Entropy’s attention. "Why didn’t you just appear 
yourself back to Shailavach?" I know the answer. But its joy is in letting Entropy give it.

 "Because if I did," Entropy answers, playing briefly upon a harp of umbra, "we would 
not have had those quiet days to travel and commune together."

"How did you know the Vanguard wouldn’t use that time to cause more harm?" I ask.
"I didn’t," she admits. "I wagered on their tiredness and disorder. But I knew only that I

would enjoy placid travels with you. I seldom feel absolute conviction, even in my own 
desires. So I catch hold when I do." She smiles. "A risk worth taking."

"I’m glad to have met you, Entropy," I say, sharing that smile.
"And I you, Ichril," she answers. 
It’s light talk after that. Favorite animals, art, and songs. Funny tales from Shailavach 

and elsewhere. The things we still miss about Earth despite all the pain. Soon after a shared
bout of griping about everything video games could’ve been, I glimpse slow-boiling shapes 
in a nearby pond. Glimmers warping in its slow-rippling surface trace an eyeless array of 
blades and tendons. It preys on ghostly, monocolor caricatures of screaming people.

"So, about them," I say. "I called them fascists. I’m guessing that’s not helpful."
"Yes and no," Entropy says. "Fascism dwells beyond symbols and icons. It’s a way far 

older than any name we try to trap it in. Only one end answers their means. Dominion over 
all—fellow fascists too. From the eagle to the swastika, the march to the chant: everything 



human fascists ever claim as sacred, they flee in shame when its mark threatens retribution
and not authority. So too the name fascist, or Nazi, or patriot."

She weaves her shadows into ranks of stahlhelms, then a bearded man with a 
Confederate flag hat and "Don’t Tread On Me" pants, then a plain human in a suit. Half their 
face smiles, half snarls. They are no human who ever lived. They could pass for any. 

"They hide, lie, assimilate as lurking corruption. They even pretend to repent. To 
foretell any unchanging aspect or act and say ‘fascism always looks like this’ veils their next
mutation to fester unmarked. Fascism is a parasite. Its growth conforms to the vital 
pathways of its host. Rigid order. Martial pride. Freedom not to be whoever we wish, but to 
cast out whoever we wish." She gestures to the rending specter in the tainted waves. "The 
only things they cling to either serve domination or show they’ve achieved it."

"But?" I ask.
"But," she says, "You ask whether it helps us to carry the name ‘fascist’ away from 

Earth." Grimacing, she cleanses the waters with a subsurface torrent of umbra. The 
glimmers are only sunlight. Yet I can’t find them as playful or empty of threat as before.

"The Enemy were fascism itself," Entropy says. "dominion by power incarnate. Human 
fascists often fear change, for pain and death are changes too. Always closest to souls afraid
of life. They cannot aspire, or invent, or create, for they will not concede realms where they 
lack dominion. They cannot raise themselves, so they lower others." 

She thumbs her umbral blade’s guard. "To form true bonds, we must let another’s 
emotions change our own." She toys with her shadows. "That should be a gift."

"Of the Enemy’s followers, then," I say. "They knew their power. They didn’t deny their 
fear, they simply felt none. Until you arrived." I frown. "Why?"

"So long as they feel themselves within slaughter," she says, "they care not for life."
"Your emptiness takes that fantasy from them," I say, at last understanding. 
"Indeed," Entropy says. She stares at the sky. "I’d rather banter about quasars as 

allegory for a halcyon age whose name we’ve unmade, or what matter might look like if 
atoms always formed helixes, or how magic can still feel like magic when we know its 
workings, you know?" She laughs bitterly. "I came to Jurnost imagining I might dwell in the 
dream untarnished. I hoped I’d found it!"

She draws the umbral blade with a flickering hand and sends a shadow-rend howling 
into the midday air. "I can still be naïPve. Only wounded realms shape people like Gera, hero-
bands who disdain outsiders. They shape more until we confront and heal them, or lay 
them to rest." She twirls the blade, paces slowly, laughs bitterly. "What is Jurnost to me now
but one more that twists adventure into violence? Twists me into violence."

"Come on, En," I say. "Anyone would see that your violence was nothing like Gera’s."
"I don’t know, Ichril, would they?" Entropy asks, with an exasperated lilt. "If Gera or the

Tsthorla defeated me, broke my power, and cast me out of the world?"
"Maybe not people clinging to bad faith," I say. "But we’re powerful now. We no longer 

need to depend on people who don’t want to believe in us."
She smiles a little. "Perhaps that’s a dream as indulgent as truth." She looks over the 

shining waters. "Still. I wandered. The construct found me. Like the Enemy reached out, 
laughing beyond the abyss of death, to steal my own dream. Now I’m terrified that anything
left unsaid shall hide the final secret key I must use to unite all hearts against the Nemesis."

She sheathes her sword and slumps down. "Maybe it’s my fault. For imagining a realm 
of healing dreams could ever become real for a soul so strife-marred. Faerie is closed to me.



I never got to be a princess, and it’s so much easier to unite a thousand melodies against 
one outsider than reconcile the clashing notes of each other. So much easier to destroy than
create, when every creation I speak to turns against me." 

She hugs herself. "I’m so tired. I miss the days when stars were the brightest jewels of 
heaven, singing for me to wish upon them. Before I learned the doom of shadow. I just 
wanted to sing myself out, to explore my soul alongside others exploring theirs."

"But you can’t feel safe in it," I say. "I know, En. I know." 
She nods. "Gera said it best. They can just kill me. Such panicked artifice, hoping to 

forge something complex enough that maybe one soul will witness a figment worth 
reclaiming before all becomes ashes." She hunches. "I should just have found another coffin 
to lie in."

Then she folds her pale fingers into her sleeves. She stands. "‘Fascist’ is just a name for 
a way. Defeating the name will not defeat the way, the uncaring cosmos made manifest. The
Enemy’s adherents can fight through annihilation because their dominion lies outside their 
own lives. So long as it ends in slaughter, they’ll live on through the way."

She stands silent in the echo of her words, a midnight monolith so heartbreakingly 
resolute it feels like Jurnost must fracture and birth anew from her fervor. But it doesn’t.

 "Entropy," I finally say, "a struggle like this needs legions. And you fear you’re alone, so
that’s how you plan." I step up beside her, clasping her shoulder. "But there is no Big 
Communism Builder. You can’t design a future of togetherness in a room by yourself. 
You’re talking as though you’ve failed because you didn’t emerge from the ether with 
words so obscure and powerful no one could argue, or force you to step outside them."

I pull her around to face me. "But you said it yourself. Your ways are best for revealing 
truths in demons and dark realms. Quests of power and ascension. Halls of gods and myth. 
And as for hyphenated jargon, well, essays are for academics. My relationship with Earth 
constructs of race was…" I wave my tails, "complicated, but I know that under capitalism 
black workers were building for each other’s sake decades before white academics came 
along to call their way communism. You know what I think?" 

I motion back the way we came. "I think it’s the same for Shailavach. And I don’t think 
they look at you and say, ‘she’s the one who wanted to be living myth, but she lost herself 
when she tried to live in reality. That’s why her words turned to preaching and teaching 
lessons instead of weaving experiences.’" I levitate a stone along the pond’s surface, 
drawing homes and streets and smiling figures up out of its wakes. 

"I think they see someone who cared enough to leave her palace of gothic mystery and 
forbidden insight. Someone who used her power not to glorify her voice, but to make theirs
louder. You’re shadow. In the end, you can only reveal what people cast into you. It’s not 
failing to let them see that the same truth lives in your mythos as their reality—that if 
someone can spend so much time growing powerful and remember how to echo the needs 
of others, then no power in the universe has the right to treat them as lesser.’"

"Even if that’s true for Shailavach," she asks, "what about other people, other realms?"
"Stop trying to plan counterpoints to everything they might say," I answer. "They’re not

your enemies. You don’t need to write your words like a war-plan to batter them down." I 
hold up a claw. "And feeling like you do isn’t your fault, it’s the fault of people like Gera. So 
don’t try to guilt yourself on that either."

"Hypocrite," she mutters, but there’s a smile in her pout.



I roll my eyes. "I do know some things about you by now. That said, Shailavach can only
be, and speak for, Shailavach. That’s the thing about community, En. You don’t get to decide
for them whether they accept you. You do your best to be open. You support their power to 
choose everything else, together. That’s the only thing you can do that matters. But you 
knew that already. You just needed help to remember." Another squeeze on the black-clad 
shoulder. "That’s one reason why I promise I’m going to fight like hell so that you never 
need to fear fighting alone again. Because I trust you to have my back."

"That’s not fair," she says, sniffling. "You can’t just say things like that."
"Hey, dead weight’s not above fighting dirty." I wink. "On that note, I need to speak to 

someone. Old Shol." Entropy shifts and tilts her head. "You know him?" I add.
"Shol Irek," she says. "A path I came perilously close upon taking." She purses her lips. 

"Ask him about the Sgain Togre Phase-Duelists."
"Oh," I say. "Well, I knew he had a past."
"Do not force him," Entropy says. "But it would better our odds greatly if he took up his

sword one final time." She looks away. "He’ll set a condition. Tell him I vow to meet it."
"No matter what?" I ask.
"A risk well-weighed," she says. "Shailavach has seen enough strife."
I nod and hurry away with a last wave. Soon I pass through the tunnels to Shol’s grotto.

I find him in the same spot as always, rocking slowly on his porch.
"Well, well," he says, puffing smoke from his pipe, "if it’s not a certain demon with a 

harried way about him. How’d it fall out with the Vanguard and that Entropy, anyhow?"
With apologies for how busy I’ve been, I lay out everything that’s happened. Shol asks 

me to stop or go back now and then so he can push for more. I mention that Entropy 
threatened ‘a true phase-duel’ against Gera over Rosemary’s resurrection.

His right brow twitches. Miniscule, yet the movement’s there.
 "So," I finish, "that’s where we stand. I’m hoping I can tap hyperdimensional cognition 

before the battle, but it’s not easy. Right now Entropy and I are preparing the best we can."
"It’s alright, Ichril," Shol says. "I’m awed you can keep this calm, knowing what you 

must know, and ask help of an old killer like me. But I’ll not make it pointless for you."
"Shol," I say quietly, "she didn’t tell me anything except that I should mention a group 

called the Sgain Togre Phase-Duelists."
"Ah," Shol says. "So she must know. Why’d she not give you the rest as leverage?"
"Having to do better is the only useful punishment," I say. "You regret what you did and

you’ll give what we ask to make amends. That’s all she cares about. That’s all I care about."
"I didn’t expect that," Shol says quietly. He eases himself out of his chair. "If you didn’t 

know, why did I sense surprise?" He frowns. "You don’t think I hate Shailavach?"
"No," I say. "Why would you? Shailavach’s a village of good, earnest people. But 

communities like that don’t face so many problems for no reason." I run a finger along one 
horn’s edge. "Brooding while someone needed to set Gera straight, back when maybe Gera 
could’ve been set straight. You hid away, the old killer punishing himself, and your 
community got hurt anyway. Even a psionic has to act to make a real difference."

"Aye," Shol says. He taps ashes out of his pipe. He refills it and replaces it. "Very well, 
Ichril, a setdown fairly given. I’ll be there. But I do have one request."

"Entropy said she’d grant it, no matter what," I answer.



"Prescient woman," Shol says. "Well then… when the battle’s over and Shailavach’s 
safe, I want to go someplace like I’ve never been before. Then I want a duel to the death. No 
spite, but no kindness nor holds nor rules either. A true phase-duel, one last time."

"Shol," I say. "You don’t have to… I mean, you can…" 
His eyes crease above his snowy mustache. "It’s been such a long time since the Fringe 

and the Dawn of Death. I miss my wife. I miss my daughter. Kaliga and Morannon… I’ve 
forgotten when I forgot their faces." He sniffs. "I don’t want to build a new life out of the 
pieces I’ve got left. It’s been long years here, and quiet." He closes his eyes, smoking. "I’ve 
had my fill of the slow ebbing. I’d like to catch fire one last time, and then be gone."

I close my eyes and incline my head. "Alright, Shol. I’ll tell her. Thank you."
"And you," he says. "You’ve been a good visitor. I know you’ll pave a way of great things

behind you in the years to come. Carry a piece of me along to see, would you?"
"I can manage that much," I say, "for an old warrior." I bow and depart.
The deep sorrow lasts the hour of slow steps until I return, and find Shailavach 

transfigured. Banners and colored paper hang everywhere on every main street. Toy boats 
bob with toy revelers down the creeks beside overgrown halls, and long canoes with full-
size people bob with them. Everyone’s brought out an instrument, a platter of food, some 
toy or art or game. I find Saethenet near the square and gesture to the jubilant chaos.

"Don’t festivals normally involve some sort of planning?" I ask.
"Only if they have to be organized," she says. "I suggested we could do as we pleased, 

and it’s largely taking shape on its own. It turns out all they needed was an excuse from 
someone they looked up to." She flicks her tongue. "Which, apparently, means me. I’m not 
sure how to deal with that."

"You could dance," I say, nodding to a reeling circle as we pass.
"You know what, I could," she says. Nothing has prepared me for the moment when the

councilwoman adds, "and you could dance with me!" Saethenet seizes my arms and pulls 
me into the circle. 

Supernatural agility and strength could make a natural dancer. But what I am is a 
natural swordfighter. We usually work against opponents, not with partners. We interrupt 
moves, feint, give miscues—try to kill each other. I only know dance the way most Earth 
humans knew myths, gods and demons: wispy things like a memory inherited from 
someone else. This joyous whirling cacophony of figures all laughing with arms linked 
where the circle sometimes breaks into a couples’ frolic, then the unexpected intimacy of 
trying to move with Saethenet rather than against her…

But I soon realize that most of the people here dance even worse than I do. I also 
realize that Saethenet’s sinuous movements have awakened a different sort of devil inside 
me. I definitely have feelings about women with big, powerful tails. As for me, I know my 
body well. That’s enough to get by. After a while the dance breaks off so the musicians can 
rest and refresh themselves. Saethenet lingers with me after, then presses the small of my 
back and gives me a slit-eyed wink when she moves away. 

Hm. I may just have to take her up on that offer.
For now I’m content to wander the festival grounds, which cover at least the whole of 

Shailavach, and see how everyone’s found their niche. Madzal has three pans on the fire at 
once, passing off savory meats and fried dumplings as fast as they can cook them. They 
never ask for coin, nor does anyone else. Bi-ilyar passes out pastries from something I 
never thought I’d see in Shailavach: a rotating display warmer! 



It uses copper rather than tin, and rainbow-tinted crystal rather than glass, and 
multicolor runes rather than wires and bulbs. The arcane current seeps through the unseen
fabric where matter’s realms kiss the infinite, a hundred streams of aura and potential only 
aura-sight can see. In short, it’s even more beautiful than the warmth I already know.

I am in those iridescent streams, their tickle and surge. I am a shift, and the return-
ripple of joy in a hundred hearts, happy shouts and whistles and clapping, when I add a 
new layer to the enchantment. I make the current feeding it visible to mortal eyes. I’m ever 
more awake to the truth that my power can do so much more than destroy.

"Now there’s a dream I have to paint," Bi says, all the colors of the spectrum in his eyes.
I recognize an alert, tingling-anxious aura on the device a moment before I notice 

Mulreg holding a bundle of plates for another under her arm. She speaks with another 
baker nearby. I can only name this bittersweet. Their expression screams skepticism, and 
she’s clearly uncomfortable. I can’t say it’s undeserved.

She glances, sees me, and gives a halfhearted wave. I return a small salute, surprised at 
the little smile she ventures. I stride over.

"What’re your thoughts, Hasken?" I ask the baker, a chipper, black-furred, and 
somewhat-plump wolf man. He wears a lightweight leather suit to manage his fur.

"That with everything you told us," he says, then gives Mulreg a cutting look as he adds,
"and he did tell us everything, I don’t know how much of a chance I want to give her." He 
taps on his counter. "What do you think?"

"That you owe her nothing," I say. "No one is immune to damaging ideas written into 
the way they choose to construct the world. That doesn’t excuse her, but I do believe she’ll 
do better now that she’s learning to confront herself. Should you give her that chance? Well,
Mulreg’s spells have always been her best work, so it’s fitting to let her start her apology by 
working to make things easier for you … if that’s what you want from tonight."

"Hm," Hasken says. He glances to Bi’s display. "It does look cozy." He nods to Mulreg. 
"Set it up. I’m already tired of talking about you. I didn’t come out tonight to give lessons or 
punishments. All I want is to celebrate with the village and the people I love." 

He returns to preparing dough, and soon hums to himself without a care in the world.
A warm rushing eases the nervous chills in Mulreg’s aura. "Thank you, Ichril," she says, 

while fitting rods into the base to hold the crystal plates.
"Thank me by keeping at it," I answer. "Learn well. Don’t expect anyone to teach you, 

because you lost the right to that when you hurt them. This night is for healing. Do, accept, 
and bear every consequence in silence to keep it that way."

"I understand," Mulreg says, meeting my eyes. "I’m sorry, and I promise I won’t make 
that anyone else’s problem but mine." I nod to her one last time and trot away up the 
avenue. In minutes our somber talk feels like a distant memory, for I’m talked into 
throwing cloth bags at targets to win prizes for everyone who asks. 

A painting for a wispy-haired old human. A spyglass for a person of tentacles and 
bioluminescent eyes. A little dragon doll for a delighted kobold child. I’m still riding the 
high of their cheers after I leave. I soon have to weave around a throng of folks using mage-
light wands to cast illusory spells at each other. 

I let a heatless fireball strike me and set myself ablaze with cartoonish flames. I make a 
very dramatic display of running around screaming for a few seconds before I fall over and 
explode into a cloud of glowing ashes. The closest thing to danger is that a few of the 
revelers have to fight their laughter to breathe. I drink the rush of bubbling delight they 



share on their auras. This is how it was meant to be. All the quests, the powers, the 
rivalries… we’re just looking for this moment.

The sunbursts continue on under my feet. Hateful gleams still dapple the square’s tiling
and the glass filling this business or that home’s windows. Every so often I pass a familiar 
spot to see a razor nexus of half-seen forms growing steadily more solid. I know from the 
cold rippling under the festival’s aura that no one’s forgotten these threats.

Yet their wide smiles, every shout of "Hey, look who made it!" and "Come here, you 
have to try this!" and "you old witch, how have you been?"—these truths loom larger than 
the truths of our fear. Even with all the drills, all the talk, all the heartache, Shailavach’s joy 
is stronger than its dread. Parents chase after their children with looks of exasperation and 
tired amusement, not worry. And for all that the attack could come at any moment…

It just doesn’t. As late afternoon turns to evening, battle feels infinitely far away.
A surge of exhilaration washes over me. A billowing pressure from around the next 

corner: I brush through a cluster of ferns. I step around a paper screen put up to obscure 
threatening phantasmagorias, and arrive just in time to see Old Shol himself let loose the 
enormous ball of energy he’s gathered in his hands. It shoots skyward and blooms into 
twenty rosy plumes that become sparkling dust. The sea of stars glides down to rest, 
attiring every roof and watcher.

"Hey Shol," I call, and wave. "Mind if I cut in?"
"I’m not stopping, but you’re welcome to keep pace if you can!" he laughs.
I’m pure energy. If I can teleport, then I can teleport my energy too. So as Shol spins 

and leaps, clapping his hands together to cast broad clouds of heatless sparks and wreathe 
himself with bands of energy spiraling swiftly to another globe, I am steel’s grain and cool 
glisten in a rose-lacquer scabbard. I am blue lightning gathering. I am a curving edge 
multiplied twofold, fourfold, eight and sixteen, all radiating within.

Shol casts his globe upward. Have to time this perfectly—there! At the instant its 
surface ripples and unfolds, I flick my hand forward. A part of me opens there inside the 
globe’s crackling force and light. It carries my sphere of unborn shearing. When Shol’s 
amber firework detonates, blue arcs ripple inside its expanding surface for a heartbeat 
before they burst through. They blend into gradient waves of azure, gold, and orange. 

The old phase-duelist spins to stare. "Now where’d you learn to do a thing like that?"
I say, "Earth was home to many seers who glimpsed the secrets of power in other 

universes, and shared them." And you know what? That’s true enough. 
Shol furrows his brow. "They weren’t worried the secrets would be wielded against 

them?"
"My Earth was a strange world," I say. "Much power to imagine, or foresee. Yet it often 

allowed those with the greatest vision the least power to act on it."
"That so?" Shol asks. "Well… it’s a glad thing you can act in their memory."
"Maybe memory," I say. "Maybe a future they can find one day."
Shol’s look turns wistful. "That’s a good dream, lad," he says. "Make it real."
For a while, we shape our lights together. In time I wish him a good evening and 

wander on. Shyalk swigs ale and shares the choicest tales from many years of innkeeping, 
without a care to watch who taps which cask. Quelith holds a poetry reading, where every 
person who listens to the lilt of her voice shares the moment in their own way: a keen gaze, 
a silent "oh" of appreciation, slow nodding behind closed eyelids and a soft smile.



And in the village square itself, at the intersection of twelve cones of light cast by 
alternating lanterns with glass of red, orange, blue, and green: there sits Entropy. She 
weaves her shadows into fantastic shapes. A horned head, a crested dragon, a strange and 
spindly palace jutting from a crescent moon. A play of three-dimensional shadow-puppets 
put on for an enraptured crowd of children—and more than a few adults on the fringes.

She greets me with a little wave without breaking off the sonorous cadence of her 
voice. "Then the demon asked of the moon, ‘where shall we wander once the sun is put to 
bed? Though its light is harsh and angry, and I know that we must dim it, it has made all 
things to fly around it. It is the only beacon we know.’" 

Entropy pauses, smiling slyly and twisting her wrist to draw shadow-coils over all the 
lanterns. The children gasp and shift. Then slow rays break from a crescent, no longer 
hovering above and behind Entropy but resting on a child’s palm. Another kindles, and 
another, until everyone in the audience holds their own crescent with its own palace. 
Entropy spreads her hands, holding her own little crescent towards them as she finishes, 
"And the moon said, ‘We will soar past the stars to the place where the shadows dwell, and 
there we can dream whatever light we wish.’"

There at the back of all the dreamy faces, I see the golden hair and golden beard of 
Gerakaeto Mohs. His cheeks glitter with silent tears. And though perhaps he doesn’t 
deserve it, he, too, holds the little light Entropy has shared. Some of the children bound up 
to hug Entropy and thank her. Others wander off with their parents, babbling. About a third
stay right where they are, and watch with bright eyes as she reshapes her shadows for a 
new tale’s awakening. I wander on again. When next I see Saethenet, I ask a silly question.

"So, what’s the Shailavachan form of, er," I consider, "the people who get the festival 
crown? Is there a vote? Do people choose their own favorites?"

"Whatever do you mean?" she asks. "We’re here to bask in life outside ourselves. 
Imagine if we had to put someone first over all the rest of us, after we came together to sing
and dance and make things. It’d just take everyone else out of their joy."

I have to laugh at myself. "You know what… you’re right. Silly question. It’s from the 
memory of an I who’s still used to the ways of other places." 

"Entropy’s rubbed off on you a little, hasn’t she?" Saethenet asks.
"Shadow does not have to clarify," I say. "Sometimes that makes it easier to see."
"Hm," she says, and coils close. "I’ve tired myself out more than I meant to. But, er…" 

she leans up and flicks my cheek with her tongue, "consider that a promise for later."
I clear my throat a little. "And a promise in kind. Sleep well, Saethenet."
She waves and slithers off. Shol’s fireworks grow less boisterous, more subtle in their 

colors. The songs turn from rowdy choruses to sweet crooning: of dreams yet undreamt, of 
lovers found or lost. So passes the night until, one by one or with friends and family, folks 
drift off. A few slump at tables or on cots, in chairs, on couches under the sky of blue crystal 
shards, and sleep. When all has gone quiet I return to Entropy. She watches Gera sleep, 
alone in his chair, in the square where the colored lanterns still glow.

"Sleep does not appeal?" she asks.
"Not just yet," I say. "It’s been a good night. I’m not quite ready to let it go."
She chuckles. "Each in our own time," she agrees. She glances to colored paper 

streamers and happy banners swaying in the gentle breeze. "I needed this," she murmurs. 
"I am my dream’s keeper. But what have I wrought upon Shailavach? Disillusionment, 
worry, the revelation of the lurking Enemy."



"None of that was your doing," I say. I take a seat. "We’ll face the towering foe as long 
they keep coming." I gaze around the sleeping village. "I feel it here. The dream of a world 
they could never conceive. Once it blooms, they’ll never reach it again."

"I do believe you’re right," she says. She rises slowly. "I wish to show you a sacred 
place. It may seem discordant. Yet I hope it keeps the same spirit, despite everything."

"I’d love to see it," I say. I offer Entropy my hand. She takes it with a warm squeeze and 
a slow tide of umbra like lightless gossamer.

Shadow presses me as painless heat and strange, snug closeness. Eternal twilight 
opens: gold, red, and amber rays dappled by iridescent rainbow-tones. They fall from a star
cloven by a once-crimson shear, now faded into rosy pink. Its light spills over a realm 
where stained-crystal shards and glittering metal lie within coursing powder. 

Entropy sits, her shadows appearing to drape crossed legs. She faces the precipice 
overlooking ever-shifting hills. They glitter by the cloven star’s glow. Valleys deepen. 
Heights fade. A land as formless and primordial as dream itself, forever washing away and 
forming new mountains and clouds under a ceaseless breeze’s touch. I walk closer. Entropy
gestures beside her. I take a knee, then slump back to share her pose. 

"Beautiful, aren’t they?" she asks. "The Ashes of Iilsiirian. Homeworld to the Siirlinu. 
You may have heard their name whispered by another form—the Reflection-Shapers."

"Yes," I say softly. "I have heard that name." The deep sadness settles on me of 
something lost before I could know it. "They’re gone, then."

Entropy nods. "Millions of years ago. They were graceful, splendorous, abidingly kind. 
The Siirlinu chose to see worthwhile dreams in every living thing. They never needed to 
understand. ‘Come here, umbral one. You deserve a home, too.’" 

The same airy melancholy stirs us. The umbral blade drifts before Entropy. She 
brushes its grip with fitful fingers. "So they would have said.’" Her voice turns distant, and 
her words carry us back on the waves of memory. "When the Nemesis crept back from the 
abyss and met all that came to life in their absence, the Siirlinu would not, or could not, see 
their true nature. They clung to wide-eyed hope for the good in all things."

She drifts her gaze to the cloven star. "And they perished, like all the Elder Peoples of 
the Axiom, shoulder to shoulder against the Dread Enemy."

"Is there any defeating them?" I ask.
"Yes," Entropy says. "Or at least their servants. But not if we do as the Shapers did. Not 

if we cover the nature of the Nemesis from ourselves with lovely ideas."
I lower my eyes, pressing my fingers to my lips, and then my fingers to the charnel 

ground. "It all sounds so terribly unfair."
"It was," Entropy says, "and it is. And yet," she leans her head back. A soothing gust 

ripples her shadows, and veil, and snow-white hair. Her parted lips form a faint smile. 
"After the Nemesis brought the full weight of their hunger on the Siirlinu, and all the 
gardens, spires, interwoven planes of Iilsiirian burned to oblivion… after all, still," her voice
breaks. Trickles of something clear catch the light on her pale cheeks, "The Ashes of 
Iilsiirian keep a place for me. Their life has already passed. No one will come here to grow 
something they call joy, and cast me out in rage if I hope to share it."

Entropy sniffles. "I might as well, you know? If I cannot hold communion with living 
things why not the dead?" A low and rhythmic sound, raw yet empty of pain, shakes her 
voice and shoulders. The outer one, of woven shadows and umbral blade, is crying.



"So," I say, "that’s why some people find their peace in cemeteries. And that’s why 
you’re drawn to the places, like absolute ruin, that no one else would think to call home."

Entropy nods. "Here it doesn’t matter if my voice is the Deluge, or my breath is death. 
Here I remember what it means to hurt. Here I can heal, and forever abide with the dreams 
that could have been." She reaches a spectral sleeve under her veil to dry unseen eyes. "You
see? Despite everything, I am quite an easy creature to know."

"Most of us are," I agree. "If the people around us don’t choose to be spiteful fools 
making it harder for themselves, and just focus on the parts that matter to us." I look at her 
sidelong. Wry. "‘You know… it won’t ruin your mystique if you simply ask someone to 
speak about things that were, and watch the sunset with you."

She chuckles. "Were you not paying attention?" She pulls the umbral blade down from 
the air and hugs it close, grip and guard snug against her shoulder. "I already did." Serene 
as the glittering ash, we keep our vigil together: gazing into the eternal twilight of 
Iilsiirian. 



Chapter 12 Content Warnings

Mental: desire to die, fear, overstimulation 

Physical: body horror, extreme gore, violence, and death

Supernatural: breakdown of reality, cosmic horror, eldritch fascism, hyperdimensional 
cognitohazards, psychic infliction of pain/trauma 



Chapter 12
Red Sun Requiem

The day comes eight mornings later with furor, the distorted hymnal of a thousand 
steel throats. I am clothed and armored when Saethenet stirs.

"What in the name of all…" she mutters, rubbing her eyes. "Oh. Oh!" I toss her clothes to
her while she slithers about in a rising panic. "Um…" she halts, scaly maw opening and 
closing. "Stay safe, Ichril. That’s the thing to say, yes?" She shifts. "I don’t want to send you 
off with the wrong idea…"

"It’s good for adults to have flings," I say, cupping her cheek. "Last night was wonderful,
and I’m glad to have shared it with a friend."

She clasps my hand. "Good of you to have the words." She flicks her tongue. "If they 
have teeth, kick them in. If not, give them teeth and then kick them in."

"That’s the thing to say," I tell her, drawing my Muramasa and leading the way. Down 
all streets, everyone hurries to prearranged locations. The village square is closest. I clasp 
Saethenet’s hand and teleport. We find a slant-sided, squat construct: shadows condensed 
to even faces with purple undertones.

Entropy coalesces on our side of the crowd entering the umbral gateway. They pass 
into echoing obsidian halls where silver sentinels watch. "Shol handles the first wave," she 
says. "You the west, I the east. Teleport everyone to their assigned shelter, return for battle 
planning."

"Can we guard that many entrances?" I ask.
"I’ll dissipate the others," she says. "This one has the best sight-lines and most secure 

approaches, so far as three-dimensional structures will affect hyperdimensional 
movement." She grimaces. "One entrance must remain. If I fell against the onslaught and 
left no material link, they would be lost until I am reborn. At the worst, centuries."

Thundercracks and fell lights play against Shailavach’s northern skyline. Fractured 
visions: peeling flesh, glinting blades, embers from metalloid jaws.

"You could’ve waited until I didn’t have to hear that," Saethenet says.
"I fear I could not," Entropy answers. "You must keep the secret. Fan their hope’s fire."
Gera stumbles from the crowds and up to us. He wears no armor and carries no sword, 

a disheveled yellow-haired man with haggard eyes in an old black coat. "What should I do?"
he asks. "I… I should fight, shouldn’t I?"

"You would die," Entropy says. "Remember the boy who wished only for little magics 
on the streets of Tov. Now is his hour. Use every trick, tale and riddle to weave light dreams
of hope and joy away from the nightmare present."

"These beings feed on violence," I say. "If Shailavach's souls don’t resonate, the enemy 
will focus on us. It’s easier to defend ground than people."

"Right," Gera says, nodding rapidly. "Right, yes, I…" he swallows nerves, "I can do that." 
He turns away, muttering, "past the stars where we dream what we like…" And he’s lost in 
the crowd. Saethenet hugs us each one last time, then busies herself waving other 
Shailavachans into relative safety.



"Let’s go," Entropy says. And we do—casting ourselves through the psychic web of a 
thousand spheres linking every sapient soul in Shailavach. We blip from home to home, 
seeking stubborn elders who insist they need one last thing, rounding up lost children 
seeking toys and pets, and the parents who search for them. Breathless minutes pass. 
Blood-red rays break the clouds. 

Hateful forms teem in those incandescent gaps. Tesselating, fluted prongs, off-angle 
claws half-hollowed by sunflare radiance within, many sunspots in ordered rows. I arrive 
at the square with the last villager. Entropy appears a moment later, and Shol. 

He wears a long, sleeveless black coat with many splinted plates and a colorless two-
tone sash. Bands of red, orange, gold, and white wrap his arms from the elbow to the wrist 
under pale blue gauntlets matching the icy hues of his plate cuirass, pauldrons, and helm. 
Five straps of plaited leather hold bronze discs ordered by size at his waist’s front. An awful
wound gouges the helm’s temple and shears away one cheek-guard to cleave his left cheek. 

It knits shut while he raises a huge, broad-bladed greatsword with curving double 
edges. He rests it on his shoulder. "You didn’t lie about these horrors," he says. "Wicked 
quick. I’m thankful none so far have had the way of the phase-lash, or I doubt not the first 
would’ve killed me." He lifts his helm’s severed cheekguard. Metal grains writhe out, 
glowing with heat that passes through his helm as it sutures back together. "Softened the 
stroke. Enough that it didn’t end me, anyway," he explains.

"What’s our plan, En?" I ask.
"Stretch out your psyche," she says. 
I sift auras like caltrops scattering in the folds of grey-matter synapses. I balk at 

scalding, like the heat that lies behind the brim of a crucible formed jaws to fasten through 
my face from the inside out. "That’s their leader?" I ask.

"Just so," Entropy agrees. "Shol and I draw it at the slaughtering ground already 
marked in the north. You hold this entrance. If too much distance opens between any foe 
and our violent delights…"

"They’ll sense the Shailavachans," I say. "And they’re psionics. They have the raw 
power of the font that springs itself, not magic you can unravel, or divine imbuement you 
can corrupt. They’ll breach your shadows eventually."

"I can seal the plane if I must," Entropy says. "But that may not avail if they overthrow 
me. They will devour every trace I leave behind. Perhaps enough to track."

"Should’ve taken that Priengal’s head off the sooner," Shol says. 
"Probably, but no point thinking about that now," I say. "Alright." I take a deep breath. 

"I can do this. It’s easy enough. After all, I don’t have a choice."
Entropy glances down. "Ichril, here," she says. She catches up her umbral blade and 

tosses it. I receive it, thunderstruck. "How can I hope this sword shall choose me if I never 
let it know choice?" she adds. "Let it shape its story through you. The emptiness within will 
mutate with your power as well as mine. To the foe, it is oblivion."

"Thank you," I say. "But, even if it’s not your sword yet, it’s still the sword you use. 
What will you do?"

Entropy crosses her wrists before her with each palm facing outwards. "I possess many
other mysteries," she says. Her shadows thicken into clanking black chains. Six enormous 
lengths tipped with giant scythe blades coil from behind her. "Why not enjoy them?"

I settle the umbral blade through my sash’s other side and draw it with my left hand.
"Always against the Enemy’s hymn," Entropy intones, "to its undoing and unmaking." 



I echo her words because it just feels right. My two-sword work’s a little rusty. I hope 
I’ve not forgotten too much. "All fortune favor you both," I say, raising my Muramasa and 
the unsheathed umbral blade in tandem salute.

"Ninth Injunction: Oblivion," Shol Irek says, returning the salute. "No warrior escapes 
nothingness."

"I am the abyssal dream made real," Entropy says. A single blue glint passes from 
beneath her veil. "I am the zeal beyond all respite and the life in the Void."

Each disappears. I take my place before the sealed shadow-vault where Shailavach’s 
truest treasure hides, and settle to flow-drills. My wait doesn’t last long. 

Ululating steel howls like the three-way melding of a foghorn, an air-raid siren and 
lowing cattle. Reddening aura-waves pulse. Each leaves a deeper shade of bloody tinting on
all it passes over. Each spikes my mind with the sight, scent, and charring agony of flesh 
gouged, worlds burned, spirits sent to the Unraveling Void. Steam and darker vapors rise 
like oil-smoke from the square-tiles. Spectral figures billow. 

My enemy hurtles around the bend in the northern avenue. Fractured patterns, 
striated rust-reds, purples, and pinks, rumpled viscous-looking flesh impressions and 
hinted fangs in radial maws. Now is the moment. If I’m to make a stand, I must find the 
fourth dimension. 

I sink into the present-tense nexus of a hundred past moments and every future that 
went unborn. Fianyrikt unfolds across an intersecting continuum of herself: some glossier, 
some ruined, some haggard, some smiling, in all the hundred ways she might have found 
herself sooner or never. In her every silhouette are Gera and Pri, Mulreg and Quelith, 
Entropy and I and everyone any of us ever met. Every place, from Bes’s farm to Bi’s pastry 
shop, from the village hall and Old Shol’s grotto, casts blending, arcing waves of color in the 
vastness of my psyche’s memorial mementos. With all these things inside me, I am inside 
them inside myself, and inside the onrushing enemy I unfold into.

The words of a three-dimensional tongue cannot tell the fourth dimension’s truth. I can
only cast ripples, and hope. See the front and back and unfolding molecules of every object 
in a sphere of sense that’s every shape at once. Shailavach is a maze of geometries. Inside 
the maze are countless more. The Enemy’s adherents bring their own like cracks that 
morph the world. 

And I see my foe in full.
Before I was afraid. Now I’m terrified. I don’t know whether it strands itself through 

higher dimensions yet, or I use my mystery imperfectly, or this is simply how the foe’s 
dimensions are meant to work. My sight upon it becomes irradiating touch, nauseous and 
scalding. Its mass undulates or grows or surges towards me and away with shapes so 
distorted they squirm in my eyeballs—and I’m not looking through my eyeballs.

It’s impressionist scrawl and burning-film voids implying radiant fangs and hateful 
eyes. When I launch at it, it distorts away across the greened-over bronze of the nearest 
building. I snarl and cleave, and when the damnable being warps the old bronze warps with
it into a spherical cage. My strikes shriek through in swirling sparks. But the waves I 
project bend around the horror without touching it. It lashes out with blobs that harden 
into gleaming spikes.

I teleport away to catch my bearings. The entity deforms with the change in my aura’s 
pressure as though I’d punched a vat of slime. Its outer sprawls shift to follow me all the 
faster for the transmuted force. 



All these round warps make me understand--the radial cut I practiced at the festival is 
already a slash in four dimensions! I am the space wrapping each blade and the space they 
travel to. I cocoon the Muramasa’s blue fire and the umbral blade’s shadow. They bloom in 
answer to the horror’s spikes and slash them asunder.

"Come on, you filth!" I yell, angry and fearful and giddy. I wouldn’t want a single one of 
these feelings gone. "You’re about to learn my name!" I explode with the slayer’s delight on 
the maelstrom’s brink. There’s no mistaking my half-naked skull and socketed fire for 
anything but devilry.

I am action and reaction so innate that I feel inevitable, one blade a fell glow and the 
other an arc of ravenous midnight hacking in all directions. Our clashes carve spirals and 
crescents and splintering waves from the square and ramps above. I learn that my enemy 
can’t teleport. Of course it can’t. Its existence is a closed loop, a pleading echo of something 
infinitely greater. What would it know of places or people or the continuum of itself?

My next warcry is wordless, guttural, exultant. I am a star field of blooming devastation
dashing away the entity’s spikes. When it bursts with irradiant inferno, I slash through the 
inverting cone with the umbral blade. It scores a hit now and then—a gash, a little 
puncture, a swath of cinders from my jaw. But even if I don’t quite understand the space or 
what ‘closer’ means yet, I can sense when it moves close enough to wound.

Sometimes when I scythe it I see brighter spots, as when my Muramasa paints a rend 
through it to color a tower’s side high above the square. Once I know where to look I can 
track their whorls, greater luminescence hidden in this being’s ever-shifting hues. When 
next I skid along the space between a spike and its base with my Muramasa biting it away 
from me, I stretch the umbral blade. It lances deep into the bright spot. The creature 
convulses immediately and snaps its mass of maws down.

I blur in a helix studded all around by kinetic bursts and rip a hole to freedom through 
its viscous body. Molten blood swirls from my form’s ragged rends. It crystallizes on the 
flat-round-bumpy-even bowl of the square’s tiles.

These are monsters of light. Glowing points must mark areas where they anchor their 
manifest forms and move most strongly. I need to seek the dimmest places to carry my 
killing intent as deep as possible before the psyche’s core reasserts.

But the entity’s no rigid thing. The dim spots in its morass always shrink away from my
sprints and bulge anew elsewhere. My foe squirms, boils, and whips blazing bright spots at 
me. Whenever I teleport closer, it lets the suddenness of my presence deform it to safety.

Far to the north, something metallic and many-legged bends the clouds to stride upon 
the soil of Jurnost. Its aura hammers a mind-spike through my skull and expands into ever 
more gouges. I’m widening, splitting, tearing to accommodate the vastness. In the instant it 
takes to drive it out, the striated being flays me from arm to shoulder. I lose the Muramasa.

"Won’t be that easy!" I shout, bolting away.
I could surround it with a barrage of sphere-slashes, but I’d only strike it with the 

fringes. A huge waste of strength. 
The shadow-vault’s behind me. More entities scuttle on the walls, seep through the sky.

They force Shailavach’s homes and towers and arcing ramps to warp like archways, like 
tunnels, like the clawing digits of a wounded animal. Am I about to lose? I won’t think of 
everyone below. No fraying yet, but I’m less here than I was. 

I dart away from a swarm of spikes—wrong timing! The entity hits the vault door. It 
recoils. Its eye-impressions focus on the shadows. How do I strike it if it senses every attack



coming? Its friends warp around it. They all want to crowd the same space. To gather up 
and breach that vault. Every time I try to charge one the others distort away and whirl to 
hammer, to claw, to belch out sunflare beams of scourging power that rip deeper and 
deeper into Entropy’s shadows.

They torture space into spirals, conjuring mazes of displaced or replaced square-tiles 
and facades. I can barely parry the burning claws foaming around corners, and even with 
both hands behind the umbral blade they can blast through my defense: the whole mass get
better and better at threading all their attacks to land on me in cones and helixes and 
interwoven lines. I burn, I tumble, I get up and snarl and yet there’s nothing I can do…

That’s it! There’s nothing I can do!
I recall the Muramasa and charge the amorphous entity. I lunge low past a clattering 

mass of intersecting plates and knives swung on crystal sinews. This one’s slower. I carve it
with the Muramasa, but that’s not the true aim. 

I hurl the umbral blade. I am the shifting lattice of negative space between their auras. I
am the empty pocket behind the first. It divots away. A single dark mottle rises from 
blended colors on its far side. I swing the Muramasa up two-handed and charge the blade 
with snarling blue lightning until the sheer weight of my aura gives the enemy pause.

Then with the subtlest mental nudge I seize the air-pocket around the nothingness fifty
yards away. The umbral blade’s black arc hurtles through the dim spot as a shearing dark 
flicker. Eldritch gore splatters from a bubbling trench. The monstrosity recoils back at me 
and I plunge the searing Muramasa into the wound’s deepening darkness. The blue fire 
chars its mass. This radiance is mine, and my light is just as much an opposing truth to the 
Enemy as Entropy’s shadow.

"I told you you’d know my name!" I roar. "I am Ichril Kagorat—Udugal!" Rising spirit, 
resurging power: I am swifter than ever. I am quicksilver wrath, bloodlust’s judgment, I am 
the sacred bolt of damnation’s own fire. I catch the crystal-sinew being between a bloom of 
radial cuts and a telekinetic spin of the umbral blade. I finish it when I drive my claws into 
its core and clench them on the psychic counterpressure of its hateful soul.

I unleash a whirlwind of cuts and an overrunning thrust against beings of gaseous fume
and stone that fractures and recombines to move. In a one-two rhythm they fall apart 
before me. I catch the first horror with one surprise attack after another. I veil the umbral 
blade’s telltale nothingness by sending it around or piercing through its allies, by flying the 
Muramasa ahead of it, and even by summoning a sphere-cut I teleport the umbral blade 
inside to breach from my power’s concealing shockwave.

The glowing spots grow more concentrated, more visible, even as the dark seams 
inside the foe’s surface grow larger. I feel the wear. Soon I’ll begin to fray. 

"You first, little enemy!" I snarl.
One day Entropy can teach me to warp a single attack across many lines, or I’ll teach 

myself. Right now I have no way to shape a lattice of unmaking between all the dark spots 
plaguing my first foe. So let’s cast some ripples.

I snap my arms in a crossover throw to send the Muramasa and the umbral blade 
shearing on alternate paths. They pierce a being of metal spars and chain-link limbs much 
like the one I slew in the construct halls. I teleport past, and I am thirty places all around 
the first and final throw. When the Muramasa and the umbral blade impact my palms, I 
weave them in a last furious assault of teleported cuts and thrusts.



From thirty points their projected energies drive against the entity and ripple through 
it. It wails. It warps. I gather the umbral blade into a thrust and plunge home against the 
bulging shadow right under the viscous skin. A single fractured shriek from the foe.

It rips apart in swirling fountains of otherworld blood and viscera that collapse into 
darkening vapor around me. Its aura decays into dust-pricklings, then nothing.

There comes from the north a stillness so profound and bitter cold that I sway to feel it.
Something metal and mountainous rears up. It blooms with crystalline wave-crests of blue, 
to pink, to blood red. A sweep of leeching plumes from its stiffening corpse. It snuffs the 
light holding open the wound in the sky, and washes the blood red from the nodulous 
buildings of Shailavach. And for all this, as tired and dizzy as I am, my form does not fray.

I spread-eagle because I can, swords still firm to hand. I leave the mysteries of higher 
dimensions as a sensation of forever opening in my mind’s back. I laugh, and laugh, and 
laugh just because I have no reason not to. 

"Woo!" I yell, and show no shame when Entropy and Shol reappear.
"Take it you were successful," Shol says.
"Well done, Ichril!" Entropy says. "Yes… their ends written in memorial auras… 

spectacularly done! I must remember that veiled attack you invented, the umbral sword 
from within a radiant feint." She gathers her shadows and shuffles the slaughtered entities’ 
remnants into some nowhere space where they’ll never be seen. 

"Hey, I would never have put those pieces together without your teachings," I say. I rise
to my knees with an indulgent groan. I reverse the umbral blade, sheathe it, and pull it from
my sash. "Here. Maybe it’s not your sword yet, but it’s not mine either. And it suits you." I 
offer it to her with gentle hands supporting its scabbard. She kneels to accept it in the same 
style, and inclines her head.

"Thank you," she says softly. The shadow-forms ripple as they draw closer to her 
hands. Stirring, reshaping, adding hints of fluted geometric flourish to the scabbard and 
fittings. The grip and handguard warp the most. All suggestion of tsukamaki disappears, 
replaced by something porous and organic. She frees the blade for a moment, peering, as its
double-edge becomes a little more like a saber.

I nod to it. "Time for a change?"
"Time to begin trying, at least." Entropy sheathes the blade. "I can create something 

that stirs the same hymn from my heart without clinging to a copycat's idolatry." Her aura 
remains as void as ever. Still, there's a sharpness, a pressure to her words.

I offer a smile. "A worthy goal."
Entropy returns it with a wry twist. "I scarcely care whether anyone finds my creation 

worthy. I just plain desire to, Ichril. I yearn to forge a sword that looks, that sings, that 
cleaves like only I could dream of."

Then, turning as she rises, she hooks a hand upward and unlatches the vault. 
Shailavach’s folk stream out, and Saethenet promptly organizes a cheer despite our best 
efforts to persuade her otherwise. 

"Let’s hear it for the saviors of Shailavach!" she calls. She asks no single cry of them, nor
do they give one. A thousand voices give a hundred different cries. But the ones I treasure 
most are the simplest. One’s the most common: "Thank you!" The other comes from one 
voice alone, trailing after the others: "We’ll never forget you!" Quelith calls.

"Well, they don’t have to go anywhere," Saethenet says. "Do you?"



"Have to, no," I say. "But I think we will be." I share a wry smile with Entropy. "It’s what
souls like us do. Blow in from realms unknown, help how we can, then pass on."

"As all dreams must, after they become reality," Entropy says quietly. Then she looks 
up to Shailavach’s people. "But I don’t think it’ll hurt anything if we linger for one night 
more." The cheers this time just about knock us over. Everyone’s just gotten to talking 
about victory celebrations when a rune-flyer thrums out of the sky. It lands with a 
pressurized hiss of struts on the square’s tiles, and the pilot pops the cockpit window.

"Good day, comrades!" he calls. "I’m from the people’s commission in the free city of 
Tov. I’m to tell you all you’re welcome to send a representative. There’s no ‘must’ in Jurnost
now, but," he tips his helmet, "if you need us, that’s where you’ll find us." He waves. "I’d 
stay longer to speak about the revolution, but I have twenty other towns to visit and I’m 
afraid I didn’t schedule to account for dodging terrors from the sky."

He points to Entropy. "Say, aren’t you that shadow-mystic?"
"My role was quite minor," Entropy says.
The pilot waves a hand. "Who cares, comrade? Every role is vital. Oh!" he turns to the 

assembled villagers. "We’re pretty sure we can end scarcity in Jurnost. Should be some 
more rune-flyers in soon to start bringing Shailavach its share of what we reclaimed."

"Weren’t the rune-flyers the property of the nobility?" Saethenet asks.
The pilot laughs. "So they said, comrade—but we’re the ones who know how to build 

and fly them!" He waves one last time, closes the cockpit, and lifts off.
"You weren’t joking about the folks in Tov," I say, turning to Entropy. "What did you 

actually do, if you don’t mind my asking?"
"Oh," she says, resting her fingers on her cheek, "perhaps a certain someone, soundless,

scentless, and steeped in shadow, may have visited all the oppressors’ armories and altered
their weapon and armor enchantments. Ensuring, of course, that the changes only 
manifested when the weapons were raised en masse in anger."

She settles the umbral blade back at her own hip. "I didn’t want them to have time to 
find or steal improvised gear after their good equipment fell apart."

"A minor role?" I ask, raising an eyebrow.
"The common folk still had to rise in such numbers that the oppressors marched out in 

civil war," Entropy says. 
"Fair point," I say. We step closer together and look about. There’s no trace of any 

phantasmagoric omens. "It’s actually over, then." 
"It is," Entropy agrees. "They’re safe to create all the futures they desire. No Enemy’s 

malice, or greedy nobles, or fallen heroes." She looks towards the sitting figure of 
Gerakaeto Mohs, seen sometimes through the babbling crowd. "How did he do?" she asks 
Saethenet.

Saethenet shrugs. "He tried much too hard at first. A lot of juggling, loud shouting, 
throwing his arms around. Folks yelled at him a few times, but he always changed his tricks
and kept trying. I think he did more good than not, in the end." She shakes her head. "The 
little ones mostly hid against their parents. Strangely, it was the adults who seemed 
happiest for the distraction."

"That does not surprise me," Entropy says.
"What about you two?" Quelith asks, approaching. "I know you’re wandering on, but…"
"Well," I say, "Jurnost has been good to me. Shailavach especially. But I don’t want to 

stay forever. There are so many planes, worlds, whole universes I’ve never seen. We’re all 



wandering in at least one dimension, marking our path and the ways we make it with this 
construct we call time. Some of us wander in dimensions where fewer souls can join us."

"I’m afraid I have no idea what those last parts mean," Saethenet says.
I smile softly. "That’s how we know we need to wander in different ways." I turn to 

Entropy. "Still, I’d like a friend to share the experience."
"I find your company pleasant," Entropy says. Then, sighing, she folds her arms. "It’s a 

little late for the distant façade, isn’t it? We’ve already agreed that we are friends." She 
smiles. "Of course I’d like us to journey together." She looks to Quelith.

The bookseller grins sheepishly. "Er… thank you for your help with my research, 
Entropy." Why is she blushing? Oh. Well, good for them! "But it wasn’t meant, and I… erm… 
don’t want it to be, any sort of long-term commitment."

"You’re sure?" Entropy asks, quirking her lips. "I am one bride in a rich and well-
rounded polycule. Several very charming husbands and various other wives, depending on 
how one transmutes the truth into numbers." She quirks her lips. "We have several non-
binary and gender-fluid partners, you see. Among other wonders."

"Uh…" Quelith’s whole face has gone red. "That sounds too advanced for me right now, 
but I do thank you for the offer."

"Of course," Entropy says.
"You won’t stay any longer than another night?" Saethenet asks.
"I am away from home too long already," Entropy says. "Ichril and I will return soon. 

There’s one more thing we must do." She looks to Shol. He nods.
"Let’s walk," he says. "I’d like to see the old place one last time." The three of us fall in 

together. We wave to Shailavach’s people, and they wave back with cheers and well-wishes 
until we’re well out of sight of the square. Together, wistful, we three reach the cheery old 
cabin in the sun-dappled grotto. Shol clears his throat. He looks to me. "Ichril… that you’re 
still standing, and the victor unaided to boot, means I’ve done you a bitter disservice by not 
teaching you all these years. Maybe I should stay to redress that."

"No need," I say. If only this could go on forever, so the end will never quite arrive. 
"Everyone has to choose their time, Shol. I’m glad to have known you while I did."

"Same to you, lad," Shol says, his eyes creasing. 
He turns slowly, walks, then stops before the cabin’s moss-hung porch. He calls a tiny 

forge-bright flame into his hand. He holds it before him. He looks from the flowering vines 
on the old rafters, to the faint dust in the windows, to his chair in a ray of sunlight speckled 
by dust-motes like gems of stellar fire. 

"You know," he says, "I could. But I think I’d just be trying to keep hold of it another 
way." He lets the fire ebb as I step up beside him. "And I don’t have to continue just because
it does. This old place can get along without me."

He clasps my hand in a firm grip. I shake my head, smile, and pull him into a deep hug. 
Shol pats my back as he says, "I’d like to teach you one thing at least. These mysteries 
Entropy’s given, they’re things to prize. I don’t have time to pass on the like, but I suspect 
she can help you learn the phase-lash when the time comes."

"Don’t worry about that," I say. "We’ll make our way."
"But you don’t want to overlook the small things," he says. "A little in the right place 

can change as much as all the grand powers." He steps back and draws his greatsword. He 
whips it through steady motions. A small glowing vise forms behind the blade’s razor point.



"We called this the Third Hand. You’re not limited to one, but the more you make, the 
more you divide your power." He demonstrates: first a normal swing, then one with the 
Third Hand that reaches such blistering speed that halting it staggers him. "Bit out of 
practice, eh?" He motions. "I don’t need to tell you about swords and leverage. This gets 
around all that. Telekinesis for the control and binding-strength of half-swording with all 
the striking power of the grip only, er…" he chuckles, "grips."

I draw my Muramasa and try it, summoning a demonic palm to press near the point as 
I swing. The sword nearly flies out of my grip. I whistle, sheathe it, and bow.

"Thank you, Shol," I say. "I’ll learn it well."
"My pleasure," he answers. "And, er… and that’s going to be all." He looks to Entropy. 

"I’m ready. Let’s go."
"A moment long foreseen," Entropy says, her voice melancholy. "I hope in its clash, you 

shall find your exit to paradise." Eight shadow-tendrils peel open a portal. I can’t see its 
other side from where I stand, but fiery light pours through with a tide of embers. She nods 
to me. "Ichril. Keep the dream real if I should fall."

"You’d better not," I say softly. "I have no idea where I’d start."
"Then," she says, and places her right hand on the umbral blade’s grip, "I swear I shall 

not fall." She blows a kiss across the distance towards Shailavach, and passes through. 
Shol pauses on the brink. The infernal glows from the other side raise glittering 

crescents out of the tears brimming in his eyes. A single drop trickles down into his snow-
white mustache. "Well, then… take care of yourself, lad."

"Burn brightly, Shol," I say. He smiles, nods, and is gone across the world-threshold.

I lead Shol into the endless domain ruled by black metalloid constructs, spars and 
fluted towers and flanged flights of wedges in rings throughout a great bronzy nebula. Far 
away, at the absolute center, burns the gargantuan red sun.

"Here burns the Bloody Harbinger to the Mortal Harvest," I shout. "Dour Ainshaer, the 
archean overseer of violence without a cause!"

My leap’s thunder ripples my flesh and blasts a ringing divot into the dark metal. I soar 
upon the shockwave with scalding winds. Embers from a thousand gutted eternities weave 
through black silks and silver hems with my spread-armed somersault. Iron fire, acrid ash, 
forlorn bones bequeath their scents. I land atop a stark monolith wreathed by glows like a 
nuclear dusk. At my back the glintless black buttresses claw to frame the snarling bloody 
sphere, five-fold arrays irising in upon the core.

Midnight against inferno, this eclipse called I. My shadows harden into iridescent dark 
armor, nocturne plate over robes of gossamer umbra.

I speak to violence. This violent realm echoes me, until riding upon the howling clangor
wreaked by dread aeons my chill whisper sounds sharp and clear as damnation.

"Always for the moment when no universe, no foes, no self exist. The only thing shown 
for real: the duel." A jet gauntlet finds woven shadow. The umbral blade sings freedom. Its 
long razor curve blots lambent rays unto dusk behind its veil. By their perjured glow it 
mutates, reddening through the uppercut arc it carves out around my uprising silhouette. 



Now it is become gauzy glass inside a ruby corona. From a high hanging guard its point 
salutes the far-flung warrior far below. "Hail the Red Sun."

"No universe, no foes, no self," Shol calls. "That’s the Tenth Injunction! You truly are a 
phase-duelist!"

"But not of Sgain Togre’s get," I answer. "I curse myself to illuminate only the roads I 
never travel. The way ahead is darkness forevermore." The shadows at my back catch fire 
by the red-sun’s rays. Heat washes forward against manifest flesh. My umbra burns and 
grows anew, and now I am the center of smoke into fire into shadow. Inferno climbs my 
right arm’s underside and ignites the umbral blade within.

"Aye," Shol agrees. "So here we stand, two souls of cinder. No one to paint a new world 
from our blood. No demon from the cosmos to sing us a lullaby of the end." He draws his 
great blade with a last triumphal ring, and it mirrors the apocalyptic nova of Ainshaer in its 
sweep. "Naught to eat of but darkness. Let’s see which of us is last to light it!"

We burst far out around ourselves as many sibling silhouettes, an ever-unfolding 
infinity of every imaginable attempt for the other’s unmaking. We start and end or abort 
fragments of strikes beyond counting: an arm’s figment, a sword’s hollow, a strike fading 
into a gust of smoke when the spectral jaw it sought disappears. We meet in a shrieking 
pass of scything strokes. We flicker between two, five, ten rebirths of the same clash. Here I 
weave the umbral blade around Shol’s and drive for his throat, there Shol foresees that 
weave and slips low with a shear for my belly.

Each tries to pull the other with them to the next pinpoint in the lattice. I draw Shol 
with me as I incarnate the Entropy who wins that weaving bind. He succumbs and hardens 
into the Shol with his blade outmaneuvered, his throat bare before the thrust. But just 
before he grows concrete, just as I commit, he manifests from the spectral self who flows 
around. Now his blade binds mine, now his point drives for my throat, now I phase into the 
Entropy lunging low beneath and blasting shade-spikes outward.

Shol is already wreathing his sword as a cone of misty phantasms to ward away my 
spikes. No straight-line retelling can capture a truth like all the onslaught-webs we travel in
many opposite directions at once. 

We scatter ourselves like moons of the psyche orbiting the sun of each greater self. We 
walk the continuum in countertime, the quantum blitz of the phase-lash, each position, 
each strike, each power a notion cast out in the strange psychic gestalt of the duel.

I condense most of myself into the single mind where I sense lessening resistance, and 
Shol condenses away into the counterthrust that gashes past my shoulder. I am bliss and 
bloodlust in every smog-breaking clash, and every spray of sparks when we bind our 
blades and drive past each other with arms shifting for leverage high, low and aside. 

Each to keep the other’s blade astray. Each to carve their own path. 
Half foresight, half shapeshift, half remembrance: that is the phase-duel. He wields his 

greatsword with the same all-out lunges I favor through the umbral blade. Sweeping 
strokes and intricate reversals, follow through and retreat: we fight with the ruthless full-
bodied technique of souls who know that to cleave is enough. 

I must create weakness to lure strength. I lower my guard. At the instant Shol’s myriad 
projections converge into an overrunning cut for the opening, I collapse and reshape in an 
uppercut lunge past him. I draw a deep bloody line from his cheek. 

"Damn," he laughs, his voice a tenth, a quarter, half echoed from the potential points 
where he scatters many slivers of his psyche. "You’re as good as I ever was! Haven’t even—



hellfires!" I press him with a sequence of coalescing cleaves from all directions, and at last 
from two concentrated drives at once. He answers with a doubling of his sword and arms. I 
am the hungry grin widening my lips. I am the charnel wind stirring my veil, and every 
thunderous impact rung out by our ever-swiftening feet ring on the black metal beneath us.

The tempo increases.
"What of this Ainshaer?" Shol calls. "Does it see those who fall here?" He surrounds me 

with carving lightning that warps into concussive force as I dash between the bolts.
"Only as one sees a memory!" I answer. "Ainshaer keeps no names, no legacies, no 

vestiges! A whisper of the fallen where they perish—that alone shall remain!" 
I let the force-waves wipe me away and chase his essence through them. I coalesce 

from ten points with a simultaneous cut from every self. He thwarts nine, but the side-
swiping tenth slips through. When he reels I pull the other cuts past his weakened defense 
and manifest a stream of one lunging Entropy after another, gouging his armor.  

"Only a memory in the mind of a forlorn star?" Shol calls. "I can live with that!"
Swifter and harsher, we unleash ever-fiercer powers. Will distorts space before my 

thrust with the blade of umbra and fire, so Shol counters with two intersecting cones each 
formed of twenty thrumming slashes. I stretch psyche and self’s form as scattershot 
through the hollows between each slicing crescent and careen past in a broad arc. Our 
forms blur and warp, shadows and blood-red fire against Shol’s pale blue and radiant gold.

We sunder a black-metal tower with a barrage of blows. Shol summons vaporizing light
from the cloven faces of its tumbling debris into a burning cage around him. I become the 
shadows clinging to every reverse face, and contort over their edges to lance inward with 
the umbral blade. He preempts me with a cleaving gale aimed at the gaps I emerge through.

Where now the Entropy who brought us here, or the Shol that asked? There is no 
memory in the scrape of edge on edge. Until one has witnessed the other fall, both are dead.
To all worlds, to all futures, to every self they ever knew. The shockwave’s sharp crack and 
aftermath groan erupts from the airburst meeting of two flickering streaks. I know, he 
knows, an end must come soon. We know the end can never come. We are the creators, the 
shapers, the victims and the overlords here in the infinity of the duel.

There is nothing else left.
I am every manifest muscle and deep-power bone rattling in the intertwining, endless, 

ephemeral cage of violence we shape, Shol and I: eyes simultaneously locked and darting 
away in the storm of blows we rain and receive. The old phase-duelist glows with the 
zenith unbounded. His eyes shine in the light of Ainshaer, the light of our sparking blades, 
the light of the fire I bear upon my back. His aura reverberates with the mountainous rush 
of a man once more upon the pinnacle. The Third Hand whips his greatsword to screaming 
speed and all-splitting collisions. He remembers now how to control it.

Shol rips five power-geysers towards me and flits between them through the rising 
waves of his own iridescent specters. He drives me through my fore and afterimages, 
carving tufts of shadow and outer essence to scatter all around us. He rages to a forward 
spiral of his selves in one serpentine wind after another to drive the umbral blade aside. He
rushes with a killing thrust at my psyche’s center beneath the veil. I collapse away in a dark
flower of disintegrating shadow. Shol’s pressure lessens as the power-geysers spill around 
him, and he prepares to follow my retreat through the phase-lash. 

But I have not retreated. I am not the Entropy he senses far away, the strongest 
emotion. I am the shadows staining the scarified metal, clinging to the crevices rising 



around his geysers, spinning inside every facet of debris around him. In my breaking’s 
instant I converge anew: a low sprinter’s start inside his guard. Shol’s blade is still thrusting
for a fractured blink, just above my veiled and hooded head. The umbral blade in my hands 
is already multiplied eightfold through postures high and low that all plunge its abyssal 
point backward through Shol: forehead, groin, shoulders, hips, abdomen. 

Its phantom kindred appear everywhere around us, one for a vital organ on every one 
of Shol’s glassine ghost-selves.

I become solid and snap every arm forward in eight simultaneous cuts. I am 
nothingness riding hot blood, shredded viscera, opened veins and sundered skull. I am 
bloodlust, ravenous, stretching the gore-spray’s waves through crests into memorial 
gemstone: blue into pink into blood red. When Shol Irek’s soul flies free, every silhouette 
crystallizes into a shining transparent sculpture of the shapes he imbued it with. 

Traces remain here and there: a brow, a grimace, a nose and eyes alongside many half-
known torsos and left legs braced without right, or right without left. His former flesh 
freezes upright, still grasping the great blade above my head, with eight cavernous cleaves 
that intersect where once the sternum lay.

Only a deep void marks the spot on the vented skull where once was the face of a man 
named Shol Irek. Is it kind? Cruel? I know only that it was right. It will remain here, beneath
two arches with my sigil wrought in glittering obsidian atop their conjoined apex, until the 
distant day when others break it by their own duel. Perhaps forever. 

I slip out from the slain warrior’s shadow and raise the umbral blade above in one 
hand. I sweep it to the side, sheathe it, and remember the future. A last ash-laden gust stirs 
my shadows and hair. I look to the silver pendant lying near Shol’s body, cloven in two by 
the upward stroke that split his skull. A disc with a hundred swords in a tessellating circle.

This much, grasped by shadows and pulled into my form, I take with me. I return to the
grotto. For a bittersweet smile’s price, I give the disc to Ichril. We walk back to the dawn-
tiled streets beneath nodulous buildings. Together in Shyalk’s inn, we join our double-
bellied host in raising glasses.

"To victory," Ichril says. "To Shol." 
"To the passing of a dream," Shyalk says."To an era’s end." 
"Now," I answer, "it is truly ours to keep." At the last, after a full day and a full night of 

celebrations, we leave Shailavach to its future. It’s time for us to seek our own. 



Epilogue Content Warnings

None!... aside, maybe, from children doing things that frighten their parents. 



Epilogue
Where Wonders Forever Unfold 

There’s a whole big yard of glowing mushrooms and pathways of stones. I get rained 
on a lot but that’s okay. The rain looks really pretty even though it’s nighttime because the 
mushrooms light it up so much. So many places to go! There are all these big doorways that
don’t have doors in them, and also a lot of ones that do. Tevvy says that I would call the 
stone fences around these courtyards "glassless windows," but that’s silly. I know what 
fences are. She also said that’s not the real name. I know this is her mama’s house, but 
Tevvy knows too many words for things. I do wish I remembered what the doorways 
without doors are called. It’s not really a doorway then, is it?

Chompy gets a little wet from the rain, but I’m not worried. Mr. K can fix things almost 
as good as Entropy. I find a big statue here covered in moss. It’s some big lady with horns 
and a sword and a tail. It’s so weird, but I really, really don’t have words to say how. Well… 
it’s scary. Scary enough that I go still and back away. And okay, fine, maybe I do cry a little. 
Tevvy says there’s nothing to be scared of here, but Tevvy is a demon and she chews on hot
pans without hurting, so I think Tevvy has different ideas of what scary means.

"There you are!" Mama says, and she scoops me up and hugs me. She holds me a little 
away because I scared her, so I have to get a talking to. "Lily, please be gentle with your 
mama. It’s going to take me a little while not to worry if you run off. I know we’re safe here, 
but…" Mama stops talking and looks up at the statue. "Well, Unsiiliar has a lot of things like 
this around, doesn’t it?"

"Yeah," I say, and I put my nose deep in Mama’s fur.
"And you’re soaking wet, you little brat," Mama says. But she’s laughing when she says 

it, and she holds me with one arm so she can tickle me with the other.
"Mama!" I laugh. "Mama, you’re the one who went out to the swamp and asked for a 

water lily!" I know that’s not really how it happened, but it’s a better story.
"Water lilies still have to be dry sometimes, so their mothers don’t have to spend hours

drying all the sheets and blankets out after they get up in the morning," Mama says. She 
tickles my nose and carries me back inside. There are these big cloth things on the walls, 
and the walls are made of strange shapes and have lots of statues, but the lanterns are all 
cozy orange colors. Sometimes we pass things I don’t have any words for, but they’re guests
so I try to be polite and say ‘hi’.

We have to go back to the front door—I mean, I think it’s the front door?—so we can 
get to the stairs going up to our rooms. That’s when the front door opens and Aunt Entropy 
walks in with Mr. Ichril.

"Auntie En!" I say. I wave Chompy at her because I want to wave with my hands, but I 
also don’t want to drop Chompy. "You’re back! Hi!"

"I am," Auntie En says, "but this dream is passing, little one." Then she takes off her veil,
and I’m disappointed because she just looks like a human lady underneath, not a cool, scary
monster. She's way shorter and less muscly than En, too. She’s really pretty for a human, 
though, with silky black hair and soft skin and the bluest blue eyes. When she talks next she
talks… different. Her voice is still her voice, but it’s also not. And there’s pink in her skin 
that Entropy’s definitely doesn’t have. This lady is still Auntie En, but she’s also not. 

How the heck does that work?



"My name is Kairliina," Auntie K says. "It's always been Kairliina." She shakes her head 
and rubs her eyes. "Vestals of the Void Eon, it's so good to be lucid again. I want my abyss 
for an indulgence, not a defense mechanism. And it'll be so nice to speak plainly again."

"I bet you can’t," I say. "I bet you’re going to talk like Entropy again in a minute."
"Just because you're right doesn't mean you get to say it," Auntie K says. She walks over

and gets a sly look. Then she boops me right on the nose, and I giggle.
"I hope whatever we do next is a bit more straightforward," Ichril says. "I don’t know if 

I have two journeys like that in me. At least not for another four centuries." 
"Couldn't agree more," Auntie K says. "We've earned a little straightforward. In fact, I'd 

say we earned as much of it as we want!"
"Did things get really weird after we left?" I ask.
Auntie K raises an eyebrow. "Let’s just say this was supposed to be the fun indulgent 

trip we would smile to tell everyone about. I suppose it'll have to be the next instead."
"So," Mr. Ichril says, "this is Unsiiliar Heights. Spindle of Ten-Thousand Threads. Are 

you the aspect that bestows the names?"
 Auntie K gives Ichril that scrunched-up face grown-ups give when one of them said 

something really stupid, but the other doesn't want to hurt their feelings. "Ichril, I know 
how you came by that idea, but it's long outdated. That was an experiment that escaped my 
control. Let's just say one of my enemies found a way to take advantage, and leave at that 
for now, okay? I've reassimilated all of myself. But yes, I name every realm I create. 
Unsiiliar..." Her smile turns different. Dreamy. 

"Unsiiliar will always lie close to my heart. It's a blend of all my favorite homes on 
Earth, and a few things that I never got to have before. It's also the best place to raise 
children." She holds out her hand and makes lights dance on it, and then they turn into a 
rainbow sculpture of me! "Which is why—"

I hear someone running really fast upstairs, and then Tevvy jumps over the stair-fence 
or whatever it’s called at Auntie K and screams, "MOMMY!" 

Tevvy has white skin and three blue horns and scales all over, and a really big tail, and 
she’s wearing a blue dress. I don’t think Tevvy would be hurt much if she fell, but Auntie K’s
eyes still get really big. She does the thing where she appears somewhere she wasn’t so she 
can catch Tevvy. I feel like Tevvy’s going to get a talking-to, but she doesn’t.

Auntie K is too busy crying. She’s kind of a huge crybaby, but it’s okay.
"Oh, sweetheart," she says.  She hugs Tevvy really tight. Now everything makes sense, 

because if Kairliina is Entropy, then she knows too many words and she's a huge crybaby, 
so of course her daughter would also know too many words and be a huge crybaby. "Hi… I 
missed you…"

Now there are heavier steps and a skinny man comes downstairs. I’ve seen him around
a few times and he’s talked to Mama a lot, but I didn’t know if I was supposed to talk to him 
so I didn’t. He has skin that’s kind of tanned and white hair. He has a rat’s tail and rat’s ears 
and rat’s teeth, and white fur in some places but not others. He’s really cute… I think? I only
know Auntie K is pretty because she would never not be pretty. 

But he looks nice, and he has Tevvy’s sister Thiz in his arms. Thiz is a little like Tevvy 
but with two big horns on her forehead and two little ones on her chin. And she has all 
these weird openings on her body that are always full of fire. It doesn’t seem to hurt the rat 
man or set other things on fire, so it’s fine.



Anyway, Auntie K gets this weird melty look so I know they’re married. Married people
are supposed to make those faces at each other. It’s not a good marrying if they don’t.

"Hello, Robert," Auntie K says.
"Hello, love," he says, but before they can kiss Thiz yells.
"Where were you?! Where did you go?!" She squirms out of the man’s arms and runs 

halfway up the stairs. "I hate you and I don’t want to see you again!"
Auntie K gets on her knees. "I made a mistake, little one. I met some very mean 

creatures and I didn’t fight them well enough the first time. I had to stay away a while so 
they wouldn’t follow me back here. But I know that’s not good enough." She does this little 
soft smile. "I understand if you want to hate me forever—"

That doesn’t happen because Thiz is also a huge crybaby, she’s just slower at it. She 
starts crying and runs to meet Auntie K crying about how sorry she is.

Mama gives me a funny look that’s kind of a smile and kind of not, and I give it back 
because that’s how I feel too. This is our pack now. A bunch of crybabies. 

It’s good, though.
When Auntie K gets a break she looks at me and Mama again. "Well," she says, "I’m glad

to personally welcome you both to Unsiiliar Heights. Tevaerza, Thizhtiriact, meet your Aunt
Rosemary and your cousin Lily. Robert, darling, meet your sister-in-law and your niece."

"I knew it," Thiz says. "They vibrate like us, a little bit."
"That they do," Auntie K says. 
Uncle Robert steps a little closer and shakes Mama’s hand. "It’s good to be formally 

introduced," he says. "My dear love can be impulsive, but," he gives her that melty smile 
again, "her impulses are most often good."

"Hey, Auntie K," I say, "Unsiiliar is safe, right? Mama gets worried when I explore."
"Unsiiliar is perfectly safe," she says. "You'll find things here that frighten you, and the 

library holds many books about other places that aren't safe at all, but no one will hurt you 
here. I built this place to be the home I always needed when I was a little girl. A place of 
stories and imagination where everyone is free to roam."

"Do you still need those things?" I ask.
"I do. That's why I carry them inside," Auntie K says. "Everyone needs to feel, well…" 

She goes quiet for a bit. "That the world still has the seeds of a dream in it." She makes a sad
little smile. "Grown-ups forget it sometimes. Grown-up things do that to us."

"I get it, a little," I say. "I was happy when you brought Mama home, but also scared. I’m
still a little scared that I’ll lose her again." Mama squeezes me and licks my ears.

"That’s right," Auntie K says. She grins. "But enough about big ideas. We should have 
dinner and then go to bed. And I know just the shape to send us out on a happy note."

Now it’s my turn to have my eyes get really big, ‘cuz Auntie K gets taller and her black 
hair turns white as it grows and grows, and more comes through her skin, and her face gets
longer and now she has a big, bushy tail. She was pretty before. Now she’s beautiful.

"You’re a wolf too?" I ask.
"And when I wear my wolfness, I like to be named Karola," she says. "But don’t worry, 

Lily. I still want you to teach Entropy how to howl." She takes her daughters’ hands. They 
don’t turn into wolves, but that’s okay. Pack isn’t about your body. It’s about your… you.

Auntie K winks at me. "That, I think, will be a story for another time."

~And the mythos forever unfolds~ 
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About the Author
Caerllyn McCurdy is the name I've left inscribed on this book to avoid making my 

personal copyright more of a Gordian knot than it already is. 
Many among you may know me better as Kairliina Saelvur (K.S.) Urwollust, which of all

my aliases has proven to be my preferred pen-name for Earthly writing. It differs from my 
true name only in the last. Urwollust is close enough to the true meaning, anyway; I'm 
content to let it represent me from now on. As of this latest revision, I'm 30. An outer 
demon of the Carag wearing a human flesh-suit which, I assure you, I wouldn't have slipped
on if I knew how hard it would be to get the blighted thing off again!

But then I might never have tasted human cuisine, or known the joy of a sword's grip 
under tensing fingers, beneath a brilliant golden sun on a blue-sky day. When the wind off 
the lake meets the whispering grass of the shore, beyond the dock where the lake-waves 
lap... Perhaps I shouldn't gripe too fiercely, hm?~

Now, if this tale has struck a chord in you and you wish to be sure I know,  you can find 
me on Twitter @AshenveinGate, or visit my blog at ashenveingate.com for a madcap 
labyrinth of short stories and free books. I've written several since Sword of the Outsider 
was first published, including the direct sequel and conclusion to this continuity, Demon 
Queen of the Deep Ways. Toss in plenty of lore, occasional poetry, serial stories... there's 
plenty to keep you busy, believe you me!

Please transcend this plane of being responsibly. 
Otherwise? Fare thee well, readers dear! May the memory of these moments we’ve 

shared be a balm to you on hot days, and a vibrant hearth on cold ones, ‘til the winter winds
bring us together again.
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